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Abstract

It is widely accepted that social capital including all of its antecedents affects the economic perfor-
mance significantly. However, the consensus over the direction of this effect is still missing element of 
academic research on the issue. This study has contrasted to conventional macroeconomic approach 
of using social capital variables in a formal growth model and done is a refined analysis to evaluate 
the impact of social and physical capitals on growth, happiness and of growth and happiness on soc-
ial capital in a panel data analysis of 36 Asian Economies. The present study is addressing the missing 
element, social capital, in panel of 36 Asian Economies. It estimates the effect of social and physical 
capital on economic growth, happiness. It also computes the impact of economic growth happiness on 
social capital. The results imply that growth is subject to both social and physical capital while social 
capital is mainly talent, innovation and competitiveness driven alongside growth. However, happiness 
requires something more than growth. The trust, harmony and other factors contribute to social 
capital and happiness. This paper has implications to future research and the prediction of the 
discipline and regular pattern of the upcoming social capital in Asian Economies.
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Introduction

 Evolution of economy is not a process of financial development isolated from society and 
not self-sustaining. Wealth creation is not a segregate, but rather depends upon pre-existing socio-cul-
tural conditions for its strength.
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A crude market structure is based and facilitating environments and is linked to agents through multi-
ple inter-connections. The expansion in wealth and markets goad to expand the capacity of the 
economic agents; which in turn benefits the society. As a result, social classes and new profession 
emerge; educational attainment and health of general public improve. The emerging communication 
between the economy and the institutional culture around it accumulates the social capital. Higher 
social capital accumulation provides higher quality of life for the individuals and their families. This 
situation also generates migration of individual from low to a higher level of social capital.

 The literature defines social capital as; “a form of extensively providing private good that is 
either open/free or greatly subsidized” (See for example Brown et al., 2006 among others). And Bour-
dieu (1983) elaborates social capital “as the resources, and services achieved by merely being element 
of a group, or extensive network by virtue of one’s network location.” This debate further measures 
the social capital through calculating individuals employed in community-based associations (such as 
religious or community citizen boards etc.) in a particular geographic vicinity. In socio-economic 
terms this kind of social capital mechanism is used for resource allocation. However, Bronisz and 
Heijman (2009) present a precise and relatively undisputed definition stating; “social capital is 
normally implicit at the same time as the property of a faction rather than the property of an individu-
al.” 

 Social capital is generally considered as the fourth form of capital, vis-à-vis physical capital, 
human capital and financial one. Coleman (1998) suggests that like all other forms, it is significant 
factor of growth: increases the possibility of productive activity. The recent debate in literature also 
indicates that the social capital and happiness circa has empirical evidence and the predictability of 
social capital for the happiness hold internationally (Stevenson & Wolfers, 2008; Sacks et al., 2010; 
Easterlin & Angelescu, 2011; Bartolini & Sarracino, 2009). Particularly, these studies examine the 
correlation among short, medium and long run time-series of social capital and the welfare. Social 
capital, unlike pure public structure, is competitively excludable, because it does not freely emit in the 
public but should be distributed via some method. The aim of this paper is to reconnoiter the relation-
ship between growth, social capital and happiness for a panel of selected Asian economies. The 
research question can be stated as; “is social capital, like all other forms of capital, an economic 
concept?”

 The rest of the paper is organized as follows; after this brief introduction, section two 
discusses the theoretical base and the relevant literature on the social capital and economy, section 
three addresses model and methodological issues; while section four presents results and discussion, 
section five concludes and proposes some implications.  

Theoretical Background and Literature Review

 Empirical studies on social capital cover a wide range of social science disciplines, charac-
terize differences in economies in their level of economic and social development to differences in the 
respective social capital stock. Empirical studies on social capital cover a wide range of social science 
disciplines, characterize disparities in economies in their stage of economic and social progress to 
disparities in the respective social capital reserve. Countries or the regions possessing relatively 
higher stocks of social capital, appear to attain elevated levels of growth, in comparison with the 
societies having low level of stock (among others, see Brown and Ashman, 1996; Krishna & Uphoff, 
1999; Ostrom, 2003; & Rose, 2000). Most of such studies agree that social capital adds to scale 
efficiency and growth by smoothing the process of association between individual interests and 
achieving the targeted level of income and its fairer distribution.
 
 Social capital also plays a central function for the prediction of international discrepancies in 
happiness (Bartolini & Sarracino, 2009). Academic literature in this regard tests about the possible 
correlation between the social capital trends and that of welfare across countries. The studies, in this 
view, have used an empirical modeling to identify correlation coefficients (see for example, Steven-
son & Wolfers, 2008; Sacks et al., 2010; Easterlin et al., 2010; Easterlin & Angelescu, 2011). Particu-
larly, these studies have evaluated the correlation among subjective well-being and social capital in 
three spans of time-series: long run, medium run and short run.
 
 This particular literature also assesses the correlation coefficient of social capital with GDP. 
The economic text on happiness has tried to unravel the contradiction by discussing that the dynamic 
goals of income targeting may counterbalance the positive consequences of rising income on happi-
ness. Such aspirations may also be influenced by the total proceeds of individual’s own relevant 
income group; for that the rituals, social values, culture and consumption patterns of the society do 
matter (Duesenberry, 1949), or by their own previous income in the course of hedonic treadmill (Fred-
erick and Loewenstein, 1999). In all cases, economic growth is inclined elevate income targets which 
put forth negative consequence on happiness4. 

 However, the usual choice-based criteria cannot elaborate this hypothesis because in prefer-
ence based system it is assumed that no matter what people choose, makes them happier (Loewen-
stein, 1994)5. Though other criteria, to base welfare on happiness rather than choices, avoid many 
such problems but have numerous intrinsic drawbacks. (Frederick & Loewenstein, 1999; Loewen-
stein & Schkade, 1999; Gilbert et al., 2002). Particularly, people often face to serious health condi-
tions but still exhibit high levels of happiness. However, they agree with others that to healthy is 
preferable. After reviewing different lines of research Loewenstein and Ubel (2008) argue that no 
straightforward criterion based on either notion can overcome these problems.
 
 Several papers particularly Helliwell and Putnam (2004) and Bruni and Stanca, (2008) have 

documented that subjective welfare/happiness has positive correlation with social capital in the 
cross-sectional data. Becchetti et al. (2008, 2009) have shown that social capital has a notable impact 
on subjective well-being in the sample of developed and developing countries. However, conversely, 
the broad progress in income levels (due to economic growth) may result in an insignificant boost in 
average happiness, since, relative loss and gain pay-off each other ( Loewenstein & Ubel, 2008).  
Generally speaking, the essential significance conveyed by happiness studies has increased numeral 
of the theorists who believe that using GDP as a factor of welfare may be a question mark.
 
 In line with Putnam (1993) community organizations are sources of common conviction and 
social ties lead to increased scale efficiency. These diverse views provoked empirical tests intended 
for a diverse influence on economic growth (Knack 1999; Glaeser et al., 2002). On the whole, Knack 
(1999) argues that even though every individual calculation of large-scale social capital undergoes a 
few deficiencies, taken together the body of literature points to a considerable and activist role of 
social capital for economic growth. And that the influence of social capital is positive: “higher stages 
of social capital are coupled with succeeding improvements.” Social capital is a contributor to growth 
by signifying the collaboration and conviction within the firm, the market and the nation.

We can summarize this discussion and frame our study as follow:

 (i) The happiness, growth and social capital nexus sometimes exists for some countries   
 over long period of time and for some it does not hold (Stevenson & Wolfers, 2008).   
 In a group of selected panel of Asian economies, this study elaborates the status of   
 relation ship between the stated variables. 
 (ii) Few studies claim that Easterlin paradox (the non-existence of correlation between level  
 of income and happiness) does not hold (for example, Sacks et al.,2010). On the other hand,  
 Easterlin and Angelescu (2011) question about the strength of these inferences stating that  
 these studies failed to differentiate long and short run. In fact, the time perspective is core of  
 the disparity amid Easterlin and others. Easterlin et al. (2010) argues that the significantly  
 positive relation estimated by critics is due to the inclusion of countries in sample with short  
 time series. GDP may matter for welfare in the short run, but such relationships vanish over  
 the long span of time. To answer the questions highlighted by this debate, this study uses a  
 medium term panel data, i.e., five years, and test the existence of horizon randomness. 
 (iii) The third critical point is raised by Clark and Georgellis (2010), emphasizing that the  
 scholars put much consideration to the relationship between income and well-being. On the  
 contrary, insufficient efforts are dedicated to investigate, whether or not the social evalua  
 tions are applicable for correlations between happiness and its determinants other than GDP.  
 

4 This hypothesis can be understood through the modern real business theory, with a leisure-labor paradox.
5 We may call it Benthamite School after the name of Jeremy Bentham.

 For said purpose this paper includes a variable consisting of a combined index of talent,   
 innovation and competitiveness to test the Clark (2008) hypothesis who explores that there  
 is (some) evidence of social relations and/or antecedent.However, we are keen to the notion  
 that whether this “something other than GDP” can do any change in the debate over the issue.  
 Deaton (2011), on the other hands, finds high correlation between happiness and stock prices  
 instead of between happiness and income.

Model and Methodology

 Based on the discussion in the previous section our reduced form model can be summarized 
in following system of equations:
 

 Where, G is growth rate of GDP per capita extracted from WDI; S is value of social capital 
index; K is physical capital that is gross fixed capital formation as percent of GDP; TIC is talent, 
innovation and competitiveness based combined index. H stands for happiness. The subscripts i and t 
denote cross-section and time period respectively. The data used for the purpose of analysis needed 
through investigation in collection and measurements. The data on talent are taken from Global 
Creativity Index of Martin prosperity Institute: talent is one of the dimensions in this index. Innova-
tion and competitiveness indices are used from Global Competitiveness Forum. These three indices 
are combined on the basis of principal component analysis.6 

 Social Capital data are generated from sustainable society index based on 21 indicators, 7 
categories and three dimensions. Based on principal component analysis the three dimensions are 
given appropriate weights to generate a comprehensive social capital index (a feature of this paper). 
H is the happiness index found in different years’ World Happiness Report (WHR). The sample years 
are 2012-2016, while number of countries included in regression analysis is 26 Asian economies. The 
selection of countries is based on different criteria; mainly the size of the economy, population and the 
availability of the data. Total observations are 130 for panel data. We also present descriptive tables of 
cross-sectional data of 136 countries of the world to compare the correlations and statistics of panel 
and cross-sectional data.

6 There are different measures of talent, social capital, human wellbeing and happiness found in various studies, [see for 
example Broniesz and Heijman 2009; Bartilini et. al 2009, Grootaert and van Bastelaer 2001, Webster 2013. 

The physical capital is included as control variable of the regression and will additionally confirm that 
whether social capital is also an economic capital. This model is estimated through three different 
methodologies; namely, Fixed Effects, Random Effects and Generalized Methods of Moments. These 
approaches are used because all three estimate the panel data under different assumption. Using three 
methodologies also confirm the robustness of coefficients and stability with regard to previous litera-
ture. For brevity and generic nature of these methods we do not discuss the details here. 

Descriptive and Empirical Analysis

Descriptive Analysis

 Table 1 and 2 below compare the basic stats of the data. Higher mean and deviation values 
of Growth, Happiness, Physical Capital and TIC indicate the differences taking place due to time. So 
we conclude that the time variant property holds for these data, because in the stats of table two the 
high scoring countries of Europe and North America are also included. The correlation between 
growth, happiness and TIC are statistically insignificant and are negative. The covariance and correla-
tion between physical capital and growth is theoretical. Happiness is significantly correlated with 
Physical capital, social capital and TIC. However, highest degree of correlation exists between happi-
ness and social capital.

Table 1:
Descriptive Statistics: Panel Data of Asian Economies
________________________________________________________________________________
     Growth            Happiness            Physical Capital            SC            TIC________________________________________________________________________________
           Mean      4.907                6.483                    26.627      5.258          4.351
         Median     5.077                6.409                    26.303      5.327          4.283
       Maximum         15.240                8.454                    67.984      6.896         5.677
       Minimum          -9.779                4.639                     1.524      3.408         2.946
        Std. Dev.    2.958                0.780                     9.254      0.686         0.646
       Skewness          -0.586                0.479                     1.025     -0.447        0.068
        Kurtosis    7.611                3.954                     6.927      3.523         2.364
     Jarque-Bera      122.594  9.900                   106.281      5.805         2.294
      Probability         0.000                0.007                     0.000      0.055         0.318
            Sum            637.854              842.845                  3461.528    683.575     565.654
     Sum Sq. Dev.  1129.033 78.384                 11047.140     60.750       53.881
    Observations      130                 130                      130                      130           130

Table 2:
Descriptive Statistics: Cross-sectional Data (136 countries included)
________________________________________________________________________________
     Growth            Happiness            Physical Capital            SC            TIC________________________________________________________________________________
           Mean      3.520                6.370                    16.801      5.324          4.020
         Median      3.606                6.370                    17.184      5.252          3.911
       Maximum          9.754                8.964                    40.530      7.222         5.528
       Minimum          -2.914                3.883                     0.000      3.519        2.888
        Std. Dev.     2.293                1.508                     6.393      0.853        0.641
       Skewness           0.078               -0.063                     0.369      0.238        0.651
        Kurtosis     3.079                1.713                     5.159      2.310         3.198
     Jarque-Bera        0.097                5.291                    16.492      2.221         5.500
      Probability         0.953                0.071                     0.000      0.329         0.064
            Sum            637.854            484.109                  1276.887    404.616     305.502
     Sum Sq. Dev.   394.501            170.591                 3065.201     54.591       30.849________________________________________________________________________________
 
 So in this initial part of analysis we confirm the Easterlin Paradox (discussed in section 2 
above). Surprisingly, though statistically significant, but very small magnitude of correlation is 
observed between Social and Physical capital. The differences in the figures are obvious in panel and 
cross-sectional data. The lower values of all the correlations indicate that the time variant properties 
of data hold for panel. In cross-sectional data, the happiness growth correlation is still negative and 
but highly significant. The correlation between Social capital and growth indicates negative sign and 
shows that in large cross country data the negative correlation holds between SC and growth. By 
surprise holding time constant (over the cross-sectional data) the correlation between K and G is 
negative indicative of the heterogeneity in the cross-sectional units. TIC, SC and H are highly 
correlated. These results will be important for discussion in empirical section below.

Table 3:
Covariance Analysis: Panel Data of Asian Economies
 

 For Social capital, the direction and magnitude of the β coefficients (equation 2) are similar 
in FE and RE models. So relatively, consistency holds for social capital in both methods, but not for 
GMM. In GMM model the growth is restrictive to social capital. However, physical capital does not 
have significant impact on social capital in FE and RE models. A little evidence of efficacy of K for 
SC is observed in GMM. TIC contributes positively towards the attainment of social capital of Asian 
economies. We have found a strong evidence of social capital and happiness relationship, as we 
presumed in section 2 above in all estimates of the equation 3. Nonetheless the physical capital and 
growth both have negative and statistically less significant effect on happiness. TIC is effective in 
generalizing the happiness along with the factors of cross-section and period specific.  

Table 5:
Empirical Findings

Summary and Implications

We can summarize our results in theoretical perspective for policy implication as follows:

 i. The growth is capital oriented, whether physical or social. Thus we can answer the question  
 we pondered in section one into Yes. The social capital is like all other economic capital a  
 growth enhancing factor. 
 ii. The significant income effect out ways the little substitution effect of trade-off between  

 social and physical capital. In this case the efforts exerted for physical capital accumulation  
 reduces the attainment of social capital. 
 iii. The debate among the scholars inferred that there was a need to find “something other  
 than GDP” for the happiness, we found it a robust hypothesis and can imply that it is benefi 
 cial for the Asian economies to dedicate some policy efforts for the happiness and subjec  
 tive-wellbeing of the societies.  Some alternatives to be assumed are the role of social capital,  
 social tolerance, political freedom, religiosity and health
 iv. The results also imply that the efforts to grow reduce the happiness that is consistent with  
 the theory of real business cycle. This shows that respective loss to happiness due to growth  
 is higher than the gains.
 
 In nutshell we conclude that the Asian economies should emphasize more arguments in their 
objective function of social welfare, by limiting the role of GDP. The happiness is more than (merely) 
an income phenomenon.
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Appendix

List of Asian Economies included in the Sample 

 Bangladesh, Bhutan, Cambodia, China, India, Indonesia. Iran, Israel, Japan, Jordon, Korea, 
Laos, Lebanon, Malaysia, Mongolia, Nepal, Oman, Pakistan, Philippines, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, 
Thailand, United Arab Emirates, Vietnam, Yemen

Empirical Analysis: Results and Discussion

 Before estimating the reduced-form model, both parametric and non-parametric panel unit 
roots tests are employed to test stationarity in the concerning variables of present study (Hafeez et al., 
2018). The results are compared in table 4. We can infer that all the series are stationary at level in 
almost all four cases except social capital. This series is non stationary in IPS test only; otherwise the 
null of unit root is rejected in rest of the three tests. So our empirical analysis based on the Fixed and 
random effects is valid for equations 1-3 in section 3 above. 

Table 4:
Panel Unit Root Tests (Comparison Table)

 We have estimated three equation of the model using three methods. The variations in the 
results make it of prime interest for sociologists and economists both. The social capital is growth 
enhancing and any increase in any of the dimension of the social capital statistically leads to growth 
more than two percent in fixed effects, about one percent over the random effect and about half 
percent when the moment conditions are applied. This deviation in the results signifies that social 
capital is more effective along the individual characteristics of the sample countries because fixed 
effects capture all the effects of geography, endowment and any other factor.
 
 So for Asian economies it is concluded that the individual specific factors of social capital 
contribute more to growth. The magnitude of physical capital coefficient is relatively consistent for 
economic growth although has lower level of confidence for fixed and random effects. TIC index does 
not have statistically significant impact on country level fixed effects but has negative and statistically 
significant impact on growth if one uses random effects model on these selected Asian economies. It 
means for the sample economies the spillover effect of talent through human capital on growth is not 
effective for individual characteristics.  However, over the periods, the effect of TIC is growth retard-
ing. The generalized methods of moment results do not differentiate from those of random effects in 
direction, but different in magnitude. J-stat shows that the restriction employed are valid.
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A crude market structure is based and facilitating environments and is linked to agents through multi-
ple inter-connections. The expansion in wealth and markets goad to expand the capacity of the 
economic agents; which in turn benefits the society. As a result, social classes and new profession 
emerge; educational attainment and health of general public improve. The emerging communication 
between the economy and the institutional culture around it accumulates the social capital. Higher 
social capital accumulation provides higher quality of life for the individuals and their families. This 
situation also generates migration of individual from low to a higher level of social capital.

 The literature defines social capital as; “a form of extensively providing private good that is 
either open/free or greatly subsidized” (See for example Brown et al., 2006 among others). And Bour-
dieu (1983) elaborates social capital “as the resources, and services achieved by merely being element 
of a group, or extensive network by virtue of one’s network location.” This debate further measures 
the social capital through calculating individuals employed in community-based associations (such as 
religious or community citizen boards etc.) in a particular geographic vicinity. In socio-economic 
terms this kind of social capital mechanism is used for resource allocation. However, Bronisz and 
Heijman (2009) present a precise and relatively undisputed definition stating; “social capital is 
normally implicit at the same time as the property of a faction rather than the property of an individu-
al.” 

 Social capital is generally considered as the fourth form of capital, vis-à-vis physical capital, 
human capital and financial one. Coleman (1998) suggests that like all other forms, it is significant 
factor of growth: increases the possibility of productive activity. The recent debate in literature also 
indicates that the social capital and happiness circa has empirical evidence and the predictability of 
social capital for the happiness hold internationally (Stevenson & Wolfers, 2008; Sacks et al., 2010; 
Easterlin & Angelescu, 2011; Bartolini & Sarracino, 2009). Particularly, these studies examine the 
correlation among short, medium and long run time-series of social capital and the welfare. Social 
capital, unlike pure public structure, is competitively excludable, because it does not freely emit in the 
public but should be distributed via some method. The aim of this paper is to reconnoiter the relation-
ship between growth, social capital and happiness for a panel of selected Asian economies. The 
research question can be stated as; “is social capital, like all other forms of capital, an economic 
concept?”

 The rest of the paper is organized as follows; after this brief introduction, section two 
discusses the theoretical base and the relevant literature on the social capital and economy, section 
three addresses model and methodological issues; while section four presents results and discussion, 
section five concludes and proposes some implications.  

Theoretical Background and Literature Review

 Empirical studies on social capital cover a wide range of social science disciplines, charac-
terize differences in economies in their level of economic and social development to differences in the 
respective social capital stock. Empirical studies on social capital cover a wide range of social science 
disciplines, characterize disparities in economies in their stage of economic and social progress to 
disparities in the respective social capital reserve. Countries or the regions possessing relatively 
higher stocks of social capital, appear to attain elevated levels of growth, in comparison with the 
societies having low level of stock (among others, see Brown and Ashman, 1996; Krishna & Uphoff, 
1999; Ostrom, 2003; & Rose, 2000). Most of such studies agree that social capital adds to scale 
efficiency and growth by smoothing the process of association between individual interests and 
achieving the targeted level of income and its fairer distribution.
 
 Social capital also plays a central function for the prediction of international discrepancies in 
happiness (Bartolini & Sarracino, 2009). Academic literature in this regard tests about the possible 
correlation between the social capital trends and that of welfare across countries. The studies, in this 
view, have used an empirical modeling to identify correlation coefficients (see for example, Steven-
son & Wolfers, 2008; Sacks et al., 2010; Easterlin et al., 2010; Easterlin & Angelescu, 2011). Particu-
larly, these studies have evaluated the correlation among subjective well-being and social capital in 
three spans of time-series: long run, medium run and short run.
 
 This particular literature also assesses the correlation coefficient of social capital with GDP. 
The economic text on happiness has tried to unravel the contradiction by discussing that the dynamic 
goals of income targeting may counterbalance the positive consequences of rising income on happi-
ness. Such aspirations may also be influenced by the total proceeds of individual’s own relevant 
income group; for that the rituals, social values, culture and consumption patterns of the society do 
matter (Duesenberry, 1949), or by their own previous income in the course of hedonic treadmill (Fred-
erick and Loewenstein, 1999). In all cases, economic growth is inclined elevate income targets which 
put forth negative consequence on happiness4. 

 However, the usual choice-based criteria cannot elaborate this hypothesis because in prefer-
ence based system it is assumed that no matter what people choose, makes them happier (Loewen-
stein, 1994)5. Though other criteria, to base welfare on happiness rather than choices, avoid many 
such problems but have numerous intrinsic drawbacks. (Frederick & Loewenstein, 1999; Loewen-
stein & Schkade, 1999; Gilbert et al., 2002). Particularly, people often face to serious health condi-
tions but still exhibit high levels of happiness. However, they agree with others that to healthy is 
preferable. After reviewing different lines of research Loewenstein and Ubel (2008) argue that no 
straightforward criterion based on either notion can overcome these problems.
 
 Several papers particularly Helliwell and Putnam (2004) and Bruni and Stanca, (2008) have 

documented that subjective welfare/happiness has positive correlation with social capital in the 
cross-sectional data. Becchetti et al. (2008, 2009) have shown that social capital has a notable impact 
on subjective well-being in the sample of developed and developing countries. However, conversely, 
the broad progress in income levels (due to economic growth) may result in an insignificant boost in 
average happiness, since, relative loss and gain pay-off each other ( Loewenstein & Ubel, 2008).  
Generally speaking, the essential significance conveyed by happiness studies has increased numeral 
of the theorists who believe that using GDP as a factor of welfare may be a question mark.
 
 In line with Putnam (1993) community organizations are sources of common conviction and 
social ties lead to increased scale efficiency. These diverse views provoked empirical tests intended 
for a diverse influence on economic growth (Knack 1999; Glaeser et al., 2002). On the whole, Knack 
(1999) argues that even though every individual calculation of large-scale social capital undergoes a 
few deficiencies, taken together the body of literature points to a considerable and activist role of 
social capital for economic growth. And that the influence of social capital is positive: “higher stages 
of social capital are coupled with succeeding improvements.” Social capital is a contributor to growth 
by signifying the collaboration and conviction within the firm, the market and the nation.

We can summarize this discussion and frame our study as follow:

 (i) The happiness, growth and social capital nexus sometimes exists for some countries   
 over long period of time and for some it does not hold (Stevenson & Wolfers, 2008).   
 In a group of selected panel of Asian economies, this study elaborates the status of   
 relation ship between the stated variables. 
 (ii) Few studies claim that Easterlin paradox (the non-existence of correlation between level  
 of income and happiness) does not hold (for example, Sacks et al.,2010). On the other hand,  
 Easterlin and Angelescu (2011) question about the strength of these inferences stating that  
 these studies failed to differentiate long and short run. In fact, the time perspective is core of  
 the disparity amid Easterlin and others. Easterlin et al. (2010) argues that the significantly  
 positive relation estimated by critics is due to the inclusion of countries in sample with short  
 time series. GDP may matter for welfare in the short run, but such relationships vanish over  
 the long span of time. To answer the questions highlighted by this debate, this study uses a  
 medium term panel data, i.e., five years, and test the existence of horizon randomness. 
 (iii) The third critical point is raised by Clark and Georgellis (2010), emphasizing that the  
 scholars put much consideration to the relationship between income and well-being. On the  
 contrary, insufficient efforts are dedicated to investigate, whether or not the social evalua  
 tions are applicable for correlations between happiness and its determinants other than GDP.  
 

4 This hypothesis can be understood through the modern real business theory, with a leisure-labor paradox.
5 We may call it Benthamite School after the name of Jeremy Bentham.

 For said purpose this paper includes a variable consisting of a combined index of talent,   
 innovation and competitiveness to test the Clark (2008) hypothesis who explores that there  
 is (some) evidence of social relations and/or antecedent.However, we are keen to the notion  
 that whether this “something other than GDP” can do any change in the debate over the issue.  
 Deaton (2011), on the other hands, finds high correlation between happiness and stock prices  
 instead of between happiness and income.

Model and Methodology

 Based on the discussion in the previous section our reduced form model can be summarized 
in following system of equations:
 

 Where, G is growth rate of GDP per capita extracted from WDI; S is value of social capital 
index; K is physical capital that is gross fixed capital formation as percent of GDP; TIC is talent, 
innovation and competitiveness based combined index. H stands for happiness. The subscripts i and t 
denote cross-section and time period respectively. The data used for the purpose of analysis needed 
through investigation in collection and measurements. The data on talent are taken from Global 
Creativity Index of Martin prosperity Institute: talent is one of the dimensions in this index. Innova-
tion and competitiveness indices are used from Global Competitiveness Forum. These three indices 
are combined on the basis of principal component analysis.6 

 Social Capital data are generated from sustainable society index based on 21 indicators, 7 
categories and three dimensions. Based on principal component analysis the three dimensions are 
given appropriate weights to generate a comprehensive social capital index (a feature of this paper). 
H is the happiness index found in different years’ World Happiness Report (WHR). The sample years 
are 2012-2016, while number of countries included in regression analysis is 26 Asian economies. The 
selection of countries is based on different criteria; mainly the size of the economy, population and the 
availability of the data. Total observations are 130 for panel data. We also present descriptive tables of 
cross-sectional data of 136 countries of the world to compare the correlations and statistics of panel 
and cross-sectional data.

6 There are different measures of talent, social capital, human wellbeing and happiness found in various studies, [see for 
example Broniesz and Heijman 2009; Bartilini et. al 2009, Grootaert and van Bastelaer 2001, Webster 2013. 

The physical capital is included as control variable of the regression and will additionally confirm that 
whether social capital is also an economic capital. This model is estimated through three different 
methodologies; namely, Fixed Effects, Random Effects and Generalized Methods of Moments. These 
approaches are used because all three estimate the panel data under different assumption. Using three 
methodologies also confirm the robustness of coefficients and stability with regard to previous litera-
ture. For brevity and generic nature of these methods we do not discuss the details here. 

Descriptive and Empirical Analysis

Descriptive Analysis

 Table 1 and 2 below compare the basic stats of the data. Higher mean and deviation values 
of Growth, Happiness, Physical Capital and TIC indicate the differences taking place due to time. So 
we conclude that the time variant property holds for these data, because in the stats of table two the 
high scoring countries of Europe and North America are also included. The correlation between 
growth, happiness and TIC are statistically insignificant and are negative. The covariance and correla-
tion between physical capital and growth is theoretical. Happiness is significantly correlated with 
Physical capital, social capital and TIC. However, highest degree of correlation exists between happi-
ness and social capital.

Table 1:
Descriptive Statistics: Panel Data of Asian Economies
________________________________________________________________________________
     Growth            Happiness            Physical Capital            SC            TIC________________________________________________________________________________
           Mean      4.907                6.483                    26.627      5.258          4.351
         Median     5.077                6.409                    26.303      5.327          4.283
       Maximum         15.240                8.454                    67.984      6.896         5.677
       Minimum          -9.779                4.639                     1.524      3.408         2.946
        Std. Dev.    2.958                0.780                     9.254      0.686         0.646
       Skewness          -0.586                0.479                     1.025     -0.447        0.068
        Kurtosis    7.611                3.954                     6.927      3.523         2.364
     Jarque-Bera      122.594  9.900                   106.281      5.805         2.294
      Probability         0.000                0.007                     0.000      0.055         0.318
            Sum            637.854              842.845                  3461.528    683.575     565.654
     Sum Sq. Dev.  1129.033 78.384                 11047.140     60.750       53.881
    Observations      130                 130                      130                      130           130

Table 2:
Descriptive Statistics: Cross-sectional Data (136 countries included)
________________________________________________________________________________
     Growth            Happiness            Physical Capital            SC            TIC________________________________________________________________________________
           Mean      3.520                6.370                    16.801      5.324          4.020
         Median      3.606                6.370                    17.184      5.252          3.911
       Maximum          9.754                8.964                    40.530      7.222         5.528
       Minimum          -2.914                3.883                     0.000      3.519        2.888
        Std. Dev.     2.293                1.508                     6.393      0.853        0.641
       Skewness           0.078               -0.063                     0.369      0.238        0.651
        Kurtosis     3.079                1.713                     5.159      2.310         3.198
     Jarque-Bera        0.097                5.291                    16.492      2.221         5.500
      Probability         0.953                0.071                     0.000      0.329         0.064
            Sum            637.854            484.109                  1276.887    404.616     305.502
     Sum Sq. Dev.   394.501            170.591                 3065.201     54.591       30.849________________________________________________________________________________
 
 So in this initial part of analysis we confirm the Easterlin Paradox (discussed in section 2 
above). Surprisingly, though statistically significant, but very small magnitude of correlation is 
observed between Social and Physical capital. The differences in the figures are obvious in panel and 
cross-sectional data. The lower values of all the correlations indicate that the time variant properties 
of data hold for panel. In cross-sectional data, the happiness growth correlation is still negative and 
but highly significant. The correlation between Social capital and growth indicates negative sign and 
shows that in large cross country data the negative correlation holds between SC and growth. By 
surprise holding time constant (over the cross-sectional data) the correlation between K and G is 
negative indicative of the heterogeneity in the cross-sectional units. TIC, SC and H are highly 
correlated. These results will be important for discussion in empirical section below.

Table 3:
Covariance Analysis: Panel Data of Asian Economies
 

 For Social capital, the direction and magnitude of the β coefficients (equation 2) are similar 
in FE and RE models. So relatively, consistency holds for social capital in both methods, but not for 
GMM. In GMM model the growth is restrictive to social capital. However, physical capital does not 
have significant impact on social capital in FE and RE models. A little evidence of efficacy of K for 
SC is observed in GMM. TIC contributes positively towards the attainment of social capital of Asian 
economies. We have found a strong evidence of social capital and happiness relationship, as we 
presumed in section 2 above in all estimates of the equation 3. Nonetheless the physical capital and 
growth both have negative and statistically less significant effect on happiness. TIC is effective in 
generalizing the happiness along with the factors of cross-section and period specific.  

Table 5:
Empirical Findings

Summary and Implications

We can summarize our results in theoretical perspective for policy implication as follows:

 i. The growth is capital oriented, whether physical or social. Thus we can answer the question  
 we pondered in section one into Yes. The social capital is like all other economic capital a  
 growth enhancing factor. 
 ii. The significant income effect out ways the little substitution effect of trade-off between  

 social and physical capital. In this case the efforts exerted for physical capital accumulation  
 reduces the attainment of social capital. 
 iii. The debate among the scholars inferred that there was a need to find “something other  
 than GDP” for the happiness, we found it a robust hypothesis and can imply that it is benefi 
 cial for the Asian economies to dedicate some policy efforts for the happiness and subjec  
 tive-wellbeing of the societies.  Some alternatives to be assumed are the role of social capital,  
 social tolerance, political freedom, religiosity and health
 iv. The results also imply that the efforts to grow reduce the happiness that is consistent with  
 the theory of real business cycle. This shows that respective loss to happiness due to growth  
 is higher than the gains.
 
 In nutshell we conclude that the Asian economies should emphasize more arguments in their 
objective function of social welfare, by limiting the role of GDP. The happiness is more than (merely) 
an income phenomenon.

Reference
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List of Asian Economies included in the Sample 

 Bangladesh, Bhutan, Cambodia, China, India, Indonesia. Iran, Israel, Japan, Jordon, Korea, 
Laos, Lebanon, Malaysia, Mongolia, Nepal, Oman, Pakistan, Philippines, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, 
Thailand, United Arab Emirates, Vietnam, Yemen

Empirical Analysis: Results and Discussion

 Before estimating the reduced-form model, both parametric and non-parametric panel unit 
roots tests are employed to test stationarity in the concerning variables of present study (Hafeez et al., 
2018). The results are compared in table 4. We can infer that all the series are stationary at level in 
almost all four cases except social capital. This series is non stationary in IPS test only; otherwise the 
null of unit root is rejected in rest of the three tests. So our empirical analysis based on the Fixed and 
random effects is valid for equations 1-3 in section 3 above. 

Table 4:
Panel Unit Root Tests (Comparison Table)

 We have estimated three equation of the model using three methods. The variations in the 
results make it of prime interest for sociologists and economists both. The social capital is growth 
enhancing and any increase in any of the dimension of the social capital statistically leads to growth 
more than two percent in fixed effects, about one percent over the random effect and about half 
percent when the moment conditions are applied. This deviation in the results signifies that social 
capital is more effective along the individual characteristics of the sample countries because fixed 
effects capture all the effects of geography, endowment and any other factor.
 
 So for Asian economies it is concluded that the individual specific factors of social capital 
contribute more to growth. The magnitude of physical capital coefficient is relatively consistent for 
economic growth although has lower level of confidence for fixed and random effects. TIC index does 
not have statistically significant impact on country level fixed effects but has negative and statistically 
significant impact on growth if one uses random effects model on these selected Asian economies. It 
means for the sample economies the spillover effect of talent through human capital on growth is not 
effective for individual characteristics.  However, over the periods, the effect of TIC is growth retard-
ing. The generalized methods of moment results do not differentiate from those of random effects in 
direction, but different in magnitude. J-stat shows that the restriction employed are valid.
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Abstract

It is widely accepted that social capital including all of its antecedents affects the economic perfor-
mance significantly. However, the consensus over the direction of this effect is still missing element of 
academic research on the issue. This study has contrasted to conventional macroeconomic approach 
of using social capital variables in a formal growth model and done is a refined analysis to evaluate 
the impact of social and physical capitals on growth, happiness and of growth and happiness on soc-
ial capital in a panel data analysis of 36 Asian Economies. The present study is addressing the missing 
element, social capital, in panel of 36 Asian Economies. It estimates the effect of social and physical 
capital on economic growth, happiness. It also computes the impact of economic growth happiness on 
social capital. The results imply that growth is subject to both social and physical capital while social 
capital is mainly talent, innovation and competitiveness driven alongside growth. However, happiness 
requires something more than growth. The trust, harmony and other factors contribute to social 
capital and happiness. This paper has implications to future research and the prediction of the 
discipline and regular pattern of the upcoming social capital in Asian Economies.

Key Words: Social Capital, Well-being, Talent, Competitiveness, Happiness
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Introduction

 Evolution of economy is not a process of financial development isolated from society and 
not self-sustaining. Wealth creation is not a segregate, but rather depends upon pre-existing socio-cul-
tural conditions for its strength.
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A crude market structure is based and facilitating environments and is linked to agents through multi-
ple inter-connections. The expansion in wealth and markets goad to expand the capacity of the 
economic agents; which in turn benefits the society. As a result, social classes and new profession 
emerge; educational attainment and health of general public improve. The emerging communication 
between the economy and the institutional culture around it accumulates the social capital. Higher 
social capital accumulation provides higher quality of life for the individuals and their families. This 
situation also generates migration of individual from low to a higher level of social capital.

 The literature defines social capital as; “a form of extensively providing private good that is 
either open/free or greatly subsidized” (See for example Brown et al., 2006 among others). And Bour-
dieu (1983) elaborates social capital “as the resources, and services achieved by merely being element 
of a group, or extensive network by virtue of one’s network location.” This debate further measures 
the social capital through calculating individuals employed in community-based associations (such as 
religious or community citizen boards etc.) in a particular geographic vicinity. In socio-economic 
terms this kind of social capital mechanism is used for resource allocation. However, Bronisz and 
Heijman (2009) present a precise and relatively undisputed definition stating; “social capital is 
normally implicit at the same time as the property of a faction rather than the property of an individu-
al.” 

 Social capital is generally considered as the fourth form of capital, vis-à-vis physical capital, 
human capital and financial one. Coleman (1998) suggests that like all other forms, it is significant 
factor of growth: increases the possibility of productive activity. The recent debate in literature also 
indicates that the social capital and happiness circa has empirical evidence and the predictability of 
social capital for the happiness hold internationally (Stevenson & Wolfers, 2008; Sacks et al., 2010; 
Easterlin & Angelescu, 2011; Bartolini & Sarracino, 2009). Particularly, these studies examine the 
correlation among short, medium and long run time-series of social capital and the welfare. Social 
capital, unlike pure public structure, is competitively excludable, because it does not freely emit in the 
public but should be distributed via some method. The aim of this paper is to reconnoiter the relation-
ship between growth, social capital and happiness for a panel of selected Asian economies. The 
research question can be stated as; “is social capital, like all other forms of capital, an economic 
concept?”

 The rest of the paper is organized as follows; after this brief introduction, section two 
discusses the theoretical base and the relevant literature on the social capital and economy, section 
three addresses model and methodological issues; while section four presents results and discussion, 
section five concludes and proposes some implications.  

Theoretical Background and Literature Review

 Empirical studies on social capital cover a wide range of social science disciplines, charac-
terize differences in economies in their level of economic and social development to differences in the 
respective social capital stock. Empirical studies on social capital cover a wide range of social science 
disciplines, characterize disparities in economies in their stage of economic and social progress to 
disparities in the respective social capital reserve. Countries or the regions possessing relatively 
higher stocks of social capital, appear to attain elevated levels of growth, in comparison with the 
societies having low level of stock (among others, see Brown and Ashman, 1996; Krishna & Uphoff, 
1999; Ostrom, 2003; & Rose, 2000). Most of such studies agree that social capital adds to scale 
efficiency and growth by smoothing the process of association between individual interests and 
achieving the targeted level of income and its fairer distribution.
 
 Social capital also plays a central function for the prediction of international discrepancies in 
happiness (Bartolini & Sarracino, 2009). Academic literature in this regard tests about the possible 
correlation between the social capital trends and that of welfare across countries. The studies, in this 
view, have used an empirical modeling to identify correlation coefficients (see for example, Steven-
son & Wolfers, 2008; Sacks et al., 2010; Easterlin et al., 2010; Easterlin & Angelescu, 2011). Particu-
larly, these studies have evaluated the correlation among subjective well-being and social capital in 
three spans of time-series: long run, medium run and short run.
 
 This particular literature also assesses the correlation coefficient of social capital with GDP. 
The economic text on happiness has tried to unravel the contradiction by discussing that the dynamic 
goals of income targeting may counterbalance the positive consequences of rising income on happi-
ness. Such aspirations may also be influenced by the total proceeds of individual’s own relevant 
income group; for that the rituals, social values, culture and consumption patterns of the society do 
matter (Duesenberry, 1949), or by their own previous income in the course of hedonic treadmill (Fred-
erick and Loewenstein, 1999). In all cases, economic growth is inclined elevate income targets which 
put forth negative consequence on happiness4. 

 However, the usual choice-based criteria cannot elaborate this hypothesis because in prefer-
ence based system it is assumed that no matter what people choose, makes them happier (Loewen-
stein, 1994)5. Though other criteria, to base welfare on happiness rather than choices, avoid many 
such problems but have numerous intrinsic drawbacks. (Frederick & Loewenstein, 1999; Loewen-
stein & Schkade, 1999; Gilbert et al., 2002). Particularly, people often face to serious health condi-
tions but still exhibit high levels of happiness. However, they agree with others that to healthy is 
preferable. After reviewing different lines of research Loewenstein and Ubel (2008) argue that no 
straightforward criterion based on either notion can overcome these problems.
 
 Several papers particularly Helliwell and Putnam (2004) and Bruni and Stanca, (2008) have 

documented that subjective welfare/happiness has positive correlation with social capital in the 
cross-sectional data. Becchetti et al. (2008, 2009) have shown that social capital has a notable impact 
on subjective well-being in the sample of developed and developing countries. However, conversely, 
the broad progress in income levels (due to economic growth) may result in an insignificant boost in 
average happiness, since, relative loss and gain pay-off each other ( Loewenstein & Ubel, 2008).  
Generally speaking, the essential significance conveyed by happiness studies has increased numeral 
of the theorists who believe that using GDP as a factor of welfare may be a question mark.
 
 In line with Putnam (1993) community organizations are sources of common conviction and 
social ties lead to increased scale efficiency. These diverse views provoked empirical tests intended 
for a diverse influence on economic growth (Knack 1999; Glaeser et al., 2002). On the whole, Knack 
(1999) argues that even though every individual calculation of large-scale social capital undergoes a 
few deficiencies, taken together the body of literature points to a considerable and activist role of 
social capital for economic growth. And that the influence of social capital is positive: “higher stages 
of social capital are coupled with succeeding improvements.” Social capital is a contributor to growth 
by signifying the collaboration and conviction within the firm, the market and the nation.

We can summarize this discussion and frame our study as follow:

 (i) The happiness, growth and social capital nexus sometimes exists for some countries   
 over long period of time and for some it does not hold (Stevenson & Wolfers, 2008).   
 In a group of selected panel of Asian economies, this study elaborates the status of   
 relation ship between the stated variables. 
 (ii) Few studies claim that Easterlin paradox (the non-existence of correlation between level  
 of income and happiness) does not hold (for example, Sacks et al.,2010). On the other hand,  
 Easterlin and Angelescu (2011) question about the strength of these inferences stating that  
 these studies failed to differentiate long and short run. In fact, the time perspective is core of  
 the disparity amid Easterlin and others. Easterlin et al. (2010) argues that the significantly  
 positive relation estimated by critics is due to the inclusion of countries in sample with short  
 time series. GDP may matter for welfare in the short run, but such relationships vanish over  
 the long span of time. To answer the questions highlighted by this debate, this study uses a  
 medium term panel data, i.e., five years, and test the existence of horizon randomness. 
 (iii) The third critical point is raised by Clark and Georgellis (2010), emphasizing that the  
 scholars put much consideration to the relationship between income and well-being. On the  
 contrary, insufficient efforts are dedicated to investigate, whether or not the social evalua  
 tions are applicable for correlations between happiness and its determinants other than GDP.  
 

4 This hypothesis can be understood through the modern real business theory, with a leisure-labor paradox.
5 We may call it Benthamite School after the name of Jeremy Bentham.

 For said purpose this paper includes a variable consisting of a combined index of talent,   
 innovation and competitiveness to test the Clark (2008) hypothesis who explores that there  
 is (some) evidence of social relations and/or antecedent.However, we are keen to the notion  
 that whether this “something other than GDP” can do any change in the debate over the issue.  
 Deaton (2011), on the other hands, finds high correlation between happiness and stock prices  
 instead of between happiness and income.

Model and Methodology

 Based on the discussion in the previous section our reduced form model can be summarized 
in following system of equations:
 

 Where, G is growth rate of GDP per capita extracted from WDI; S is value of social capital 
index; K is physical capital that is gross fixed capital formation as percent of GDP; TIC is talent, 
innovation and competitiveness based combined index. H stands for happiness. The subscripts i and t 
denote cross-section and time period respectively. The data used for the purpose of analysis needed 
through investigation in collection and measurements. The data on talent are taken from Global 
Creativity Index of Martin prosperity Institute: talent is one of the dimensions in this index. Innova-
tion and competitiveness indices are used from Global Competitiveness Forum. These three indices 
are combined on the basis of principal component analysis.6 

 Social Capital data are generated from sustainable society index based on 21 indicators, 7 
categories and three dimensions. Based on principal component analysis the three dimensions are 
given appropriate weights to generate a comprehensive social capital index (a feature of this paper). 
H is the happiness index found in different years’ World Happiness Report (WHR). The sample years 
are 2012-2016, while number of countries included in regression analysis is 26 Asian economies. The 
selection of countries is based on different criteria; mainly the size of the economy, population and the 
availability of the data. Total observations are 130 for panel data. We also present descriptive tables of 
cross-sectional data of 136 countries of the world to compare the correlations and statistics of panel 
and cross-sectional data.

6 There are different measures of talent, social capital, human wellbeing and happiness found in various studies, [see for 
example Broniesz and Heijman 2009; Bartilini et. al 2009, Grootaert and van Bastelaer 2001, Webster 2013. 

The physical capital is included as control variable of the regression and will additionally confirm that 
whether social capital is also an economic capital. This model is estimated through three different 
methodologies; namely, Fixed Effects, Random Effects and Generalized Methods of Moments. These 
approaches are used because all three estimate the panel data under different assumption. Using three 
methodologies also confirm the robustness of coefficients and stability with regard to previous litera-
ture. For brevity and generic nature of these methods we do not discuss the details here. 

Descriptive and Empirical Analysis

Descriptive Analysis

 Table 1 and 2 below compare the basic stats of the data. Higher mean and deviation values 
of Growth, Happiness, Physical Capital and TIC indicate the differences taking place due to time. So 
we conclude that the time variant property holds for these data, because in the stats of table two the 
high scoring countries of Europe and North America are also included. The correlation between 
growth, happiness and TIC are statistically insignificant and are negative. The covariance and correla-
tion between physical capital and growth is theoretical. Happiness is significantly correlated with 
Physical capital, social capital and TIC. However, highest degree of correlation exists between happi-
ness and social capital.

Table 1:
Descriptive Statistics: Panel Data of Asian Economies
________________________________________________________________________________
     Growth            Happiness            Physical Capital            SC            TIC________________________________________________________________________________
           Mean      4.907                6.483                    26.627      5.258          4.351
         Median     5.077                6.409                    26.303      5.327          4.283
       Maximum         15.240                8.454                    67.984      6.896         5.677
       Minimum          -9.779                4.639                     1.524      3.408         2.946
        Std. Dev.    2.958                0.780                     9.254      0.686         0.646
       Skewness          -0.586                0.479                     1.025     -0.447        0.068
        Kurtosis    7.611                3.954                     6.927      3.523         2.364
     Jarque-Bera      122.594  9.900                   106.281      5.805         2.294
      Probability         0.000                0.007                     0.000      0.055         0.318
            Sum            637.854              842.845                  3461.528    683.575     565.654
     Sum Sq. Dev.  1129.033 78.384                 11047.140     60.750       53.881
    Observations      130                 130                      130                      130           130

Table 2:
Descriptive Statistics: Cross-sectional Data (136 countries included)
________________________________________________________________________________
     Growth            Happiness            Physical Capital            SC            TIC________________________________________________________________________________
           Mean      3.520                6.370                    16.801      5.324          4.020
         Median      3.606                6.370                    17.184      5.252          3.911
       Maximum          9.754                8.964                    40.530      7.222         5.528
       Minimum          -2.914                3.883                     0.000      3.519        2.888
        Std. Dev.     2.293                1.508                     6.393      0.853        0.641
       Skewness           0.078               -0.063                     0.369      0.238        0.651
        Kurtosis     3.079                1.713                     5.159      2.310         3.198
     Jarque-Bera        0.097                5.291                    16.492      2.221         5.500
      Probability         0.953                0.071                     0.000      0.329         0.064
            Sum            637.854            484.109                  1276.887    404.616     305.502
     Sum Sq. Dev.   394.501            170.591                 3065.201     54.591       30.849________________________________________________________________________________
 
 So in this initial part of analysis we confirm the Easterlin Paradox (discussed in section 2 
above). Surprisingly, though statistically significant, but very small magnitude of correlation is 
observed between Social and Physical capital. The differences in the figures are obvious in panel and 
cross-sectional data. The lower values of all the correlations indicate that the time variant properties 
of data hold for panel. In cross-sectional data, the happiness growth correlation is still negative and 
but highly significant. The correlation between Social capital and growth indicates negative sign and 
shows that in large cross country data the negative correlation holds between SC and growth. By 
surprise holding time constant (over the cross-sectional data) the correlation between K and G is 
negative indicative of the heterogeneity in the cross-sectional units. TIC, SC and H are highly 
correlated. These results will be important for discussion in empirical section below.

Table 3:
Covariance Analysis: Panel Data of Asian Economies
 

 For Social capital, the direction and magnitude of the β coefficients (equation 2) are similar 
in FE and RE models. So relatively, consistency holds for social capital in both methods, but not for 
GMM. In GMM model the growth is restrictive to social capital. However, physical capital does not 
have significant impact on social capital in FE and RE models. A little evidence of efficacy of K for 
SC is observed in GMM. TIC contributes positively towards the attainment of social capital of Asian 
economies. We have found a strong evidence of social capital and happiness relationship, as we 
presumed in section 2 above in all estimates of the equation 3. Nonetheless the physical capital and 
growth both have negative and statistically less significant effect on happiness. TIC is effective in 
generalizing the happiness along with the factors of cross-section and period specific.  

Table 5:
Empirical Findings

Summary and Implications

We can summarize our results in theoretical perspective for policy implication as follows:

 i. The growth is capital oriented, whether physical or social. Thus we can answer the question  
 we pondered in section one into Yes. The social capital is like all other economic capital a  
 growth enhancing factor. 
 ii. The significant income effect out ways the little substitution effect of trade-off between  

 social and physical capital. In this case the efforts exerted for physical capital accumulation  
 reduces the attainment of social capital. 
 iii. The debate among the scholars inferred that there was a need to find “something other  
 than GDP” for the happiness, we found it a robust hypothesis and can imply that it is benefi 
 cial for the Asian economies to dedicate some policy efforts for the happiness and subjec  
 tive-wellbeing of the societies.  Some alternatives to be assumed are the role of social capital,  
 social tolerance, political freedom, religiosity and health
 iv. The results also imply that the efforts to grow reduce the happiness that is consistent with  
 the theory of real business cycle. This shows that respective loss to happiness due to growth  
 is higher than the gains.
 
 In nutshell we conclude that the Asian economies should emphasize more arguments in their 
objective function of social welfare, by limiting the role of GDP. The happiness is more than (merely) 
an income phenomenon.
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List of Asian Economies included in the Sample 

 Bangladesh, Bhutan, Cambodia, China, India, Indonesia. Iran, Israel, Japan, Jordon, Korea, 
Laos, Lebanon, Malaysia, Mongolia, Nepal, Oman, Pakistan, Philippines, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, 
Thailand, United Arab Emirates, Vietnam, Yemen

Empirical Analysis: Results and Discussion

 Before estimating the reduced-form model, both parametric and non-parametric panel unit 
roots tests are employed to test stationarity in the concerning variables of present study (Hafeez et al., 
2018). The results are compared in table 4. We can infer that all the series are stationary at level in 
almost all four cases except social capital. This series is non stationary in IPS test only; otherwise the 
null of unit root is rejected in rest of the three tests. So our empirical analysis based on the Fixed and 
random effects is valid for equations 1-3 in section 3 above. 

Table 4:
Panel Unit Root Tests (Comparison Table)

 We have estimated three equation of the model using three methods. The variations in the 
results make it of prime interest for sociologists and economists both. The social capital is growth 
enhancing and any increase in any of the dimension of the social capital statistically leads to growth 
more than two percent in fixed effects, about one percent over the random effect and about half 
percent when the moment conditions are applied. This deviation in the results signifies that social 
capital is more effective along the individual characteristics of the sample countries because fixed 
effects capture all the effects of geography, endowment and any other factor.
 
 So for Asian economies it is concluded that the individual specific factors of social capital 
contribute more to growth. The magnitude of physical capital coefficient is relatively consistent for 
economic growth although has lower level of confidence for fixed and random effects. TIC index does 
not have statistically significant impact on country level fixed effects but has negative and statistically 
significant impact on growth if one uses random effects model on these selected Asian economies. It 
means for the sample economies the spillover effect of talent through human capital on growth is not 
effective for individual characteristics.  However, over the periods, the effect of TIC is growth retard-
ing. The generalized methods of moment results do not differentiate from those of random effects in 
direction, but different in magnitude. J-stat shows that the restriction employed are valid.
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Abstract

It is widely accepted that social capital including all of its antecedents affects the economic perfor-
mance significantly. However, the consensus over the direction of this effect is still missing element of 
academic research on the issue. This study has contrasted to conventional macroeconomic approach 
of using social capital variables in a formal growth model and done is a refined analysis to evaluate 
the impact of social and physical capitals on growth, happiness and of growth and happiness on soc-
ial capital in a panel data analysis of 36 Asian Economies. The present study is addressing the missing 
element, social capital, in panel of 36 Asian Economies. It estimates the effect of social and physical 
capital on economic growth, happiness. It also computes the impact of economic growth happiness on 
social capital. The results imply that growth is subject to both social and physical capital while social 
capital is mainly talent, innovation and competitiveness driven alongside growth. However, happiness 
requires something more than growth. The trust, harmony and other factors contribute to social 
capital and happiness. This paper has implications to future research and the prediction of the 
discipline and regular pattern of the upcoming social capital in Asian Economies.
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Introduction

 Evolution of economy is not a process of financial development isolated from society and 
not self-sustaining. Wealth creation is not a segregate, but rather depends upon pre-existing socio-cul-
tural conditions for its strength.
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A crude market structure is based and facilitating environments and is linked to agents through multi-
ple inter-connections. The expansion in wealth and markets goad to expand the capacity of the 
economic agents; which in turn benefits the society. As a result, social classes and new profession 
emerge; educational attainment and health of general public improve. The emerging communication 
between the economy and the institutional culture around it accumulates the social capital. Higher 
social capital accumulation provides higher quality of life for the individuals and their families. This 
situation also generates migration of individual from low to a higher level of social capital.

 The literature defines social capital as; “a form of extensively providing private good that is 
either open/free or greatly subsidized” (See for example Brown et al., 2006 among others). And Bour-
dieu (1983) elaborates social capital “as the resources, and services achieved by merely being element 
of a group, or extensive network by virtue of one’s network location.” This debate further measures 
the social capital through calculating individuals employed in community-based associations (such as 
religious or community citizen boards etc.) in a particular geographic vicinity. In socio-economic 
terms this kind of social capital mechanism is used for resource allocation. However, Bronisz and 
Heijman (2009) present a precise and relatively undisputed definition stating; “social capital is 
normally implicit at the same time as the property of a faction rather than the property of an individu-
al.” 

 Social capital is generally considered as the fourth form of capital, vis-à-vis physical capital, 
human capital and financial one. Coleman (1998) suggests that like all other forms, it is significant 
factor of growth: increases the possibility of productive activity. The recent debate in literature also 
indicates that the social capital and happiness circa has empirical evidence and the predictability of 
social capital for the happiness hold internationally (Stevenson & Wolfers, 2008; Sacks et al., 2010; 
Easterlin & Angelescu, 2011; Bartolini & Sarracino, 2009). Particularly, these studies examine the 
correlation among short, medium and long run time-series of social capital and the welfare. Social 
capital, unlike pure public structure, is competitively excludable, because it does not freely emit in the 
public but should be distributed via some method. The aim of this paper is to reconnoiter the relation-
ship between growth, social capital and happiness for a panel of selected Asian economies. The 
research question can be stated as; “is social capital, like all other forms of capital, an economic 
concept?”

 The rest of the paper is organized as follows; after this brief introduction, section two 
discusses the theoretical base and the relevant literature on the social capital and economy, section 
three addresses model and methodological issues; while section four presents results and discussion, 
section five concludes and proposes some implications.  

Theoretical Background and Literature Review

 Empirical studies on social capital cover a wide range of social science disciplines, charac-
terize differences in economies in their level of economic and social development to differences in the 
respective social capital stock. Empirical studies on social capital cover a wide range of social science 
disciplines, characterize disparities in economies in their stage of economic and social progress to 
disparities in the respective social capital reserve. Countries or the regions possessing relatively 
higher stocks of social capital, appear to attain elevated levels of growth, in comparison with the 
societies having low level of stock (among others, see Brown and Ashman, 1996; Krishna & Uphoff, 
1999; Ostrom, 2003; & Rose, 2000). Most of such studies agree that social capital adds to scale 
efficiency and growth by smoothing the process of association between individual interests and 
achieving the targeted level of income and its fairer distribution.
 
 Social capital also plays a central function for the prediction of international discrepancies in 
happiness (Bartolini & Sarracino, 2009). Academic literature in this regard tests about the possible 
correlation between the social capital trends and that of welfare across countries. The studies, in this 
view, have used an empirical modeling to identify correlation coefficients (see for example, Steven-
son & Wolfers, 2008; Sacks et al., 2010; Easterlin et al., 2010; Easterlin & Angelescu, 2011). Particu-
larly, these studies have evaluated the correlation among subjective well-being and social capital in 
three spans of time-series: long run, medium run and short run.
 
 This particular literature also assesses the correlation coefficient of social capital with GDP. 
The economic text on happiness has tried to unravel the contradiction by discussing that the dynamic 
goals of income targeting may counterbalance the positive consequences of rising income on happi-
ness. Such aspirations may also be influenced by the total proceeds of individual’s own relevant 
income group; for that the rituals, social values, culture and consumption patterns of the society do 
matter (Duesenberry, 1949), or by their own previous income in the course of hedonic treadmill (Fred-
erick and Loewenstein, 1999). In all cases, economic growth is inclined elevate income targets which 
put forth negative consequence on happiness4. 

 However, the usual choice-based criteria cannot elaborate this hypothesis because in prefer-
ence based system it is assumed that no matter what people choose, makes them happier (Loewen-
stein, 1994)5. Though other criteria, to base welfare on happiness rather than choices, avoid many 
such problems but have numerous intrinsic drawbacks. (Frederick & Loewenstein, 1999; Loewen-
stein & Schkade, 1999; Gilbert et al., 2002). Particularly, people often face to serious health condi-
tions but still exhibit high levels of happiness. However, they agree with others that to healthy is 
preferable. After reviewing different lines of research Loewenstein and Ubel (2008) argue that no 
straightforward criterion based on either notion can overcome these problems.
 
 Several papers particularly Helliwell and Putnam (2004) and Bruni and Stanca, (2008) have 

documented that subjective welfare/happiness has positive correlation with social capital in the 
cross-sectional data. Becchetti et al. (2008, 2009) have shown that social capital has a notable impact 
on subjective well-being in the sample of developed and developing countries. However, conversely, 
the broad progress in income levels (due to economic growth) may result in an insignificant boost in 
average happiness, since, relative loss and gain pay-off each other ( Loewenstein & Ubel, 2008).  
Generally speaking, the essential significance conveyed by happiness studies has increased numeral 
of the theorists who believe that using GDP as a factor of welfare may be a question mark.
 
 In line with Putnam (1993) community organizations are sources of common conviction and 
social ties lead to increased scale efficiency. These diverse views provoked empirical tests intended 
for a diverse influence on economic growth (Knack 1999; Glaeser et al., 2002). On the whole, Knack 
(1999) argues that even though every individual calculation of large-scale social capital undergoes a 
few deficiencies, taken together the body of literature points to a considerable and activist role of 
social capital for economic growth. And that the influence of social capital is positive: “higher stages 
of social capital are coupled with succeeding improvements.” Social capital is a contributor to growth 
by signifying the collaboration and conviction within the firm, the market and the nation.

We can summarize this discussion and frame our study as follow:

 (i) The happiness, growth and social capital nexus sometimes exists for some countries   
 over long period of time and for some it does not hold (Stevenson & Wolfers, 2008).   
 In a group of selected panel of Asian economies, this study elaborates the status of   
 relation ship between the stated variables. 
 (ii) Few studies claim that Easterlin paradox (the non-existence of correlation between level  
 of income and happiness) does not hold (for example, Sacks et al.,2010). On the other hand,  
 Easterlin and Angelescu (2011) question about the strength of these inferences stating that  
 these studies failed to differentiate long and short run. In fact, the time perspective is core of  
 the disparity amid Easterlin and others. Easterlin et al. (2010) argues that the significantly  
 positive relation estimated by critics is due to the inclusion of countries in sample with short  
 time series. GDP may matter for welfare in the short run, but such relationships vanish over  
 the long span of time. To answer the questions highlighted by this debate, this study uses a  
 medium term panel data, i.e., five years, and test the existence of horizon randomness. 
 (iii) The third critical point is raised by Clark and Georgellis (2010), emphasizing that the  
 scholars put much consideration to the relationship between income and well-being. On the  
 contrary, insufficient efforts are dedicated to investigate, whether or not the social evalua  
 tions are applicable for correlations between happiness and its determinants other than GDP.  
 

4 This hypothesis can be understood through the modern real business theory, with a leisure-labor paradox.
5 We may call it Benthamite School after the name of Jeremy Bentham.

 For said purpose this paper includes a variable consisting of a combined index of talent,   
 innovation and competitiveness to test the Clark (2008) hypothesis who explores that there  
 is (some) evidence of social relations and/or antecedent.However, we are keen to the notion  
 that whether this “something other than GDP” can do any change in the debate over the issue.  
 Deaton (2011), on the other hands, finds high correlation between happiness and stock prices  
 instead of between happiness and income.

Model and Methodology

 Based on the discussion in the previous section our reduced form model can be summarized 
in following system of equations:
 

 Where, G is growth rate of GDP per capita extracted from WDI; S is value of social capital 
index; K is physical capital that is gross fixed capital formation as percent of GDP; TIC is talent, 
innovation and competitiveness based combined index. H stands for happiness. The subscripts i and t 
denote cross-section and time period respectively. The data used for the purpose of analysis needed 
through investigation in collection and measurements. The data on talent are taken from Global 
Creativity Index of Martin prosperity Institute: talent is one of the dimensions in this index. Innova-
tion and competitiveness indices are used from Global Competitiveness Forum. These three indices 
are combined on the basis of principal component analysis.6 

 Social Capital data are generated from sustainable society index based on 21 indicators, 7 
categories and three dimensions. Based on principal component analysis the three dimensions are 
given appropriate weights to generate a comprehensive social capital index (a feature of this paper). 
H is the happiness index found in different years’ World Happiness Report (WHR). The sample years 
are 2012-2016, while number of countries included in regression analysis is 26 Asian economies. The 
selection of countries is based on different criteria; mainly the size of the economy, population and the 
availability of the data. Total observations are 130 for panel data. We also present descriptive tables of 
cross-sectional data of 136 countries of the world to compare the correlations and statistics of panel 
and cross-sectional data.

6 There are different measures of talent, social capital, human wellbeing and happiness found in various studies, [see for 
example Broniesz and Heijman 2009; Bartilini et. al 2009, Grootaert and van Bastelaer 2001, Webster 2013. 

The physical capital is included as control variable of the regression and will additionally confirm that 
whether social capital is also an economic capital. This model is estimated through three different 
methodologies; namely, Fixed Effects, Random Effects and Generalized Methods of Moments. These 
approaches are used because all three estimate the panel data under different assumption. Using three 
methodologies also confirm the robustness of coefficients and stability with regard to previous litera-
ture. For brevity and generic nature of these methods we do not discuss the details here. 

Descriptive and Empirical Analysis

Descriptive Analysis

 Table 1 and 2 below compare the basic stats of the data. Higher mean and deviation values 
of Growth, Happiness, Physical Capital and TIC indicate the differences taking place due to time. So 
we conclude that the time variant property holds for these data, because in the stats of table two the 
high scoring countries of Europe and North America are also included. The correlation between 
growth, happiness and TIC are statistically insignificant and are negative. The covariance and correla-
tion between physical capital and growth is theoretical. Happiness is significantly correlated with 
Physical capital, social capital and TIC. However, highest degree of correlation exists between happi-
ness and social capital.

Table 1:
Descriptive Statistics: Panel Data of Asian Economies
________________________________________________________________________________
     Growth            Happiness            Physical Capital            SC            TIC________________________________________________________________________________
           Mean      4.907                6.483                    26.627      5.258          4.351
         Median     5.077                6.409                    26.303      5.327          4.283
       Maximum         15.240                8.454                    67.984      6.896         5.677
       Minimum          -9.779                4.639                     1.524      3.408         2.946
        Std. Dev.    2.958                0.780                     9.254      0.686         0.646
       Skewness          -0.586                0.479                     1.025     -0.447        0.068
        Kurtosis    7.611                3.954                     6.927      3.523         2.364
     Jarque-Bera      122.594  9.900                   106.281      5.805         2.294
      Probability         0.000                0.007                     0.000      0.055         0.318
            Sum            637.854              842.845                  3461.528    683.575     565.654
     Sum Sq. Dev.  1129.033 78.384                 11047.140     60.750       53.881
    Observations      130                 130                      130                      130           130

Table 2:
Descriptive Statistics: Cross-sectional Data (136 countries included)
________________________________________________________________________________
     Growth            Happiness            Physical Capital            SC            TIC________________________________________________________________________________
           Mean      3.520                6.370                    16.801      5.324          4.020
         Median      3.606                6.370                    17.184      5.252          3.911
       Maximum          9.754                8.964                    40.530      7.222         5.528
       Minimum          -2.914                3.883                     0.000      3.519        2.888
        Std. Dev.     2.293                1.508                     6.393      0.853        0.641
       Skewness           0.078               -0.063                     0.369      0.238        0.651
        Kurtosis     3.079                1.713                     5.159      2.310         3.198
     Jarque-Bera        0.097                5.291                    16.492      2.221         5.500
      Probability         0.953                0.071                     0.000      0.329         0.064
            Sum            637.854            484.109                  1276.887    404.616     305.502
     Sum Sq. Dev.   394.501            170.591                 3065.201     54.591       30.849________________________________________________________________________________
 
 So in this initial part of analysis we confirm the Easterlin Paradox (discussed in section 2 
above). Surprisingly, though statistically significant, but very small magnitude of correlation is 
observed between Social and Physical capital. The differences in the figures are obvious in panel and 
cross-sectional data. The lower values of all the correlations indicate that the time variant properties 
of data hold for panel. In cross-sectional data, the happiness growth correlation is still negative and 
but highly significant. The correlation between Social capital and growth indicates negative sign and 
shows that in large cross country data the negative correlation holds between SC and growth. By 
surprise holding time constant (over the cross-sectional data) the correlation between K and G is 
negative indicative of the heterogeneity in the cross-sectional units. TIC, SC and H are highly 
correlated. These results will be important for discussion in empirical section below.

Table 3:
Covariance Analysis: Panel Data of Asian Economies
 

 For Social capital, the direction and magnitude of the β coefficients (equation 2) are similar 
in FE and RE models. So relatively, consistency holds for social capital in both methods, but not for 
GMM. In GMM model the growth is restrictive to social capital. However, physical capital does not 
have significant impact on social capital in FE and RE models. A little evidence of efficacy of K for 
SC is observed in GMM. TIC contributes positively towards the attainment of social capital of Asian 
economies. We have found a strong evidence of social capital and happiness relationship, as we 
presumed in section 2 above in all estimates of the equation 3. Nonetheless the physical capital and 
growth both have negative and statistically less significant effect on happiness. TIC is effective in 
generalizing the happiness along with the factors of cross-section and period specific.  

Table 5:
Empirical Findings

Summary and Implications

We can summarize our results in theoretical perspective for policy implication as follows:

 i. The growth is capital oriented, whether physical or social. Thus we can answer the question  
 we pondered in section one into Yes. The social capital is like all other economic capital a  
 growth enhancing factor. 
 ii. The significant income effect out ways the little substitution effect of trade-off between  

 social and physical capital. In this case the efforts exerted for physical capital accumulation  
 reduces the attainment of social capital. 
 iii. The debate among the scholars inferred that there was a need to find “something other  
 than GDP” for the happiness, we found it a robust hypothesis and can imply that it is benefi 
 cial for the Asian economies to dedicate some policy efforts for the happiness and subjec  
 tive-wellbeing of the societies.  Some alternatives to be assumed are the role of social capital,  
 social tolerance, political freedom, religiosity and health
 iv. The results also imply that the efforts to grow reduce the happiness that is consistent with  
 the theory of real business cycle. This shows that respective loss to happiness due to growth  
 is higher than the gains.
 
 In nutshell we conclude that the Asian economies should emphasize more arguments in their 
objective function of social welfare, by limiting the role of GDP. The happiness is more than (merely) 
an income phenomenon.

Reference
 

Appendix

List of Asian Economies included in the Sample 

 Bangladesh, Bhutan, Cambodia, China, India, Indonesia. Iran, Israel, Japan, Jordon, Korea, 
Laos, Lebanon, Malaysia, Mongolia, Nepal, Oman, Pakistan, Philippines, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, 
Thailand, United Arab Emirates, Vietnam, Yemen

Empirical Analysis: Results and Discussion

 Before estimating the reduced-form model, both parametric and non-parametric panel unit 
roots tests are employed to test stationarity in the concerning variables of present study (Hafeez et al., 
2018). The results are compared in table 4. We can infer that all the series are stationary at level in 
almost all four cases except social capital. This series is non stationary in IPS test only; otherwise the 
null of unit root is rejected in rest of the three tests. So our empirical analysis based on the Fixed and 
random effects is valid for equations 1-3 in section 3 above. 

Table 4:
Panel Unit Root Tests (Comparison Table)

 We have estimated three equation of the model using three methods. The variations in the 
results make it of prime interest for sociologists and economists both. The social capital is growth 
enhancing and any increase in any of the dimension of the social capital statistically leads to growth 
more than two percent in fixed effects, about one percent over the random effect and about half 
percent when the moment conditions are applied. This deviation in the results signifies that social 
capital is more effective along the individual characteristics of the sample countries because fixed 
effects capture all the effects of geography, endowment and any other factor.
 
 So for Asian economies it is concluded that the individual specific factors of social capital 
contribute more to growth. The magnitude of physical capital coefficient is relatively consistent for 
economic growth although has lower level of confidence for fixed and random effects. TIC index does 
not have statistically significant impact on country level fixed effects but has negative and statistically 
significant impact on growth if one uses random effects model on these selected Asian economies. It 
means for the sample economies the spillover effect of talent through human capital on growth is not 
effective for individual characteristics.  However, over the periods, the effect of TIC is growth retard-
ing. The generalized methods of moment results do not differentiate from those of random effects in 
direction, but different in magnitude. J-stat shows that the restriction employed are valid.
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A crude market structure is based and facilitating environments and is linked to agents through multi-
ple inter-connections. The expansion in wealth and markets goad to expand the capacity of the 
economic agents; which in turn benefits the society. As a result, social classes and new profession 
emerge; educational attainment and health of general public improve. The emerging communication 
between the economy and the institutional culture around it accumulates the social capital. Higher 
social capital accumulation provides higher quality of life for the individuals and their families. This 
situation also generates migration of individual from low to a higher level of social capital.

 The literature defines social capital as; “a form of extensively providing private good that is 
either open/free or greatly subsidized” (See for example Brown et al., 2006 among others). And Bour-
dieu (1983) elaborates social capital “as the resources, and services achieved by merely being element 
of a group, or extensive network by virtue of one’s network location.” This debate further measures 
the social capital through calculating individuals employed in community-based associations (such as 
religious or community citizen boards etc.) in a particular geographic vicinity. In socio-economic 
terms this kind of social capital mechanism is used for resource allocation. However, Bronisz and 
Heijman (2009) present a precise and relatively undisputed definition stating; “social capital is 
normally implicit at the same time as the property of a faction rather than the property of an individu-
al.” 

 Social capital is generally considered as the fourth form of capital, vis-à-vis physical capital, 
human capital and financial one. Coleman (1998) suggests that like all other forms, it is significant 
factor of growth: increases the possibility of productive activity. The recent debate in literature also 
indicates that the social capital and happiness circa has empirical evidence and the predictability of 
social capital for the happiness hold internationally (Stevenson & Wolfers, 2008; Sacks et al., 2010; 
Easterlin & Angelescu, 2011; Bartolini & Sarracino, 2009). Particularly, these studies examine the 
correlation among short, medium and long run time-series of social capital and the welfare. Social 
capital, unlike pure public structure, is competitively excludable, because it does not freely emit in the 
public but should be distributed via some method. The aim of this paper is to reconnoiter the relation-
ship between growth, social capital and happiness for a panel of selected Asian economies. The 
research question can be stated as; “is social capital, like all other forms of capital, an economic 
concept?”

 The rest of the paper is organized as follows; after this brief introduction, section two 
discusses the theoretical base and the relevant literature on the social capital and economy, section 
three addresses model and methodological issues; while section four presents results and discussion, 
section five concludes and proposes some implications.  

Theoretical Background and Literature Review

 Empirical studies on social capital cover a wide range of social science disciplines, charac-
terize differences in economies in their level of economic and social development to differences in the 
respective social capital stock. Empirical studies on social capital cover a wide range of social science 
disciplines, characterize disparities in economies in their stage of economic and social progress to 
disparities in the respective social capital reserve. Countries or the regions possessing relatively 
higher stocks of social capital, appear to attain elevated levels of growth, in comparison with the 
societies having low level of stock (among others, see Brown and Ashman, 1996; Krishna & Uphoff, 
1999; Ostrom, 2003; & Rose, 2000). Most of such studies agree that social capital adds to scale 
efficiency and growth by smoothing the process of association between individual interests and 
achieving the targeted level of income and its fairer distribution.
 
 Social capital also plays a central function for the prediction of international discrepancies in 
happiness (Bartolini & Sarracino, 2009). Academic literature in this regard tests about the possible 
correlation between the social capital trends and that of welfare across countries. The studies, in this 
view, have used an empirical modeling to identify correlation coefficients (see for example, Steven-
son & Wolfers, 2008; Sacks et al., 2010; Easterlin et al., 2010; Easterlin & Angelescu, 2011). Particu-
larly, these studies have evaluated the correlation among subjective well-being and social capital in 
three spans of time-series: long run, medium run and short run.
 
 This particular literature also assesses the correlation coefficient of social capital with GDP. 
The economic text on happiness has tried to unravel the contradiction by discussing that the dynamic 
goals of income targeting may counterbalance the positive consequences of rising income on happi-
ness. Such aspirations may also be influenced by the total proceeds of individual’s own relevant 
income group; for that the rituals, social values, culture and consumption patterns of the society do 
matter (Duesenberry, 1949), or by their own previous income in the course of hedonic treadmill (Fred-
erick and Loewenstein, 1999). In all cases, economic growth is inclined elevate income targets which 
put forth negative consequence on happiness4. 

 However, the usual choice-based criteria cannot elaborate this hypothesis because in prefer-
ence based system it is assumed that no matter what people choose, makes them happier (Loewen-
stein, 1994)5. Though other criteria, to base welfare on happiness rather than choices, avoid many 
such problems but have numerous intrinsic drawbacks. (Frederick & Loewenstein, 1999; Loewen-
stein & Schkade, 1999; Gilbert et al., 2002). Particularly, people often face to serious health condi-
tions but still exhibit high levels of happiness. However, they agree with others that to healthy is 
preferable. After reviewing different lines of research Loewenstein and Ubel (2008) argue that no 
straightforward criterion based on either notion can overcome these problems.
 
 Several papers particularly Helliwell and Putnam (2004) and Bruni and Stanca, (2008) have 

documented that subjective welfare/happiness has positive correlation with social capital in the 
cross-sectional data. Becchetti et al. (2008, 2009) have shown that social capital has a notable impact 
on subjective well-being in the sample of developed and developing countries. However, conversely, 
the broad progress in income levels (due to economic growth) may result in an insignificant boost in 
average happiness, since, relative loss and gain pay-off each other ( Loewenstein & Ubel, 2008).  
Generally speaking, the essential significance conveyed by happiness studies has increased numeral 
of the theorists who believe that using GDP as a factor of welfare may be a question mark.
 
 In line with Putnam (1993) community organizations are sources of common conviction and 
social ties lead to increased scale efficiency. These diverse views provoked empirical tests intended 
for a diverse influence on economic growth (Knack 1999; Glaeser et al., 2002). On the whole, Knack 
(1999) argues that even though every individual calculation of large-scale social capital undergoes a 
few deficiencies, taken together the body of literature points to a considerable and activist role of 
social capital for economic growth. And that the influence of social capital is positive: “higher stages 
of social capital are coupled with succeeding improvements.” Social capital is a contributor to growth 
by signifying the collaboration and conviction within the firm, the market and the nation.

We can summarize this discussion and frame our study as follow:

 (i) The happiness, growth and social capital nexus sometimes exists for some countries   
 over long period of time and for some it does not hold (Stevenson & Wolfers, 2008).   
 In a group of selected panel of Asian economies, this study elaborates the status of   
 relation ship between the stated variables. 
 (ii) Few studies claim that Easterlin paradox (the non-existence of correlation between level  
 of income and happiness) does not hold (for example, Sacks et al.,2010). On the other hand,  
 Easterlin and Angelescu (2011) question about the strength of these inferences stating that  
 these studies failed to differentiate long and short run. In fact, the time perspective is core of  
 the disparity amid Easterlin and others. Easterlin et al. (2010) argues that the significantly  
 positive relation estimated by critics is due to the inclusion of countries in sample with short  
 time series. GDP may matter for welfare in the short run, but such relationships vanish over  
 the long span of time. To answer the questions highlighted by this debate, this study uses a  
 medium term panel data, i.e., five years, and test the existence of horizon randomness. 
 (iii) The third critical point is raised by Clark and Georgellis (2010), emphasizing that the  
 scholars put much consideration to the relationship between income and well-being. On the  
 contrary, insufficient efforts are dedicated to investigate, whether or not the social evalua  
 tions are applicable for correlations between happiness and its determinants other than GDP.  
 

4 This hypothesis can be understood through the modern real business theory, with a leisure-labor paradox.
5 We may call it Benthamite School after the name of Jeremy Bentham.

 For said purpose this paper includes a variable consisting of a combined index of talent,   
 innovation and competitiveness to test the Clark (2008) hypothesis who explores that there  
 is (some) evidence of social relations and/or antecedent.However, we are keen to the notion  
 that whether this “something other than GDP” can do any change in the debate over the issue.  
 Deaton (2011), on the other hands, finds high correlation between happiness and stock prices  
 instead of between happiness and income.

Model and Methodology

 Based on the discussion in the previous section our reduced form model can be summarized 
in following system of equations:
 

 Where, G is growth rate of GDP per capita extracted from WDI; S is value of social capital 
index; K is physical capital that is gross fixed capital formation as percent of GDP; TIC is talent, 
innovation and competitiveness based combined index. H stands for happiness. The subscripts i and t 
denote cross-section and time period respectively. The data used for the purpose of analysis needed 
through investigation in collection and measurements. The data on talent are taken from Global 
Creativity Index of Martin prosperity Institute: talent is one of the dimensions in this index. Innova-
tion and competitiveness indices are used from Global Competitiveness Forum. These three indices 
are combined on the basis of principal component analysis.6 

 Social Capital data are generated from sustainable society index based on 21 indicators, 7 
categories and three dimensions. Based on principal component analysis the three dimensions are 
given appropriate weights to generate a comprehensive social capital index (a feature of this paper). 
H is the happiness index found in different years’ World Happiness Report (WHR). The sample years 
are 2012-2016, while number of countries included in regression analysis is 26 Asian economies. The 
selection of countries is based on different criteria; mainly the size of the economy, population and the 
availability of the data. Total observations are 130 for panel data. We also present descriptive tables of 
cross-sectional data of 136 countries of the world to compare the correlations and statistics of panel 
and cross-sectional data.

6 There are different measures of talent, social capital, human wellbeing and happiness found in various studies, [see for 
example Broniesz and Heijman 2009; Bartilini et. al 2009, Grootaert and van Bastelaer 2001, Webster 2013. 

The physical capital is included as control variable of the regression and will additionally confirm that 
whether social capital is also an economic capital. This model is estimated through three different 
methodologies; namely, Fixed Effects, Random Effects and Generalized Methods of Moments. These 
approaches are used because all three estimate the panel data under different assumption. Using three 
methodologies also confirm the robustness of coefficients and stability with regard to previous litera-
ture. For brevity and generic nature of these methods we do not discuss the details here. 

Descriptive and Empirical Analysis

Descriptive Analysis

 Table 1 and 2 below compare the basic stats of the data. Higher mean and deviation values 
of Growth, Happiness, Physical Capital and TIC indicate the differences taking place due to time. So 
we conclude that the time variant property holds for these data, because in the stats of table two the 
high scoring countries of Europe and North America are also included. The correlation between 
growth, happiness and TIC are statistically insignificant and are negative. The covariance and correla-
tion between physical capital and growth is theoretical. Happiness is significantly correlated with 
Physical capital, social capital and TIC. However, highest degree of correlation exists between happi-
ness and social capital.

Table 1:
Descriptive Statistics: Panel Data of Asian Economies
________________________________________________________________________________
     Growth            Happiness            Physical Capital            SC            TIC________________________________________________________________________________
           Mean      4.907                6.483                    26.627      5.258          4.351
         Median     5.077                6.409                    26.303      5.327          4.283
       Maximum         15.240                8.454                    67.984      6.896         5.677
       Minimum          -9.779                4.639                     1.524      3.408         2.946
        Std. Dev.    2.958                0.780                     9.254      0.686         0.646
       Skewness          -0.586                0.479                     1.025     -0.447        0.068
        Kurtosis    7.611                3.954                     6.927      3.523         2.364
     Jarque-Bera      122.594  9.900                   106.281      5.805         2.294
      Probability         0.000                0.007                     0.000      0.055         0.318
            Sum            637.854              842.845                  3461.528    683.575     565.654
     Sum Sq. Dev.  1129.033 78.384                 11047.140     60.750       53.881
    Observations      130                 130                      130                      130           130

Table 2:
Descriptive Statistics: Cross-sectional Data (136 countries included)
________________________________________________________________________________
     Growth            Happiness            Physical Capital            SC            TIC________________________________________________________________________________
           Mean      3.520                6.370                    16.801      5.324          4.020
         Median      3.606                6.370                    17.184      5.252          3.911
       Maximum          9.754                8.964                    40.530      7.222         5.528
       Minimum          -2.914                3.883                     0.000      3.519        2.888
        Std. Dev.     2.293                1.508                     6.393      0.853        0.641
       Skewness           0.078               -0.063                     0.369      0.238        0.651
        Kurtosis     3.079                1.713                     5.159      2.310         3.198
     Jarque-Bera        0.097                5.291                    16.492      2.221         5.500
      Probability         0.953                0.071                     0.000      0.329         0.064
            Sum            637.854            484.109                  1276.887    404.616     305.502
     Sum Sq. Dev.   394.501            170.591                 3065.201     54.591       30.849________________________________________________________________________________
 
 So in this initial part of analysis we confirm the Easterlin Paradox (discussed in section 2 
above). Surprisingly, though statistically significant, but very small magnitude of correlation is 
observed between Social and Physical capital. The differences in the figures are obvious in panel and 
cross-sectional data. The lower values of all the correlations indicate that the time variant properties 
of data hold for panel. In cross-sectional data, the happiness growth correlation is still negative and 
but highly significant. The correlation between Social capital and growth indicates negative sign and 
shows that in large cross country data the negative correlation holds between SC and growth. By 
surprise holding time constant (over the cross-sectional data) the correlation between K and G is 
negative indicative of the heterogeneity in the cross-sectional units. TIC, SC and H are highly 
correlated. These results will be important for discussion in empirical section below.

Table 3:
Covariance Analysis: Panel Data of Asian Economies
 

 For Social capital, the direction and magnitude of the β coefficients (equation 2) are similar 
in FE and RE models. So relatively, consistency holds for social capital in both methods, but not for 
GMM. In GMM model the growth is restrictive to social capital. However, physical capital does not 
have significant impact on social capital in FE and RE models. A little evidence of efficacy of K for 
SC is observed in GMM. TIC contributes positively towards the attainment of social capital of Asian 
economies. We have found a strong evidence of social capital and happiness relationship, as we 
presumed in section 2 above in all estimates of the equation 3. Nonetheless the physical capital and 
growth both have negative and statistically less significant effect on happiness. TIC is effective in 
generalizing the happiness along with the factors of cross-section and period specific.  

Table 5:
Empirical Findings

Summary and Implications

We can summarize our results in theoretical perspective for policy implication as follows:

 i. The growth is capital oriented, whether physical or social. Thus we can answer the question  
 we pondered in section one into Yes. The social capital is like all other economic capital a  
 growth enhancing factor. 
 ii. The significant income effect out ways the little substitution effect of trade-off between  

 social and physical capital. In this case the efforts exerted for physical capital accumulation  
 reduces the attainment of social capital. 
 iii. The debate among the scholars inferred that there was a need to find “something other  
 than GDP” for the happiness, we found it a robust hypothesis and can imply that it is benefi 
 cial for the Asian economies to dedicate some policy efforts for the happiness and subjec  
 tive-wellbeing of the societies.  Some alternatives to be assumed are the role of social capital,  
 social tolerance, political freedom, religiosity and health
 iv. The results also imply that the efforts to grow reduce the happiness that is consistent with  
 the theory of real business cycle. This shows that respective loss to happiness due to growth  
 is higher than the gains.
 
 In nutshell we conclude that the Asian economies should emphasize more arguments in their 
objective function of social welfare, by limiting the role of GDP. The happiness is more than (merely) 
an income phenomenon.
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List of Asian Economies included in the Sample 

 Bangladesh, Bhutan, Cambodia, China, India, Indonesia. Iran, Israel, Japan, Jordon, Korea, 
Laos, Lebanon, Malaysia, Mongolia, Nepal, Oman, Pakistan, Philippines, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, 
Thailand, United Arab Emirates, Vietnam, Yemen

Empirical Analysis: Results and Discussion

 Before estimating the reduced-form model, both parametric and non-parametric panel unit 
roots tests are employed to test stationarity in the concerning variables of present study (Hafeez et al., 
2018). The results are compared in table 4. We can infer that all the series are stationary at level in 
almost all four cases except social capital. This series is non stationary in IPS test only; otherwise the 
null of unit root is rejected in rest of the three tests. So our empirical analysis based on the Fixed and 
random effects is valid for equations 1-3 in section 3 above. 

Table 4:
Panel Unit Root Tests (Comparison Table)

 We have estimated three equation of the model using three methods. The variations in the 
results make it of prime interest for sociologists and economists both. The social capital is growth 
enhancing and any increase in any of the dimension of the social capital statistically leads to growth 
more than two percent in fixed effects, about one percent over the random effect and about half 
percent when the moment conditions are applied. This deviation in the results signifies that social 
capital is more effective along the individual characteristics of the sample countries because fixed 
effects capture all the effects of geography, endowment and any other factor.
 
 So for Asian economies it is concluded that the individual specific factors of social capital 
contribute more to growth. The magnitude of physical capital coefficient is relatively consistent for 
economic growth although has lower level of confidence for fixed and random effects. TIC index does 
not have statistically significant impact on country level fixed effects but has negative and statistically 
significant impact on growth if one uses random effects model on these selected Asian economies. It 
means for the sample economies the spillover effect of talent through human capital on growth is not 
effective for individual characteristics.  However, over the periods, the effect of TIC is growth retard-
ing. The generalized methods of moment results do not differentiate from those of random effects in 
direction, but different in magnitude. J-stat shows that the restriction employed are valid.
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Abstract

It is widely accepted that social capital including all of its antecedents affects the economic perfor-
mance significantly. However, the consensus over the direction of this effect is still missing element of 
academic research on the issue. This study has contrasted to conventional macroeconomic approach 
of using social capital variables in a formal growth model and done is a refined analysis to evaluate 
the impact of social and physical capitals on growth, happiness and of growth and happiness on soc-
ial capital in a panel data analysis of 36 Asian Economies. The present study is addressing the missing 
element, social capital, in panel of 36 Asian Economies. It estimates the effect of social and physical 
capital on economic growth, happiness. It also computes the impact of economic growth happiness on 
social capital. The results imply that growth is subject to both social and physical capital while social 
capital is mainly talent, innovation and competitiveness driven alongside growth. However, happiness 
requires something more than growth. The trust, harmony and other factors contribute to social 
capital and happiness. This paper has implications to future research and the prediction of the 
discipline and regular pattern of the upcoming social capital in Asian Economies.
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Introduction

 Evolution of economy is not a process of financial development isolated from society and 
not self-sustaining. Wealth creation is not a segregate, but rather depends upon pre-existing socio-cul-
tural conditions for its strength.
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A crude market structure is based and facilitating environments and is linked to agents through multi-
ple inter-connections. The expansion in wealth and markets goad to expand the capacity of the 
economic agents; which in turn benefits the society. As a result, social classes and new profession 
emerge; educational attainment and health of general public improve. The emerging communication 
between the economy and the institutional culture around it accumulates the social capital. Higher 
social capital accumulation provides higher quality of life for the individuals and their families. This 
situation also generates migration of individual from low to a higher level of social capital.

 The literature defines social capital as; “a form of extensively providing private good that is 
either open/free or greatly subsidized” (See for example Brown et al., 2006 among others). And Bour-
dieu (1983) elaborates social capital “as the resources, and services achieved by merely being element 
of a group, or extensive network by virtue of one’s network location.” This debate further measures 
the social capital through calculating individuals employed in community-based associations (such as 
religious or community citizen boards etc.) in a particular geographic vicinity. In socio-economic 
terms this kind of social capital mechanism is used for resource allocation. However, Bronisz and 
Heijman (2009) present a precise and relatively undisputed definition stating; “social capital is 
normally implicit at the same time as the property of a faction rather than the property of an individu-
al.” 

 Social capital is generally considered as the fourth form of capital, vis-à-vis physical capital, 
human capital and financial one. Coleman (1998) suggests that like all other forms, it is significant 
factor of growth: increases the possibility of productive activity. The recent debate in literature also 
indicates that the social capital and happiness circa has empirical evidence and the predictability of 
social capital for the happiness hold internationally (Stevenson & Wolfers, 2008; Sacks et al., 2010; 
Easterlin & Angelescu, 2011; Bartolini & Sarracino, 2009). Particularly, these studies examine the 
correlation among short, medium and long run time-series of social capital and the welfare. Social 
capital, unlike pure public structure, is competitively excludable, because it does not freely emit in the 
public but should be distributed via some method. The aim of this paper is to reconnoiter the relation-
ship between growth, social capital and happiness for a panel of selected Asian economies. The 
research question can be stated as; “is social capital, like all other forms of capital, an economic 
concept?”

 The rest of the paper is organized as follows; after this brief introduction, section two 
discusses the theoretical base and the relevant literature on the social capital and economy, section 
three addresses model and methodological issues; while section four presents results and discussion, 
section five concludes and proposes some implications.  

Theoretical Background and Literature Review

 Empirical studies on social capital cover a wide range of social science disciplines, charac-
terize differences in economies in their level of economic and social development to differences in the 
respective social capital stock. Empirical studies on social capital cover a wide range of social science 
disciplines, characterize disparities in economies in their stage of economic and social progress to 
disparities in the respective social capital reserve. Countries or the regions possessing relatively 
higher stocks of social capital, appear to attain elevated levels of growth, in comparison with the 
societies having low level of stock (among others, see Brown and Ashman, 1996; Krishna & Uphoff, 
1999; Ostrom, 2003; & Rose, 2000). Most of such studies agree that social capital adds to scale 
efficiency and growth by smoothing the process of association between individual interests and 
achieving the targeted level of income and its fairer distribution.
 
 Social capital also plays a central function for the prediction of international discrepancies in 
happiness (Bartolini & Sarracino, 2009). Academic literature in this regard tests about the possible 
correlation between the social capital trends and that of welfare across countries. The studies, in this 
view, have used an empirical modeling to identify correlation coefficients (see for example, Steven-
son & Wolfers, 2008; Sacks et al., 2010; Easterlin et al., 2010; Easterlin & Angelescu, 2011). Particu-
larly, these studies have evaluated the correlation among subjective well-being and social capital in 
three spans of time-series: long run, medium run and short run.
 
 This particular literature also assesses the correlation coefficient of social capital with GDP. 
The economic text on happiness has tried to unravel the contradiction by discussing that the dynamic 
goals of income targeting may counterbalance the positive consequences of rising income on happi-
ness. Such aspirations may also be influenced by the total proceeds of individual’s own relevant 
income group; for that the rituals, social values, culture and consumption patterns of the society do 
matter (Duesenberry, 1949), or by their own previous income in the course of hedonic treadmill (Fred-
erick and Loewenstein, 1999). In all cases, economic growth is inclined elevate income targets which 
put forth negative consequence on happiness4. 

 However, the usual choice-based criteria cannot elaborate this hypothesis because in prefer-
ence based system it is assumed that no matter what people choose, makes them happier (Loewen-
stein, 1994)5. Though other criteria, to base welfare on happiness rather than choices, avoid many 
such problems but have numerous intrinsic drawbacks. (Frederick & Loewenstein, 1999; Loewen-
stein & Schkade, 1999; Gilbert et al., 2002). Particularly, people often face to serious health condi-
tions but still exhibit high levels of happiness. However, they agree with others that to healthy is 
preferable. After reviewing different lines of research Loewenstein and Ubel (2008) argue that no 
straightforward criterion based on either notion can overcome these problems.
 
 Several papers particularly Helliwell and Putnam (2004) and Bruni and Stanca, (2008) have 

documented that subjective welfare/happiness has positive correlation with social capital in the 
cross-sectional data. Becchetti et al. (2008, 2009) have shown that social capital has a notable impact 
on subjective well-being in the sample of developed and developing countries. However, conversely, 
the broad progress in income levels (due to economic growth) may result in an insignificant boost in 
average happiness, since, relative loss and gain pay-off each other ( Loewenstein & Ubel, 2008).  
Generally speaking, the essential significance conveyed by happiness studies has increased numeral 
of the theorists who believe that using GDP as a factor of welfare may be a question mark.
 
 In line with Putnam (1993) community organizations are sources of common conviction and 
social ties lead to increased scale efficiency. These diverse views provoked empirical tests intended 
for a diverse influence on economic growth (Knack 1999; Glaeser et al., 2002). On the whole, Knack 
(1999) argues that even though every individual calculation of large-scale social capital undergoes a 
few deficiencies, taken together the body of literature points to a considerable and activist role of 
social capital for economic growth. And that the influence of social capital is positive: “higher stages 
of social capital are coupled with succeeding improvements.” Social capital is a contributor to growth 
by signifying the collaboration and conviction within the firm, the market and the nation.

We can summarize this discussion and frame our study as follow:

 (i) The happiness, growth and social capital nexus sometimes exists for some countries   
 over long period of time and for some it does not hold (Stevenson & Wolfers, 2008).   
 In a group of selected panel of Asian economies, this study elaborates the status of   
 relation ship between the stated variables. 
 (ii) Few studies claim that Easterlin paradox (the non-existence of correlation between level  
 of income and happiness) does not hold (for example, Sacks et al.,2010). On the other hand,  
 Easterlin and Angelescu (2011) question about the strength of these inferences stating that  
 these studies failed to differentiate long and short run. In fact, the time perspective is core of  
 the disparity amid Easterlin and others. Easterlin et al. (2010) argues that the significantly  
 positive relation estimated by critics is due to the inclusion of countries in sample with short  
 time series. GDP may matter for welfare in the short run, but such relationships vanish over  
 the long span of time. To answer the questions highlighted by this debate, this study uses a  
 medium term panel data, i.e., five years, and test the existence of horizon randomness. 
 (iii) The third critical point is raised by Clark and Georgellis (2010), emphasizing that the  
 scholars put much consideration to the relationship between income and well-being. On the  
 contrary, insufficient efforts are dedicated to investigate, whether or not the social evalua  
 tions are applicable for correlations between happiness and its determinants other than GDP.  
 

4 This hypothesis can be understood through the modern real business theory, with a leisure-labor paradox.
5 We may call it Benthamite School after the name of Jeremy Bentham.

 For said purpose this paper includes a variable consisting of a combined index of talent,   
 innovation and competitiveness to test the Clark (2008) hypothesis who explores that there  
 is (some) evidence of social relations and/or antecedent.However, we are keen to the notion  
 that whether this “something other than GDP” can do any change in the debate over the issue.  
 Deaton (2011), on the other hands, finds high correlation between happiness and stock prices  
 instead of between happiness and income.

Model and Methodology

 Based on the discussion in the previous section our reduced form model can be summarized 
in following system of equations:
 

 Where, G is growth rate of GDP per capita extracted from WDI; S is value of social capital 
index; K is physical capital that is gross fixed capital formation as percent of GDP; TIC is talent, 
innovation and competitiveness based combined index. H stands for happiness. The subscripts i and t 
denote cross-section and time period respectively. The data used for the purpose of analysis needed 
through investigation in collection and measurements. The data on talent are taken from Global 
Creativity Index of Martin prosperity Institute: talent is one of the dimensions in this index. Innova-
tion and competitiveness indices are used from Global Competitiveness Forum. These three indices 
are combined on the basis of principal component analysis.6 

 Social Capital data are generated from sustainable society index based on 21 indicators, 7 
categories and three dimensions. Based on principal component analysis the three dimensions are 
given appropriate weights to generate a comprehensive social capital index (a feature of this paper). 
H is the happiness index found in different years’ World Happiness Report (WHR). The sample years 
are 2012-2016, while number of countries included in regression analysis is 26 Asian economies. The 
selection of countries is based on different criteria; mainly the size of the economy, population and the 
availability of the data. Total observations are 130 for panel data. We also present descriptive tables of 
cross-sectional data of 136 countries of the world to compare the correlations and statistics of panel 
and cross-sectional data.

6 There are different measures of talent, social capital, human wellbeing and happiness found in various studies, [see for 
example Broniesz and Heijman 2009; Bartilini et. al 2009, Grootaert and van Bastelaer 2001, Webster 2013. 

The physical capital is included as control variable of the regression and will additionally confirm that 
whether social capital is also an economic capital. This model is estimated through three different 
methodologies; namely, Fixed Effects, Random Effects and Generalized Methods of Moments. These 
approaches are used because all three estimate the panel data under different assumption. Using three 
methodologies also confirm the robustness of coefficients and stability with regard to previous litera-
ture. For brevity and generic nature of these methods we do not discuss the details here. 

Descriptive and Empirical Analysis

Descriptive Analysis

 Table 1 and 2 below compare the basic stats of the data. Higher mean and deviation values 
of Growth, Happiness, Physical Capital and TIC indicate the differences taking place due to time. So 
we conclude that the time variant property holds for these data, because in the stats of table two the 
high scoring countries of Europe and North America are also included. The correlation between 
growth, happiness and TIC are statistically insignificant and are negative. The covariance and correla-
tion between physical capital and growth is theoretical. Happiness is significantly correlated with 
Physical capital, social capital and TIC. However, highest degree of correlation exists between happi-
ness and social capital.

Table 1:
Descriptive Statistics: Panel Data of Asian Economies
________________________________________________________________________________
     Growth            Happiness            Physical Capital            SC            TIC________________________________________________________________________________
           Mean      4.907                6.483                    26.627      5.258          4.351
         Median     5.077                6.409                    26.303      5.327          4.283
       Maximum         15.240                8.454                    67.984      6.896         5.677
       Minimum          -9.779                4.639                     1.524      3.408         2.946
        Std. Dev.    2.958                0.780                     9.254      0.686         0.646
       Skewness          -0.586                0.479                     1.025     -0.447        0.068
        Kurtosis    7.611                3.954                     6.927      3.523         2.364
     Jarque-Bera      122.594  9.900                   106.281      5.805         2.294
      Probability         0.000                0.007                     0.000      0.055         0.318
            Sum            637.854              842.845                  3461.528    683.575     565.654
     Sum Sq. Dev.  1129.033 78.384                 11047.140     60.750       53.881
    Observations      130                 130                      130                      130           130

Table 2:
Descriptive Statistics: Cross-sectional Data (136 countries included)
________________________________________________________________________________
     Growth            Happiness            Physical Capital            SC            TIC________________________________________________________________________________
           Mean      3.520                6.370                    16.801      5.324          4.020
         Median      3.606                6.370                    17.184      5.252          3.911
       Maximum          9.754                8.964                    40.530      7.222         5.528
       Minimum          -2.914                3.883                     0.000      3.519        2.888
        Std. Dev.     2.293                1.508                     6.393      0.853        0.641
       Skewness           0.078               -0.063                     0.369      0.238        0.651
        Kurtosis     3.079                1.713                     5.159      2.310         3.198
     Jarque-Bera        0.097                5.291                    16.492      2.221         5.500
      Probability         0.953                0.071                     0.000      0.329         0.064
            Sum            637.854            484.109                  1276.887    404.616     305.502
     Sum Sq. Dev.   394.501            170.591                 3065.201     54.591       30.849________________________________________________________________________________
 
 So in this initial part of analysis we confirm the Easterlin Paradox (discussed in section 2 
above). Surprisingly, though statistically significant, but very small magnitude of correlation is 
observed between Social and Physical capital. The differences in the figures are obvious in panel and 
cross-sectional data. The lower values of all the correlations indicate that the time variant properties 
of data hold for panel. In cross-sectional data, the happiness growth correlation is still negative and 
but highly significant. The correlation between Social capital and growth indicates negative sign and 
shows that in large cross country data the negative correlation holds between SC and growth. By 
surprise holding time constant (over the cross-sectional data) the correlation between K and G is 
negative indicative of the heterogeneity in the cross-sectional units. TIC, SC and H are highly 
correlated. These results will be important for discussion in empirical section below.

Table 3:
Covariance Analysis: Panel Data of Asian Economies
 

 For Social capital, the direction and magnitude of the β coefficients (equation 2) are similar 
in FE and RE models. So relatively, consistency holds for social capital in both methods, but not for 
GMM. In GMM model the growth is restrictive to social capital. However, physical capital does not 
have significant impact on social capital in FE and RE models. A little evidence of efficacy of K for 
SC is observed in GMM. TIC contributes positively towards the attainment of social capital of Asian 
economies. We have found a strong evidence of social capital and happiness relationship, as we 
presumed in section 2 above in all estimates of the equation 3. Nonetheless the physical capital and 
growth both have negative and statistically less significant effect on happiness. TIC is effective in 
generalizing the happiness along with the factors of cross-section and period specific.  

Table 5:
Empirical Findings

Summary and Implications

We can summarize our results in theoretical perspective for policy implication as follows:

 i. The growth is capital oriented, whether physical or social. Thus we can answer the question  
 we pondered in section one into Yes. The social capital is like all other economic capital a  
 growth enhancing factor. 
 ii. The significant income effect out ways the little substitution effect of trade-off between  

 social and physical capital. In this case the efforts exerted for physical capital accumulation  
 reduces the attainment of social capital. 
 iii. The debate among the scholars inferred that there was a need to find “something other  
 than GDP” for the happiness, we found it a robust hypothesis and can imply that it is benefi 
 cial for the Asian economies to dedicate some policy efforts for the happiness and subjec  
 tive-wellbeing of the societies.  Some alternatives to be assumed are the role of social capital,  
 social tolerance, political freedom, religiosity and health
 iv. The results also imply that the efforts to grow reduce the happiness that is consistent with  
 the theory of real business cycle. This shows that respective loss to happiness due to growth  
 is higher than the gains.
 
 In nutshell we conclude that the Asian economies should emphasize more arguments in their 
objective function of social welfare, by limiting the role of GDP. The happiness is more than (merely) 
an income phenomenon.
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List of Asian Economies included in the Sample 

 Bangladesh, Bhutan, Cambodia, China, India, Indonesia. Iran, Israel, Japan, Jordon, Korea, 
Laos, Lebanon, Malaysia, Mongolia, Nepal, Oman, Pakistan, Philippines, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, 
Thailand, United Arab Emirates, Vietnam, Yemen

Empirical Analysis: Results and Discussion

 Before estimating the reduced-form model, both parametric and non-parametric panel unit 
roots tests are employed to test stationarity in the concerning variables of present study (Hafeez et al., 
2018). The results are compared in table 4. We can infer that all the series are stationary at level in 
almost all four cases except social capital. This series is non stationary in IPS test only; otherwise the 
null of unit root is rejected in rest of the three tests. So our empirical analysis based on the Fixed and 
random effects is valid for equations 1-3 in section 3 above. 

Table 4:
Panel Unit Root Tests (Comparison Table)

 We have estimated three equation of the model using three methods. The variations in the 
results make it of prime interest for sociologists and economists both. The social capital is growth 
enhancing and any increase in any of the dimension of the social capital statistically leads to growth 
more than two percent in fixed effects, about one percent over the random effect and about half 
percent when the moment conditions are applied. This deviation in the results signifies that social 
capital is more effective along the individual characteristics of the sample countries because fixed 
effects capture all the effects of geography, endowment and any other factor.
 
 So for Asian economies it is concluded that the individual specific factors of social capital 
contribute more to growth. The magnitude of physical capital coefficient is relatively consistent for 
economic growth although has lower level of confidence for fixed and random effects. TIC index does 
not have statistically significant impact on country level fixed effects but has negative and statistically 
significant impact on growth if one uses random effects model on these selected Asian economies. It 
means for the sample economies the spillover effect of talent through human capital on growth is not 
effective for individual characteristics.  However, over the periods, the effect of TIC is growth retard-
ing. The generalized methods of moment results do not differentiate from those of random effects in 
direction, but different in magnitude. J-stat shows that the restriction employed are valid.
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Abstract

It is widely accepted that social capital including all of its antecedents affects the economic perfor-
mance significantly. However, the consensus over the direction of this effect is still missing element of 
academic research on the issue. This study has contrasted to conventional macroeconomic approach 
of using social capital variables in a formal growth model and done is a refined analysis to evaluate 
the impact of social and physical capitals on growth, happiness and of growth and happiness on soc-
ial capital in a panel data analysis of 36 Asian Economies. The present study is addressing the missing 
element, social capital, in panel of 36 Asian Economies. It estimates the effect of social and physical 
capital on economic growth, happiness. It also computes the impact of economic growth happiness on 
social capital. The results imply that growth is subject to both social and physical capital while social 
capital is mainly talent, innovation and competitiveness driven alongside growth. However, happiness 
requires something more than growth. The trust, harmony and other factors contribute to social 
capital and happiness. This paper has implications to future research and the prediction of the 
discipline and regular pattern of the upcoming social capital in Asian Economies.
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Introduction

 Evolution of economy is not a process of financial development isolated from society and 
not self-sustaining. Wealth creation is not a segregate, but rather depends upon pre-existing socio-cul-
tural conditions for its strength.
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A crude market structure is based and facilitating environments and is linked to agents through multi-
ple inter-connections. The expansion in wealth and markets goad to expand the capacity of the 
economic agents; which in turn benefits the society. As a result, social classes and new profession 
emerge; educational attainment and health of general public improve. The emerging communication 
between the economy and the institutional culture around it accumulates the social capital. Higher 
social capital accumulation provides higher quality of life for the individuals and their families. This 
situation also generates migration of individual from low to a higher level of social capital.

 The literature defines social capital as; “a form of extensively providing private good that is 
either open/free or greatly subsidized” (See for example Brown et al., 2006 among others). And Bour-
dieu (1983) elaborates social capital “as the resources, and services achieved by merely being element 
of a group, or extensive network by virtue of one’s network location.” This debate further measures 
the social capital through calculating individuals employed in community-based associations (such as 
religious or community citizen boards etc.) in a particular geographic vicinity. In socio-economic 
terms this kind of social capital mechanism is used for resource allocation. However, Bronisz and 
Heijman (2009) present a precise and relatively undisputed definition stating; “social capital is 
normally implicit at the same time as the property of a faction rather than the property of an individu-
al.” 

 Social capital is generally considered as the fourth form of capital, vis-à-vis physical capital, 
human capital and financial one. Coleman (1998) suggests that like all other forms, it is significant 
factor of growth: increases the possibility of productive activity. The recent debate in literature also 
indicates that the social capital and happiness circa has empirical evidence and the predictability of 
social capital for the happiness hold internationally (Stevenson & Wolfers, 2008; Sacks et al., 2010; 
Easterlin & Angelescu, 2011; Bartolini & Sarracino, 2009). Particularly, these studies examine the 
correlation among short, medium and long run time-series of social capital and the welfare. Social 
capital, unlike pure public structure, is competitively excludable, because it does not freely emit in the 
public but should be distributed via some method. The aim of this paper is to reconnoiter the relation-
ship between growth, social capital and happiness for a panel of selected Asian economies. The 
research question can be stated as; “is social capital, like all other forms of capital, an economic 
concept?”

 The rest of the paper is organized as follows; after this brief introduction, section two 
discusses the theoretical base and the relevant literature on the social capital and economy, section 
three addresses model and methodological issues; while section four presents results and discussion, 
section five concludes and proposes some implications.  

Theoretical Background and Literature Review

 Empirical studies on social capital cover a wide range of social science disciplines, charac-
terize differences in economies in their level of economic and social development to differences in the 
respective social capital stock. Empirical studies on social capital cover a wide range of social science 
disciplines, characterize disparities in economies in their stage of economic and social progress to 
disparities in the respective social capital reserve. Countries or the regions possessing relatively 
higher stocks of social capital, appear to attain elevated levels of growth, in comparison with the 
societies having low level of stock (among others, see Brown and Ashman, 1996; Krishna & Uphoff, 
1999; Ostrom, 2003; & Rose, 2000). Most of such studies agree that social capital adds to scale 
efficiency and growth by smoothing the process of association between individual interests and 
achieving the targeted level of income and its fairer distribution.
 
 Social capital also plays a central function for the prediction of international discrepancies in 
happiness (Bartolini & Sarracino, 2009). Academic literature in this regard tests about the possible 
correlation between the social capital trends and that of welfare across countries. The studies, in this 
view, have used an empirical modeling to identify correlation coefficients (see for example, Steven-
son & Wolfers, 2008; Sacks et al., 2010; Easterlin et al., 2010; Easterlin & Angelescu, 2011). Particu-
larly, these studies have evaluated the correlation among subjective well-being and social capital in 
three spans of time-series: long run, medium run and short run.
 
 This particular literature also assesses the correlation coefficient of social capital with GDP. 
The economic text on happiness has tried to unravel the contradiction by discussing that the dynamic 
goals of income targeting may counterbalance the positive consequences of rising income on happi-
ness. Such aspirations may also be influenced by the total proceeds of individual’s own relevant 
income group; for that the rituals, social values, culture and consumption patterns of the society do 
matter (Duesenberry, 1949), or by their own previous income in the course of hedonic treadmill (Fred-
erick and Loewenstein, 1999). In all cases, economic growth is inclined elevate income targets which 
put forth negative consequence on happiness4. 

 However, the usual choice-based criteria cannot elaborate this hypothesis because in prefer-
ence based system it is assumed that no matter what people choose, makes them happier (Loewen-
stein, 1994)5. Though other criteria, to base welfare on happiness rather than choices, avoid many 
such problems but have numerous intrinsic drawbacks. (Frederick & Loewenstein, 1999; Loewen-
stein & Schkade, 1999; Gilbert et al., 2002). Particularly, people often face to serious health condi-
tions but still exhibit high levels of happiness. However, they agree with others that to healthy is 
preferable. After reviewing different lines of research Loewenstein and Ubel (2008) argue that no 
straightforward criterion based on either notion can overcome these problems.
 
 Several papers particularly Helliwell and Putnam (2004) and Bruni and Stanca, (2008) have 

documented that subjective welfare/happiness has positive correlation with social capital in the 
cross-sectional data. Becchetti et al. (2008, 2009) have shown that social capital has a notable impact 
on subjective well-being in the sample of developed and developing countries. However, conversely, 
the broad progress in income levels (due to economic growth) may result in an insignificant boost in 
average happiness, since, relative loss and gain pay-off each other ( Loewenstein & Ubel, 2008).  
Generally speaking, the essential significance conveyed by happiness studies has increased numeral 
of the theorists who believe that using GDP as a factor of welfare may be a question mark.
 
 In line with Putnam (1993) community organizations are sources of common conviction and 
social ties lead to increased scale efficiency. These diverse views provoked empirical tests intended 
for a diverse influence on economic growth (Knack 1999; Glaeser et al., 2002). On the whole, Knack 
(1999) argues that even though every individual calculation of large-scale social capital undergoes a 
few deficiencies, taken together the body of literature points to a considerable and activist role of 
social capital for economic growth. And that the influence of social capital is positive: “higher stages 
of social capital are coupled with succeeding improvements.” Social capital is a contributor to growth 
by signifying the collaboration and conviction within the firm, the market and the nation.

We can summarize this discussion and frame our study as follow:

 (i) The happiness, growth and social capital nexus sometimes exists for some countries   
 over long period of time and for some it does not hold (Stevenson & Wolfers, 2008).   
 In a group of selected panel of Asian economies, this study elaborates the status of   
 relation ship between the stated variables. 
 (ii) Few studies claim that Easterlin paradox (the non-existence of correlation between level  
 of income and happiness) does not hold (for example, Sacks et al.,2010). On the other hand,  
 Easterlin and Angelescu (2011) question about the strength of these inferences stating that  
 these studies failed to differentiate long and short run. In fact, the time perspective is core of  
 the disparity amid Easterlin and others. Easterlin et al. (2010) argues that the significantly  
 positive relation estimated by critics is due to the inclusion of countries in sample with short  
 time series. GDP may matter for welfare in the short run, but such relationships vanish over  
 the long span of time. To answer the questions highlighted by this debate, this study uses a  
 medium term panel data, i.e., five years, and test the existence of horizon randomness. 
 (iii) The third critical point is raised by Clark and Georgellis (2010), emphasizing that the  
 scholars put much consideration to the relationship between income and well-being. On the  
 contrary, insufficient efforts are dedicated to investigate, whether or not the social evalua  
 tions are applicable for correlations between happiness and its determinants other than GDP.  
 

4 This hypothesis can be understood through the modern real business theory, with a leisure-labor paradox.
5 We may call it Benthamite School after the name of Jeremy Bentham.

 For said purpose this paper includes a variable consisting of a combined index of talent,   
 innovation and competitiveness to test the Clark (2008) hypothesis who explores that there  
 is (some) evidence of social relations and/or antecedent.However, we are keen to the notion  
 that whether this “something other than GDP” can do any change in the debate over the issue.  
 Deaton (2011), on the other hands, finds high correlation between happiness and stock prices  
 instead of between happiness and income.

Model and Methodology

 Based on the discussion in the previous section our reduced form model can be summarized 
in following system of equations:
 

 Where, G is growth rate of GDP per capita extracted from WDI; S is value of social capital 
index; K is physical capital that is gross fixed capital formation as percent of GDP; TIC is talent, 
innovation and competitiveness based combined index. H stands for happiness. The subscripts i and t 
denote cross-section and time period respectively. The data used for the purpose of analysis needed 
through investigation in collection and measurements. The data on talent are taken from Global 
Creativity Index of Martin prosperity Institute: talent is one of the dimensions in this index. Innova-
tion and competitiveness indices are used from Global Competitiveness Forum. These three indices 
are combined on the basis of principal component analysis.6 

 Social Capital data are generated from sustainable society index based on 21 indicators, 7 
categories and three dimensions. Based on principal component analysis the three dimensions are 
given appropriate weights to generate a comprehensive social capital index (a feature of this paper). 
H is the happiness index found in different years’ World Happiness Report (WHR). The sample years 
are 2012-2016, while number of countries included in regression analysis is 26 Asian economies. The 
selection of countries is based on different criteria; mainly the size of the economy, population and the 
availability of the data. Total observations are 130 for panel data. We also present descriptive tables of 
cross-sectional data of 136 countries of the world to compare the correlations and statistics of panel 
and cross-sectional data.

6 There are different measures of talent, social capital, human wellbeing and happiness found in various studies, [see for 
example Broniesz and Heijman 2009; Bartilini et. al 2009, Grootaert and van Bastelaer 2001, Webster 2013. 

The physical capital is included as control variable of the regression and will additionally confirm that 
whether social capital is also an economic capital. This model is estimated through three different 
methodologies; namely, Fixed Effects, Random Effects and Generalized Methods of Moments. These 
approaches are used because all three estimate the panel data under different assumption. Using three 
methodologies also confirm the robustness of coefficients and stability with regard to previous litera-
ture. For brevity and generic nature of these methods we do not discuss the details here. 

Descriptive and Empirical Analysis

Descriptive Analysis

 Table 1 and 2 below compare the basic stats of the data. Higher mean and deviation values 
of Growth, Happiness, Physical Capital and TIC indicate the differences taking place due to time. So 
we conclude that the time variant property holds for these data, because in the stats of table two the 
high scoring countries of Europe and North America are also included. The correlation between 
growth, happiness and TIC are statistically insignificant and are negative. The covariance and correla-
tion between physical capital and growth is theoretical. Happiness is significantly correlated with 
Physical capital, social capital and TIC. However, highest degree of correlation exists between happi-
ness and social capital.

Table 1:
Descriptive Statistics: Panel Data of Asian Economies
________________________________________________________________________________
     Growth            Happiness            Physical Capital            SC            TIC________________________________________________________________________________
           Mean      4.907                6.483                    26.627      5.258          4.351
         Median     5.077                6.409                    26.303      5.327          4.283
       Maximum         15.240                8.454                    67.984      6.896         5.677
       Minimum          -9.779                4.639                     1.524      3.408         2.946
        Std. Dev.    2.958                0.780                     9.254      0.686         0.646
       Skewness          -0.586                0.479                     1.025     -0.447        0.068
        Kurtosis    7.611                3.954                     6.927      3.523         2.364
     Jarque-Bera      122.594  9.900                   106.281      5.805         2.294
      Probability         0.000                0.007                     0.000      0.055         0.318
            Sum            637.854              842.845                  3461.528    683.575     565.654
     Sum Sq. Dev.  1129.033 78.384                 11047.140     60.750       53.881
    Observations      130                 130                      130                      130           130

Table 2:
Descriptive Statistics: Cross-sectional Data (136 countries included)
________________________________________________________________________________
     Growth            Happiness            Physical Capital            SC            TIC________________________________________________________________________________
           Mean      3.520                6.370                    16.801      5.324          4.020
         Median      3.606                6.370                    17.184      5.252          3.911
       Maximum          9.754                8.964                    40.530      7.222         5.528
       Minimum          -2.914                3.883                     0.000      3.519        2.888
        Std. Dev.     2.293                1.508                     6.393      0.853        0.641
       Skewness           0.078               -0.063                     0.369      0.238        0.651
        Kurtosis     3.079                1.713                     5.159      2.310         3.198
     Jarque-Bera        0.097                5.291                    16.492      2.221         5.500
      Probability         0.953                0.071                     0.000      0.329         0.064
            Sum            637.854            484.109                  1276.887    404.616     305.502
     Sum Sq. Dev.   394.501            170.591                 3065.201     54.591       30.849________________________________________________________________________________
 
 So in this initial part of analysis we confirm the Easterlin Paradox (discussed in section 2 
above). Surprisingly, though statistically significant, but very small magnitude of correlation is 
observed between Social and Physical capital. The differences in the figures are obvious in panel and 
cross-sectional data. The lower values of all the correlations indicate that the time variant properties 
of data hold for panel. In cross-sectional data, the happiness growth correlation is still negative and 
but highly significant. The correlation between Social capital and growth indicates negative sign and 
shows that in large cross country data the negative correlation holds between SC and growth. By 
surprise holding time constant (over the cross-sectional data) the correlation between K and G is 
negative indicative of the heterogeneity in the cross-sectional units. TIC, SC and H are highly 
correlated. These results will be important for discussion in empirical section below.

Table 3:
Covariance Analysis: Panel Data of Asian Economies
 

 For Social capital, the direction and magnitude of the β coefficients (equation 2) are similar 
in FE and RE models. So relatively, consistency holds for social capital in both methods, but not for 
GMM. In GMM model the growth is restrictive to social capital. However, physical capital does not 
have significant impact on social capital in FE and RE models. A little evidence of efficacy of K for 
SC is observed in GMM. TIC contributes positively towards the attainment of social capital of Asian 
economies. We have found a strong evidence of social capital and happiness relationship, as we 
presumed in section 2 above in all estimates of the equation 3. Nonetheless the physical capital and 
growth both have negative and statistically less significant effect on happiness. TIC is effective in 
generalizing the happiness along with the factors of cross-section and period specific.  

Table 5:
Empirical Findings

Summary and Implications

We can summarize our results in theoretical perspective for policy implication as follows:

 i. The growth is capital oriented, whether physical or social. Thus we can answer the question  
 we pondered in section one into Yes. The social capital is like all other economic capital a  
 growth enhancing factor. 
 ii. The significant income effect out ways the little substitution effect of trade-off between  

 social and physical capital. In this case the efforts exerted for physical capital accumulation  
 reduces the attainment of social capital. 
 iii. The debate among the scholars inferred that there was a need to find “something other  
 than GDP” for the happiness, we found it a robust hypothesis and can imply that it is benefi 
 cial for the Asian economies to dedicate some policy efforts for the happiness and subjec  
 tive-wellbeing of the societies.  Some alternatives to be assumed are the role of social capital,  
 social tolerance, political freedom, religiosity and health
 iv. The results also imply that the efforts to grow reduce the happiness that is consistent with  
 the theory of real business cycle. This shows that respective loss to happiness due to growth  
 is higher than the gains.
 
 In nutshell we conclude that the Asian economies should emphasize more arguments in their 
objective function of social welfare, by limiting the role of GDP. The happiness is more than (merely) 
an income phenomenon.

Reference
 

Appendix

List of Asian Economies included in the Sample 

 Bangladesh, Bhutan, Cambodia, China, India, Indonesia. Iran, Israel, Japan, Jordon, Korea, 
Laos, Lebanon, Malaysia, Mongolia, Nepal, Oman, Pakistan, Philippines, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, 
Thailand, United Arab Emirates, Vietnam, Yemen

Empirical Analysis: Results and Discussion

 Before estimating the reduced-form model, both parametric and non-parametric panel unit 
roots tests are employed to test stationarity in the concerning variables of present study (Hafeez et al., 
2018). The results are compared in table 4. We can infer that all the series are stationary at level in 
almost all four cases except social capital. This series is non stationary in IPS test only; otherwise the 
null of unit root is rejected in rest of the three tests. So our empirical analysis based on the Fixed and 
random effects is valid for equations 1-3 in section 3 above. 

Table 4:
Panel Unit Root Tests (Comparison Table)

 We have estimated three equation of the model using three methods. The variations in the 
results make it of prime interest for sociologists and economists both. The social capital is growth 
enhancing and any increase in any of the dimension of the social capital statistically leads to growth 
more than two percent in fixed effects, about one percent over the random effect and about half 
percent when the moment conditions are applied. This deviation in the results signifies that social 
capital is more effective along the individual characteristics of the sample countries because fixed 
effects capture all the effects of geography, endowment and any other factor.
 
 So for Asian economies it is concluded that the individual specific factors of social capital 
contribute more to growth. The magnitude of physical capital coefficient is relatively consistent for 
economic growth although has lower level of confidence for fixed and random effects. TIC index does 
not have statistically significant impact on country level fixed effects but has negative and statistically 
significant impact on growth if one uses random effects model on these selected Asian economies. It 
means for the sample economies the spillover effect of talent through human capital on growth is not 
effective for individual characteristics.  However, over the periods, the effect of TIC is growth retard-
ing. The generalized methods of moment results do not differentiate from those of random effects in 
direction, but different in magnitude. J-stat shows that the restriction employed are valid.
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A crude market structure is based and facilitating environments and is linked to agents through multi-
ple inter-connections. The expansion in wealth and markets goad to expand the capacity of the 
economic agents; which in turn benefits the society. As a result, social classes and new profession 
emerge; educational attainment and health of general public improve. The emerging communication 
between the economy and the institutional culture around it accumulates the social capital. Higher 
social capital accumulation provides higher quality of life for the individuals and their families. This 
situation also generates migration of individual from low to a higher level of social capital.

 The literature defines social capital as; “a form of extensively providing private good that is 
either open/free or greatly subsidized” (See for example Brown et al., 2006 among others). And Bour-
dieu (1983) elaborates social capital “as the resources, and services achieved by merely being element 
of a group, or extensive network by virtue of one’s network location.” This debate further measures 
the social capital through calculating individuals employed in community-based associations (such as 
religious or community citizen boards etc.) in a particular geographic vicinity. In socio-economic 
terms this kind of social capital mechanism is used for resource allocation. However, Bronisz and 
Heijman (2009) present a precise and relatively undisputed definition stating; “social capital is 
normally implicit at the same time as the property of a faction rather than the property of an individu-
al.” 

 Social capital is generally considered as the fourth form of capital, vis-à-vis physical capital, 
human capital and financial one. Coleman (1998) suggests that like all other forms, it is significant 
factor of growth: increases the possibility of productive activity. The recent debate in literature also 
indicates that the social capital and happiness circa has empirical evidence and the predictability of 
social capital for the happiness hold internationally (Stevenson & Wolfers, 2008; Sacks et al., 2010; 
Easterlin & Angelescu, 2011; Bartolini & Sarracino, 2009). Particularly, these studies examine the 
correlation among short, medium and long run time-series of social capital and the welfare. Social 
capital, unlike pure public structure, is competitively excludable, because it does not freely emit in the 
public but should be distributed via some method. The aim of this paper is to reconnoiter the relation-
ship between growth, social capital and happiness for a panel of selected Asian economies. The 
research question can be stated as; “is social capital, like all other forms of capital, an economic 
concept?”

 The rest of the paper is organized as follows; after this brief introduction, section two 
discusses the theoretical base and the relevant literature on the social capital and economy, section 
three addresses model and methodological issues; while section four presents results and discussion, 
section five concludes and proposes some implications.  

Theoretical Background and Literature Review

 Empirical studies on social capital cover a wide range of social science disciplines, charac-
terize differences in economies in their level of economic and social development to differences in the 
respective social capital stock. Empirical studies on social capital cover a wide range of social science 
disciplines, characterize disparities in economies in their stage of economic and social progress to 
disparities in the respective social capital reserve. Countries or the regions possessing relatively 
higher stocks of social capital, appear to attain elevated levels of growth, in comparison with the 
societies having low level of stock (among others, see Brown and Ashman, 1996; Krishna & Uphoff, 
1999; Ostrom, 2003; & Rose, 2000). Most of such studies agree that social capital adds to scale 
efficiency and growth by smoothing the process of association between individual interests and 
achieving the targeted level of income and its fairer distribution.
 
 Social capital also plays a central function for the prediction of international discrepancies in 
happiness (Bartolini & Sarracino, 2009). Academic literature in this regard tests about the possible 
correlation between the social capital trends and that of welfare across countries. The studies, in this 
view, have used an empirical modeling to identify correlation coefficients (see for example, Steven-
son & Wolfers, 2008; Sacks et al., 2010; Easterlin et al., 2010; Easterlin & Angelescu, 2011). Particu-
larly, these studies have evaluated the correlation among subjective well-being and social capital in 
three spans of time-series: long run, medium run and short run.
 
 This particular literature also assesses the correlation coefficient of social capital with GDP. 
The economic text on happiness has tried to unravel the contradiction by discussing that the dynamic 
goals of income targeting may counterbalance the positive consequences of rising income on happi-
ness. Such aspirations may also be influenced by the total proceeds of individual’s own relevant 
income group; for that the rituals, social values, culture and consumption patterns of the society do 
matter (Duesenberry, 1949), or by their own previous income in the course of hedonic treadmill (Fred-
erick and Loewenstein, 1999). In all cases, economic growth is inclined elevate income targets which 
put forth negative consequence on happiness4. 

 However, the usual choice-based criteria cannot elaborate this hypothesis because in prefer-
ence based system it is assumed that no matter what people choose, makes them happier (Loewen-
stein, 1994)5. Though other criteria, to base welfare on happiness rather than choices, avoid many 
such problems but have numerous intrinsic drawbacks. (Frederick & Loewenstein, 1999; Loewen-
stein & Schkade, 1999; Gilbert et al., 2002). Particularly, people often face to serious health condi-
tions but still exhibit high levels of happiness. However, they agree with others that to healthy is 
preferable. After reviewing different lines of research Loewenstein and Ubel (2008) argue that no 
straightforward criterion based on either notion can overcome these problems.
 
 Several papers particularly Helliwell and Putnam (2004) and Bruni and Stanca, (2008) have 

documented that subjective welfare/happiness has positive correlation with social capital in the 
cross-sectional data. Becchetti et al. (2008, 2009) have shown that social capital has a notable impact 
on subjective well-being in the sample of developed and developing countries. However, conversely, 
the broad progress in income levels (due to economic growth) may result in an insignificant boost in 
average happiness, since, relative loss and gain pay-off each other ( Loewenstein & Ubel, 2008).  
Generally speaking, the essential significance conveyed by happiness studies has increased numeral 
of the theorists who believe that using GDP as a factor of welfare may be a question mark.
 
 In line with Putnam (1993) community organizations are sources of common conviction and 
social ties lead to increased scale efficiency. These diverse views provoked empirical tests intended 
for a diverse influence on economic growth (Knack 1999; Glaeser et al., 2002). On the whole, Knack 
(1999) argues that even though every individual calculation of large-scale social capital undergoes a 
few deficiencies, taken together the body of literature points to a considerable and activist role of 
social capital for economic growth. And that the influence of social capital is positive: “higher stages 
of social capital are coupled with succeeding improvements.” Social capital is a contributor to growth 
by signifying the collaboration and conviction within the firm, the market and the nation.

We can summarize this discussion and frame our study as follow:

 (i) The happiness, growth and social capital nexus sometimes exists for some countries   
 over long period of time and for some it does not hold (Stevenson & Wolfers, 2008).   
 In a group of selected panel of Asian economies, this study elaborates the status of   
 relation ship between the stated variables. 
 (ii) Few studies claim that Easterlin paradox (the non-existence of correlation between level  
 of income and happiness) does not hold (for example, Sacks et al.,2010). On the other hand,  
 Easterlin and Angelescu (2011) question about the strength of these inferences stating that  
 these studies failed to differentiate long and short run. In fact, the time perspective is core of  
 the disparity amid Easterlin and others. Easterlin et al. (2010) argues that the significantly  
 positive relation estimated by critics is due to the inclusion of countries in sample with short  
 time series. GDP may matter for welfare in the short run, but such relationships vanish over  
 the long span of time. To answer the questions highlighted by this debate, this study uses a  
 medium term panel data, i.e., five years, and test the existence of horizon randomness. 
 (iii) The third critical point is raised by Clark and Georgellis (2010), emphasizing that the  
 scholars put much consideration to the relationship between income and well-being. On the  
 contrary, insufficient efforts are dedicated to investigate, whether or not the social evalua  
 tions are applicable for correlations between happiness and its determinants other than GDP.  
 

4 This hypothesis can be understood through the modern real business theory, with a leisure-labor paradox.
5 We may call it Benthamite School after the name of Jeremy Bentham.

 For said purpose this paper includes a variable consisting of a combined index of talent,   
 innovation and competitiveness to test the Clark (2008) hypothesis who explores that there  
 is (some) evidence of social relations and/or antecedent.However, we are keen to the notion  
 that whether this “something other than GDP” can do any change in the debate over the issue.  
 Deaton (2011), on the other hands, finds high correlation between happiness and stock prices  
 instead of between happiness and income.

Model and Methodology

 Based on the discussion in the previous section our reduced form model can be summarized 
in following system of equations:
 

 Where, G is growth rate of GDP per capita extracted from WDI; S is value of social capital 
index; K is physical capital that is gross fixed capital formation as percent of GDP; TIC is talent, 
innovation and competitiveness based combined index. H stands for happiness. The subscripts i and t 
denote cross-section and time period respectively. The data used for the purpose of analysis needed 
through investigation in collection and measurements. The data on talent are taken from Global 
Creativity Index of Martin prosperity Institute: talent is one of the dimensions in this index. Innova-
tion and competitiveness indices are used from Global Competitiveness Forum. These three indices 
are combined on the basis of principal component analysis.6 

 Social Capital data are generated from sustainable society index based on 21 indicators, 7 
categories and three dimensions. Based on principal component analysis the three dimensions are 
given appropriate weights to generate a comprehensive social capital index (a feature of this paper). 
H is the happiness index found in different years’ World Happiness Report (WHR). The sample years 
are 2012-2016, while number of countries included in regression analysis is 26 Asian economies. The 
selection of countries is based on different criteria; mainly the size of the economy, population and the 
availability of the data. Total observations are 130 for panel data. We also present descriptive tables of 
cross-sectional data of 136 countries of the world to compare the correlations and statistics of panel 
and cross-sectional data.

6 There are different measures of talent, social capital, human wellbeing and happiness found in various studies, [see for 
example Broniesz and Heijman 2009; Bartilini et. al 2009, Grootaert and van Bastelaer 2001, Webster 2013. 

The physical capital is included as control variable of the regression and will additionally confirm that 
whether social capital is also an economic capital. This model is estimated through three different 
methodologies; namely, Fixed Effects, Random Effects and Generalized Methods of Moments. These 
approaches are used because all three estimate the panel data under different assumption. Using three 
methodologies also confirm the robustness of coefficients and stability with regard to previous litera-
ture. For brevity and generic nature of these methods we do not discuss the details here. 

Descriptive and Empirical Analysis

Descriptive Analysis

 Table 1 and 2 below compare the basic stats of the data. Higher mean and deviation values 
of Growth, Happiness, Physical Capital and TIC indicate the differences taking place due to time. So 
we conclude that the time variant property holds for these data, because in the stats of table two the 
high scoring countries of Europe and North America are also included. The correlation between 
growth, happiness and TIC are statistically insignificant and are negative. The covariance and correla-
tion between physical capital and growth is theoretical. Happiness is significantly correlated with 
Physical capital, social capital and TIC. However, highest degree of correlation exists between happi-
ness and social capital.

Table 1:
Descriptive Statistics: Panel Data of Asian Economies
________________________________________________________________________________
     Growth            Happiness            Physical Capital            SC            TIC________________________________________________________________________________
           Mean      4.907                6.483                    26.627      5.258          4.351
         Median     5.077                6.409                    26.303      5.327          4.283
       Maximum         15.240                8.454                    67.984      6.896         5.677
       Minimum          -9.779                4.639                     1.524      3.408         2.946
        Std. Dev.    2.958                0.780                     9.254      0.686         0.646
       Skewness          -0.586                0.479                     1.025     -0.447        0.068
        Kurtosis    7.611                3.954                     6.927      3.523         2.364
     Jarque-Bera      122.594  9.900                   106.281      5.805         2.294
      Probability         0.000                0.007                     0.000      0.055         0.318
            Sum            637.854              842.845                  3461.528    683.575     565.654
     Sum Sq. Dev.  1129.033 78.384                 11047.140     60.750       53.881
    Observations      130                 130                      130                      130           130

Table 2:
Descriptive Statistics: Cross-sectional Data (136 countries included)
________________________________________________________________________________
     Growth            Happiness            Physical Capital            SC            TIC________________________________________________________________________________
           Mean      3.520                6.370                    16.801      5.324          4.020
         Median      3.606                6.370                    17.184      5.252          3.911
       Maximum          9.754                8.964                    40.530      7.222         5.528
       Minimum          -2.914                3.883                     0.000      3.519        2.888
        Std. Dev.     2.293                1.508                     6.393      0.853        0.641
       Skewness           0.078               -0.063                     0.369      0.238        0.651
        Kurtosis     3.079                1.713                     5.159      2.310         3.198
     Jarque-Bera        0.097                5.291                    16.492      2.221         5.500
      Probability         0.953                0.071                     0.000      0.329         0.064
            Sum            637.854            484.109                  1276.887    404.616     305.502
     Sum Sq. Dev.   394.501            170.591                 3065.201     54.591       30.849________________________________________________________________________________
 
 So in this initial part of analysis we confirm the Easterlin Paradox (discussed in section 2 
above). Surprisingly, though statistically significant, but very small magnitude of correlation is 
observed between Social and Physical capital. The differences in the figures are obvious in panel and 
cross-sectional data. The lower values of all the correlations indicate that the time variant properties 
of data hold for panel. In cross-sectional data, the happiness growth correlation is still negative and 
but highly significant. The correlation between Social capital and growth indicates negative sign and 
shows that in large cross country data the negative correlation holds between SC and growth. By 
surprise holding time constant (over the cross-sectional data) the correlation between K and G is 
negative indicative of the heterogeneity in the cross-sectional units. TIC, SC and H are highly 
correlated. These results will be important for discussion in empirical section below.

Table 3:
Covariance Analysis: Panel Data of Asian Economies
 

 For Social capital, the direction and magnitude of the β coefficients (equation 2) are similar 
in FE and RE models. So relatively, consistency holds for social capital in both methods, but not for 
GMM. In GMM model the growth is restrictive to social capital. However, physical capital does not 
have significant impact on social capital in FE and RE models. A little evidence of efficacy of K for 
SC is observed in GMM. TIC contributes positively towards the attainment of social capital of Asian 
economies. We have found a strong evidence of social capital and happiness relationship, as we 
presumed in section 2 above in all estimates of the equation 3. Nonetheless the physical capital and 
growth both have negative and statistically less significant effect on happiness. TIC is effective in 
generalizing the happiness along with the factors of cross-section and period specific.  

Table 5:
Empirical Findings

Summary and Implications

We can summarize our results in theoretical perspective for policy implication as follows:

 i. The growth is capital oriented, whether physical or social. Thus we can answer the question  
 we pondered in section one into Yes. The social capital is like all other economic capital a  
 growth enhancing factor. 
 ii. The significant income effect out ways the little substitution effect of trade-off between  

 social and physical capital. In this case the efforts exerted for physical capital accumulation  
 reduces the attainment of social capital. 
 iii. The debate among the scholars inferred that there was a need to find “something other  
 than GDP” for the happiness, we found it a robust hypothesis and can imply that it is benefi 
 cial for the Asian economies to dedicate some policy efforts for the happiness and subjec  
 tive-wellbeing of the societies.  Some alternatives to be assumed are the role of social capital,  
 social tolerance, political freedom, religiosity and health
 iv. The results also imply that the efforts to grow reduce the happiness that is consistent with  
 the theory of real business cycle. This shows that respective loss to happiness due to growth  
 is higher than the gains.
 
 In nutshell we conclude that the Asian economies should emphasize more arguments in their 
objective function of social welfare, by limiting the role of GDP. The happiness is more than (merely) 
an income phenomenon.

Reference
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List of Asian Economies included in the Sample 

 Bangladesh, Bhutan, Cambodia, China, India, Indonesia. Iran, Israel, Japan, Jordon, Korea, 
Laos, Lebanon, Malaysia, Mongolia, Nepal, Oman, Pakistan, Philippines, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, 
Thailand, United Arab Emirates, Vietnam, Yemen

Empirical Analysis: Results and Discussion

 Before estimating the reduced-form model, both parametric and non-parametric panel unit 
roots tests are employed to test stationarity in the concerning variables of present study (Hafeez et al., 
2018). The results are compared in table 4. We can infer that all the series are stationary at level in 
almost all four cases except social capital. This series is non stationary in IPS test only; otherwise the 
null of unit root is rejected in rest of the three tests. So our empirical analysis based on the Fixed and 
random effects is valid for equations 1-3 in section 3 above. 

Table 4:
Panel Unit Root Tests (Comparison Table)

 We have estimated three equation of the model using three methods. The variations in the 
results make it of prime interest for sociologists and economists both. The social capital is growth 
enhancing and any increase in any of the dimension of the social capital statistically leads to growth 
more than two percent in fixed effects, about one percent over the random effect and about half 
percent when the moment conditions are applied. This deviation in the results signifies that social 
capital is more effective along the individual characteristics of the sample countries because fixed 
effects capture all the effects of geography, endowment and any other factor.
 
 So for Asian economies it is concluded that the individual specific factors of social capital 
contribute more to growth. The magnitude of physical capital coefficient is relatively consistent for 
economic growth although has lower level of confidence for fixed and random effects. TIC index does 
not have statistically significant impact on country level fixed effects but has negative and statistically 
significant impact on growth if one uses random effects model on these selected Asian economies. It 
means for the sample economies the spillover effect of talent through human capital on growth is not 
effective for individual characteristics.  However, over the periods, the effect of TIC is growth retard-
ing. The generalized methods of moment results do not differentiate from those of random effects in 
direction, but different in magnitude. J-stat shows that the restriction employed are valid.
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Abstract

It is widely accepted that social capital including all of its antecedents affects the economic perfor-
mance significantly. However, the consensus over the direction of this effect is still missing element of 
academic research on the issue. This study has contrasted to conventional macroeconomic approach 
of using social capital variables in a formal growth model and done is a refined analysis to evaluate 
the impact of social and physical capitals on growth, happiness and of growth and happiness on soc-
ial capital in a panel data analysis of 36 Asian Economies. The present study is addressing the missing 
element, social capital, in panel of 36 Asian Economies. It estimates the effect of social and physical 
capital on economic growth, happiness. It also computes the impact of economic growth happiness on 
social capital. The results imply that growth is subject to both social and physical capital while social 
capital is mainly talent, innovation and competitiveness driven alongside growth. However, happiness 
requires something more than growth. The trust, harmony and other factors contribute to social 
capital and happiness. This paper has implications to future research and the prediction of the 
discipline and regular pattern of the upcoming social capital in Asian Economies.

Key Words: Social Capital, Well-being, Talent, Competitiveness, Happiness
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Introduction

 Evolution of economy is not a process of financial development isolated from society and 
not self-sustaining. Wealth creation is not a segregate, but rather depends upon pre-existing socio-cul-
tural conditions for its strength.
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A crude market structure is based and facilitating environments and is linked to agents through multi-
ple inter-connections. The expansion in wealth and markets goad to expand the capacity of the 
economic agents; which in turn benefits the society. As a result, social classes and new profession 
emerge; educational attainment and health of general public improve. The emerging communication 
between the economy and the institutional culture around it accumulates the social capital. Higher 
social capital accumulation provides higher quality of life for the individuals and their families. This 
situation also generates migration of individual from low to a higher level of social capital.

 The literature defines social capital as; “a form of extensively providing private good that is 
either open/free or greatly subsidized” (See for example Brown et al., 2006 among others). And Bour-
dieu (1983) elaborates social capital “as the resources, and services achieved by merely being element 
of a group, or extensive network by virtue of one’s network location.” This debate further measures 
the social capital through calculating individuals employed in community-based associations (such as 
religious or community citizen boards etc.) in a particular geographic vicinity. In socio-economic 
terms this kind of social capital mechanism is used for resource allocation. However, Bronisz and 
Heijman (2009) present a precise and relatively undisputed definition stating; “social capital is 
normally implicit at the same time as the property of a faction rather than the property of an individu-
al.” 

 Social capital is generally considered as the fourth form of capital, vis-à-vis physical capital, 
human capital and financial one. Coleman (1998) suggests that like all other forms, it is significant 
factor of growth: increases the possibility of productive activity. The recent debate in literature also 
indicates that the social capital and happiness circa has empirical evidence and the predictability of 
social capital for the happiness hold internationally (Stevenson & Wolfers, 2008; Sacks et al., 2010; 
Easterlin & Angelescu, 2011; Bartolini & Sarracino, 2009). Particularly, these studies examine the 
correlation among short, medium and long run time-series of social capital and the welfare. Social 
capital, unlike pure public structure, is competitively excludable, because it does not freely emit in the 
public but should be distributed via some method. The aim of this paper is to reconnoiter the relation-
ship between growth, social capital and happiness for a panel of selected Asian economies. The 
research question can be stated as; “is social capital, like all other forms of capital, an economic 
concept?”

 The rest of the paper is organized as follows; after this brief introduction, section two 
discusses the theoretical base and the relevant literature on the social capital and economy, section 
three addresses model and methodological issues; while section four presents results and discussion, 
section five concludes and proposes some implications.  

Theoretical Background and Literature Review

 Empirical studies on social capital cover a wide range of social science disciplines, charac-
terize differences in economies in their level of economic and social development to differences in the 
respective social capital stock. Empirical studies on social capital cover a wide range of social science 
disciplines, characterize disparities in economies in their stage of economic and social progress to 
disparities in the respective social capital reserve. Countries or the regions possessing relatively 
higher stocks of social capital, appear to attain elevated levels of growth, in comparison with the 
societies having low level of stock (among others, see Brown and Ashman, 1996; Krishna & Uphoff, 
1999; Ostrom, 2003; & Rose, 2000). Most of such studies agree that social capital adds to scale 
efficiency and growth by smoothing the process of association between individual interests and 
achieving the targeted level of income and its fairer distribution.
 
 Social capital also plays a central function for the prediction of international discrepancies in 
happiness (Bartolini & Sarracino, 2009). Academic literature in this regard tests about the possible 
correlation between the social capital trends and that of welfare across countries. The studies, in this 
view, have used an empirical modeling to identify correlation coefficients (see for example, Steven-
son & Wolfers, 2008; Sacks et al., 2010; Easterlin et al., 2010; Easterlin & Angelescu, 2011). Particu-
larly, these studies have evaluated the correlation among subjective well-being and social capital in 
three spans of time-series: long run, medium run and short run.
 
 This particular literature also assesses the correlation coefficient of social capital with GDP. 
The economic text on happiness has tried to unravel the contradiction by discussing that the dynamic 
goals of income targeting may counterbalance the positive consequences of rising income on happi-
ness. Such aspirations may also be influenced by the total proceeds of individual’s own relevant 
income group; for that the rituals, social values, culture and consumption patterns of the society do 
matter (Duesenberry, 1949), or by their own previous income in the course of hedonic treadmill (Fred-
erick and Loewenstein, 1999). In all cases, economic growth is inclined elevate income targets which 
put forth negative consequence on happiness4. 

 However, the usual choice-based criteria cannot elaborate this hypothesis because in prefer-
ence based system it is assumed that no matter what people choose, makes them happier (Loewen-
stein, 1994)5. Though other criteria, to base welfare on happiness rather than choices, avoid many 
such problems but have numerous intrinsic drawbacks. (Frederick & Loewenstein, 1999; Loewen-
stein & Schkade, 1999; Gilbert et al., 2002). Particularly, people often face to serious health condi-
tions but still exhibit high levels of happiness. However, they agree with others that to healthy is 
preferable. After reviewing different lines of research Loewenstein and Ubel (2008) argue that no 
straightforward criterion based on either notion can overcome these problems.
 
 Several papers particularly Helliwell and Putnam (2004) and Bruni and Stanca, (2008) have 

documented that subjective welfare/happiness has positive correlation with social capital in the 
cross-sectional data. Becchetti et al. (2008, 2009) have shown that social capital has a notable impact 
on subjective well-being in the sample of developed and developing countries. However, conversely, 
the broad progress in income levels (due to economic growth) may result in an insignificant boost in 
average happiness, since, relative loss and gain pay-off each other ( Loewenstein & Ubel, 2008).  
Generally speaking, the essential significance conveyed by happiness studies has increased numeral 
of the theorists who believe that using GDP as a factor of welfare may be a question mark.
 
 In line with Putnam (1993) community organizations are sources of common conviction and 
social ties lead to increased scale efficiency. These diverse views provoked empirical tests intended 
for a diverse influence on economic growth (Knack 1999; Glaeser et al., 2002). On the whole, Knack 
(1999) argues that even though every individual calculation of large-scale social capital undergoes a 
few deficiencies, taken together the body of literature points to a considerable and activist role of 
social capital for economic growth. And that the influence of social capital is positive: “higher stages 
of social capital are coupled with succeeding improvements.” Social capital is a contributor to growth 
by signifying the collaboration and conviction within the firm, the market and the nation.

We can summarize this discussion and frame our study as follow:

 (i) The happiness, growth and social capital nexus sometimes exists for some countries   
 over long period of time and for some it does not hold (Stevenson & Wolfers, 2008).   
 In a group of selected panel of Asian economies, this study elaborates the status of   
 relation ship between the stated variables. 
 (ii) Few studies claim that Easterlin paradox (the non-existence of correlation between level  
 of income and happiness) does not hold (for example, Sacks et al.,2010). On the other hand,  
 Easterlin and Angelescu (2011) question about the strength of these inferences stating that  
 these studies failed to differentiate long and short run. In fact, the time perspective is core of  
 the disparity amid Easterlin and others. Easterlin et al. (2010) argues that the significantly  
 positive relation estimated by critics is due to the inclusion of countries in sample with short  
 time series. GDP may matter for welfare in the short run, but such relationships vanish over  
 the long span of time. To answer the questions highlighted by this debate, this study uses a  
 medium term panel data, i.e., five years, and test the existence of horizon randomness. 
 (iii) The third critical point is raised by Clark and Georgellis (2010), emphasizing that the  
 scholars put much consideration to the relationship between income and well-being. On the  
 contrary, insufficient efforts are dedicated to investigate, whether or not the social evalua  
 tions are applicable for correlations between happiness and its determinants other than GDP.  
 

4 This hypothesis can be understood through the modern real business theory, with a leisure-labor paradox.
5 We may call it Benthamite School after the name of Jeremy Bentham.

 For said purpose this paper includes a variable consisting of a combined index of talent,   
 innovation and competitiveness to test the Clark (2008) hypothesis who explores that there  
 is (some) evidence of social relations and/or antecedent.However, we are keen to the notion  
 that whether this “something other than GDP” can do any change in the debate over the issue.  
 Deaton (2011), on the other hands, finds high correlation between happiness and stock prices  
 instead of between happiness and income.

Model and Methodology

 Based on the discussion in the previous section our reduced form model can be summarized 
in following system of equations:
 

 Where, G is growth rate of GDP per capita extracted from WDI; S is value of social capital 
index; K is physical capital that is gross fixed capital formation as percent of GDP; TIC is talent, 
innovation and competitiveness based combined index. H stands for happiness. The subscripts i and t 
denote cross-section and time period respectively. The data used for the purpose of analysis needed 
through investigation in collection and measurements. The data on talent are taken from Global 
Creativity Index of Martin prosperity Institute: talent is one of the dimensions in this index. Innova-
tion and competitiveness indices are used from Global Competitiveness Forum. These three indices 
are combined on the basis of principal component analysis.6 

 Social Capital data are generated from sustainable society index based on 21 indicators, 7 
categories and three dimensions. Based on principal component analysis the three dimensions are 
given appropriate weights to generate a comprehensive social capital index (a feature of this paper). 
H is the happiness index found in different years’ World Happiness Report (WHR). The sample years 
are 2012-2016, while number of countries included in regression analysis is 26 Asian economies. The 
selection of countries is based on different criteria; mainly the size of the economy, population and the 
availability of the data. Total observations are 130 for panel data. We also present descriptive tables of 
cross-sectional data of 136 countries of the world to compare the correlations and statistics of panel 
and cross-sectional data.

6 There are different measures of talent, social capital, human wellbeing and happiness found in various studies, [see for 
example Broniesz and Heijman 2009; Bartilini et. al 2009, Grootaert and van Bastelaer 2001, Webster 2013. 

The physical capital is included as control variable of the regression and will additionally confirm that 
whether social capital is also an economic capital. This model is estimated through three different 
methodologies; namely, Fixed Effects, Random Effects and Generalized Methods of Moments. These 
approaches are used because all three estimate the panel data under different assumption. Using three 
methodologies also confirm the robustness of coefficients and stability with regard to previous litera-
ture. For brevity and generic nature of these methods we do not discuss the details here. 

Descriptive and Empirical Analysis

Descriptive Analysis

 Table 1 and 2 below compare the basic stats of the data. Higher mean and deviation values 
of Growth, Happiness, Physical Capital and TIC indicate the differences taking place due to time. So 
we conclude that the time variant property holds for these data, because in the stats of table two the 
high scoring countries of Europe and North America are also included. The correlation between 
growth, happiness and TIC are statistically insignificant and are negative. The covariance and correla-
tion between physical capital and growth is theoretical. Happiness is significantly correlated with 
Physical capital, social capital and TIC. However, highest degree of correlation exists between happi-
ness and social capital.

Table 1:
Descriptive Statistics: Panel Data of Asian Economies
________________________________________________________________________________
     Growth            Happiness            Physical Capital            SC            TIC________________________________________________________________________________
           Mean      4.907                6.483                    26.627      5.258          4.351
         Median     5.077                6.409                    26.303      5.327          4.283
       Maximum         15.240                8.454                    67.984      6.896         5.677
       Minimum          -9.779                4.639                     1.524      3.408         2.946
        Std. Dev.    2.958                0.780                     9.254      0.686         0.646
       Skewness          -0.586                0.479                     1.025     -0.447        0.068
        Kurtosis    7.611                3.954                     6.927      3.523         2.364
     Jarque-Bera      122.594  9.900                   106.281      5.805         2.294
      Probability         0.000                0.007                     0.000      0.055         0.318
            Sum            637.854              842.845                  3461.528    683.575     565.654
     Sum Sq. Dev.  1129.033 78.384                 11047.140     60.750       53.881
    Observations      130                 130                      130                      130           130

Table 2:
Descriptive Statistics: Cross-sectional Data (136 countries included)
________________________________________________________________________________
     Growth            Happiness            Physical Capital            SC            TIC________________________________________________________________________________
           Mean      3.520                6.370                    16.801      5.324          4.020
         Median      3.606                6.370                    17.184      5.252          3.911
       Maximum          9.754                8.964                    40.530      7.222         5.528
       Minimum          -2.914                3.883                     0.000      3.519        2.888
        Std. Dev.     2.293                1.508                     6.393      0.853        0.641
       Skewness           0.078               -0.063                     0.369      0.238        0.651
        Kurtosis     3.079                1.713                     5.159      2.310         3.198
     Jarque-Bera        0.097                5.291                    16.492      2.221         5.500
      Probability         0.953                0.071                     0.000      0.329         0.064
            Sum            637.854            484.109                  1276.887    404.616     305.502
     Sum Sq. Dev.   394.501            170.591                 3065.201     54.591       30.849________________________________________________________________________________
 
 So in this initial part of analysis we confirm the Easterlin Paradox (discussed in section 2 
above). Surprisingly, though statistically significant, but very small magnitude of correlation is 
observed between Social and Physical capital. The differences in the figures are obvious in panel and 
cross-sectional data. The lower values of all the correlations indicate that the time variant properties 
of data hold for panel. In cross-sectional data, the happiness growth correlation is still negative and 
but highly significant. The correlation between Social capital and growth indicates negative sign and 
shows that in large cross country data the negative correlation holds between SC and growth. By 
surprise holding time constant (over the cross-sectional data) the correlation between K and G is 
negative indicative of the heterogeneity in the cross-sectional units. TIC, SC and H are highly 
correlated. These results will be important for discussion in empirical section below.

Table 3:
Covariance Analysis: Panel Data of Asian Economies
 

 For Social capital, the direction and magnitude of the β coefficients (equation 2) are similar 
in FE and RE models. So relatively, consistency holds for social capital in both methods, but not for 
GMM. In GMM model the growth is restrictive to social capital. However, physical capital does not 
have significant impact on social capital in FE and RE models. A little evidence of efficacy of K for 
SC is observed in GMM. TIC contributes positively towards the attainment of social capital of Asian 
economies. We have found a strong evidence of social capital and happiness relationship, as we 
presumed in section 2 above in all estimates of the equation 3. Nonetheless the physical capital and 
growth both have negative and statistically less significant effect on happiness. TIC is effective in 
generalizing the happiness along with the factors of cross-section and period specific.  

Table 5:
Empirical Findings

Summary and Implications

We can summarize our results in theoretical perspective for policy implication as follows:

 i. The growth is capital oriented, whether physical or social. Thus we can answer the question  
 we pondered in section one into Yes. The social capital is like all other economic capital a  
 growth enhancing factor. 
 ii. The significant income effect out ways the little substitution effect of trade-off between  

 social and physical capital. In this case the efforts exerted for physical capital accumulation  
 reduces the attainment of social capital. 
 iii. The debate among the scholars inferred that there was a need to find “something other  
 than GDP” for the happiness, we found it a robust hypothesis and can imply that it is benefi 
 cial for the Asian economies to dedicate some policy efforts for the happiness and subjec  
 tive-wellbeing of the societies.  Some alternatives to be assumed are the role of social capital,  
 social tolerance, political freedom, religiosity and health
 iv. The results also imply that the efforts to grow reduce the happiness that is consistent with  
 the theory of real business cycle. This shows that respective loss to happiness due to growth  
 is higher than the gains.
 
 In nutshell we conclude that the Asian economies should emphasize more arguments in their 
objective function of social welfare, by limiting the role of GDP. The happiness is more than (merely) 
an income phenomenon.
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List of Asian Economies included in the Sample 

 Bangladesh, Bhutan, Cambodia, China, India, Indonesia. Iran, Israel, Japan, Jordon, Korea, 
Laos, Lebanon, Malaysia, Mongolia, Nepal, Oman, Pakistan, Philippines, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, 
Thailand, United Arab Emirates, Vietnam, Yemen

Empirical Analysis: Results and Discussion

 Before estimating the reduced-form model, both parametric and non-parametric panel unit 
roots tests are employed to test stationarity in the concerning variables of present study (Hafeez et al., 
2018). The results are compared in table 4. We can infer that all the series are stationary at level in 
almost all four cases except social capital. This series is non stationary in IPS test only; otherwise the 
null of unit root is rejected in rest of the three tests. So our empirical analysis based on the Fixed and 
random effects is valid for equations 1-3 in section 3 above. 

Table 4:
Panel Unit Root Tests (Comparison Table)

 We have estimated three equation of the model using three methods. The variations in the 
results make it of prime interest for sociologists and economists both. The social capital is growth 
enhancing and any increase in any of the dimension of the social capital statistically leads to growth 
more than two percent in fixed effects, about one percent over the random effect and about half 
percent when the moment conditions are applied. This deviation in the results signifies that social 
capital is more effective along the individual characteristics of the sample countries because fixed 
effects capture all the effects of geography, endowment and any other factor.
 
 So for Asian economies it is concluded that the individual specific factors of social capital 
contribute more to growth. The magnitude of physical capital coefficient is relatively consistent for 
economic growth although has lower level of confidence for fixed and random effects. TIC index does 
not have statistically significant impact on country level fixed effects but has negative and statistically 
significant impact on growth if one uses random effects model on these selected Asian economies. It 
means for the sample economies the spillover effect of talent through human capital on growth is not 
effective for individual characteristics.  However, over the periods, the effect of TIC is growth retard-
ing. The generalized methods of moment results do not differentiate from those of random effects in 
direction, but different in magnitude. J-stat shows that the restriction employed are valid.
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Abstract

It is widely accepted that social capital including all of its antecedents affects the economic perfor-
mance significantly. However, the consensus over the direction of this effect is still missing element of 
academic research on the issue. This study has contrasted to conventional macroeconomic approach 
of using social capital variables in a formal growth model and done is a refined analysis to evaluate 
the impact of social and physical capitals on growth, happiness and of growth and happiness on soc-
ial capital in a panel data analysis of 36 Asian Economies. The present study is addressing the missing 
element, social capital, in panel of 36 Asian Economies. It estimates the effect of social and physical 
capital on economic growth, happiness. It also computes the impact of economic growth happiness on 
social capital. The results imply that growth is subject to both social and physical capital while social 
capital is mainly talent, innovation and competitiveness driven alongside growth. However, happiness 
requires something more than growth. The trust, harmony and other factors contribute to social 
capital and happiness. This paper has implications to future research and the prediction of the 
discipline and regular pattern of the upcoming social capital in Asian Economies.
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Introduction

 Evolution of economy is not a process of financial development isolated from society and 
not self-sustaining. Wealth creation is not a segregate, but rather depends upon pre-existing socio-cul-
tural conditions for its strength.
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A crude market structure is based and facilitating environments and is linked to agents through multi-
ple inter-connections. The expansion in wealth and markets goad to expand the capacity of the 
economic agents; which in turn benefits the society. As a result, social classes and new profession 
emerge; educational attainment and health of general public improve. The emerging communication 
between the economy and the institutional culture around it accumulates the social capital. Higher 
social capital accumulation provides higher quality of life for the individuals and their families. This 
situation also generates migration of individual from low to a higher level of social capital.

 The literature defines social capital as; “a form of extensively providing private good that is 
either open/free or greatly subsidized” (See for example Brown et al., 2006 among others). And Bour-
dieu (1983) elaborates social capital “as the resources, and services achieved by merely being element 
of a group, or extensive network by virtue of one’s network location.” This debate further measures 
the social capital through calculating individuals employed in community-based associations (such as 
religious or community citizen boards etc.) in a particular geographic vicinity. In socio-economic 
terms this kind of social capital mechanism is used for resource allocation. However, Bronisz and 
Heijman (2009) present a precise and relatively undisputed definition stating; “social capital is 
normally implicit at the same time as the property of a faction rather than the property of an individu-
al.” 

 Social capital is generally considered as the fourth form of capital, vis-à-vis physical capital, 
human capital and financial one. Coleman (1998) suggests that like all other forms, it is significant 
factor of growth: increases the possibility of productive activity. The recent debate in literature also 
indicates that the social capital and happiness circa has empirical evidence and the predictability of 
social capital for the happiness hold internationally (Stevenson & Wolfers, 2008; Sacks et al., 2010; 
Easterlin & Angelescu, 2011; Bartolini & Sarracino, 2009). Particularly, these studies examine the 
correlation among short, medium and long run time-series of social capital and the welfare. Social 
capital, unlike pure public structure, is competitively excludable, because it does not freely emit in the 
public but should be distributed via some method. The aim of this paper is to reconnoiter the relation-
ship between growth, social capital and happiness for a panel of selected Asian economies. The 
research question can be stated as; “is social capital, like all other forms of capital, an economic 
concept?”

 The rest of the paper is organized as follows; after this brief introduction, section two 
discusses the theoretical base and the relevant literature on the social capital and economy, section 
three addresses model and methodological issues; while section four presents results and discussion, 
section five concludes and proposes some implications.  

Theoretical Background and Literature Review

 Empirical studies on social capital cover a wide range of social science disciplines, charac-
terize differences in economies in their level of economic and social development to differences in the 
respective social capital stock. Empirical studies on social capital cover a wide range of social science 
disciplines, characterize disparities in economies in their stage of economic and social progress to 
disparities in the respective social capital reserve. Countries or the regions possessing relatively 
higher stocks of social capital, appear to attain elevated levels of growth, in comparison with the 
societies having low level of stock (among others, see Brown and Ashman, 1996; Krishna & Uphoff, 
1999; Ostrom, 2003; & Rose, 2000). Most of such studies agree that social capital adds to scale 
efficiency and growth by smoothing the process of association between individual interests and 
achieving the targeted level of income and its fairer distribution.
 
 Social capital also plays a central function for the prediction of international discrepancies in 
happiness (Bartolini & Sarracino, 2009). Academic literature in this regard tests about the possible 
correlation between the social capital trends and that of welfare across countries. The studies, in this 
view, have used an empirical modeling to identify correlation coefficients (see for example, Steven-
son & Wolfers, 2008; Sacks et al., 2010; Easterlin et al., 2010; Easterlin & Angelescu, 2011). Particu-
larly, these studies have evaluated the correlation among subjective well-being and social capital in 
three spans of time-series: long run, medium run and short run.
 
 This particular literature also assesses the correlation coefficient of social capital with GDP. 
The economic text on happiness has tried to unravel the contradiction by discussing that the dynamic 
goals of income targeting may counterbalance the positive consequences of rising income on happi-
ness. Such aspirations may also be influenced by the total proceeds of individual’s own relevant 
income group; for that the rituals, social values, culture and consumption patterns of the society do 
matter (Duesenberry, 1949), or by their own previous income in the course of hedonic treadmill (Fred-
erick and Loewenstein, 1999). In all cases, economic growth is inclined elevate income targets which 
put forth negative consequence on happiness4. 

 However, the usual choice-based criteria cannot elaborate this hypothesis because in prefer-
ence based system it is assumed that no matter what people choose, makes them happier (Loewen-
stein, 1994)5. Though other criteria, to base welfare on happiness rather than choices, avoid many 
such problems but have numerous intrinsic drawbacks. (Frederick & Loewenstein, 1999; Loewen-
stein & Schkade, 1999; Gilbert et al., 2002). Particularly, people often face to serious health condi-
tions but still exhibit high levels of happiness. However, they agree with others that to healthy is 
preferable. After reviewing different lines of research Loewenstein and Ubel (2008) argue that no 
straightforward criterion based on either notion can overcome these problems.
 
 Several papers particularly Helliwell and Putnam (2004) and Bruni and Stanca, (2008) have 

documented that subjective welfare/happiness has positive correlation with social capital in the 
cross-sectional data. Becchetti et al. (2008, 2009) have shown that social capital has a notable impact 
on subjective well-being in the sample of developed and developing countries. However, conversely, 
the broad progress in income levels (due to economic growth) may result in an insignificant boost in 
average happiness, since, relative loss and gain pay-off each other ( Loewenstein & Ubel, 2008).  
Generally speaking, the essential significance conveyed by happiness studies has increased numeral 
of the theorists who believe that using GDP as a factor of welfare may be a question mark.
 
 In line with Putnam (1993) community organizations are sources of common conviction and 
social ties lead to increased scale efficiency. These diverse views provoked empirical tests intended 
for a diverse influence on economic growth (Knack 1999; Glaeser et al., 2002). On the whole, Knack 
(1999) argues that even though every individual calculation of large-scale social capital undergoes a 
few deficiencies, taken together the body of literature points to a considerable and activist role of 
social capital for economic growth. And that the influence of social capital is positive: “higher stages 
of social capital are coupled with succeeding improvements.” Social capital is a contributor to growth 
by signifying the collaboration and conviction within the firm, the market and the nation.

We can summarize this discussion and frame our study as follow:

 (i) The happiness, growth and social capital nexus sometimes exists for some countries   
 over long period of time and for some it does not hold (Stevenson & Wolfers, 2008).   
 In a group of selected panel of Asian economies, this study elaborates the status of   
 relation ship between the stated variables. 
 (ii) Few studies claim that Easterlin paradox (the non-existence of correlation between level  
 of income and happiness) does not hold (for example, Sacks et al.,2010). On the other hand,  
 Easterlin and Angelescu (2011) question about the strength of these inferences stating that  
 these studies failed to differentiate long and short run. In fact, the time perspective is core of  
 the disparity amid Easterlin and others. Easterlin et al. (2010) argues that the significantly  
 positive relation estimated by critics is due to the inclusion of countries in sample with short  
 time series. GDP may matter for welfare in the short run, but such relationships vanish over  
 the long span of time. To answer the questions highlighted by this debate, this study uses a  
 medium term panel data, i.e., five years, and test the existence of horizon randomness. 
 (iii) The third critical point is raised by Clark and Georgellis (2010), emphasizing that the  
 scholars put much consideration to the relationship between income and well-being. On the  
 contrary, insufficient efforts are dedicated to investigate, whether or not the social evalua  
 tions are applicable for correlations between happiness and its determinants other than GDP.  
 

4 This hypothesis can be understood through the modern real business theory, with a leisure-labor paradox.
5 We may call it Benthamite School after the name of Jeremy Bentham.

 For said purpose this paper includes a variable consisting of a combined index of talent,   
 innovation and competitiveness to test the Clark (2008) hypothesis who explores that there  
 is (some) evidence of social relations and/or antecedent.However, we are keen to the notion  
 that whether this “something other than GDP” can do any change in the debate over the issue.  
 Deaton (2011), on the other hands, finds high correlation between happiness and stock prices  
 instead of between happiness and income.

Model and Methodology

 Based on the discussion in the previous section our reduced form model can be summarized 
in following system of equations:
 

 Where, G is growth rate of GDP per capita extracted from WDI; S is value of social capital 
index; K is physical capital that is gross fixed capital formation as percent of GDP; TIC is talent, 
innovation and competitiveness based combined index. H stands for happiness. The subscripts i and t 
denote cross-section and time period respectively. The data used for the purpose of analysis needed 
through investigation in collection and measurements. The data on talent are taken from Global 
Creativity Index of Martin prosperity Institute: talent is one of the dimensions in this index. Innova-
tion and competitiveness indices are used from Global Competitiveness Forum. These three indices 
are combined on the basis of principal component analysis.6 

 Social Capital data are generated from sustainable society index based on 21 indicators, 7 
categories and three dimensions. Based on principal component analysis the three dimensions are 
given appropriate weights to generate a comprehensive social capital index (a feature of this paper). 
H is the happiness index found in different years’ World Happiness Report (WHR). The sample years 
are 2012-2016, while number of countries included in regression analysis is 26 Asian economies. The 
selection of countries is based on different criteria; mainly the size of the economy, population and the 
availability of the data. Total observations are 130 for panel data. We also present descriptive tables of 
cross-sectional data of 136 countries of the world to compare the correlations and statistics of panel 
and cross-sectional data.

6 There are different measures of talent, social capital, human wellbeing and happiness found in various studies, [see for 
example Broniesz and Heijman 2009; Bartilini et. al 2009, Grootaert and van Bastelaer 2001, Webster 2013. 

The physical capital is included as control variable of the regression and will additionally confirm that 
whether social capital is also an economic capital. This model is estimated through three different 
methodologies; namely, Fixed Effects, Random Effects and Generalized Methods of Moments. These 
approaches are used because all three estimate the panel data under different assumption. Using three 
methodologies also confirm the robustness of coefficients and stability with regard to previous litera-
ture. For brevity and generic nature of these methods we do not discuss the details here. 

Descriptive and Empirical Analysis

Descriptive Analysis

 Table 1 and 2 below compare the basic stats of the data. Higher mean and deviation values 
of Growth, Happiness, Physical Capital and TIC indicate the differences taking place due to time. So 
we conclude that the time variant property holds for these data, because in the stats of table two the 
high scoring countries of Europe and North America are also included. The correlation between 
growth, happiness and TIC are statistically insignificant and are negative. The covariance and correla-
tion between physical capital and growth is theoretical. Happiness is significantly correlated with 
Physical capital, social capital and TIC. However, highest degree of correlation exists between happi-
ness and social capital.

Table 1:
Descriptive Statistics: Panel Data of Asian Economies
________________________________________________________________________________
     Growth            Happiness            Physical Capital            SC            TIC________________________________________________________________________________
           Mean      4.907                6.483                    26.627      5.258          4.351
         Median     5.077                6.409                    26.303      5.327          4.283
       Maximum         15.240                8.454                    67.984      6.896         5.677
       Minimum          -9.779                4.639                     1.524      3.408         2.946
        Std. Dev.    2.958                0.780                     9.254      0.686         0.646
       Skewness          -0.586                0.479                     1.025     -0.447        0.068
        Kurtosis    7.611                3.954                     6.927      3.523         2.364
     Jarque-Bera      122.594  9.900                   106.281      5.805         2.294
      Probability         0.000                0.007                     0.000      0.055         0.318
            Sum            637.854              842.845                  3461.528    683.575     565.654
     Sum Sq. Dev.  1129.033 78.384                 11047.140     60.750       53.881
    Observations      130                 130                      130                      130           130

Table 2:
Descriptive Statistics: Cross-sectional Data (136 countries included)
________________________________________________________________________________
     Growth            Happiness            Physical Capital            SC            TIC________________________________________________________________________________
           Mean      3.520                6.370                    16.801      5.324          4.020
         Median      3.606                6.370                    17.184      5.252          3.911
       Maximum          9.754                8.964                    40.530      7.222         5.528
       Minimum          -2.914                3.883                     0.000      3.519        2.888
        Std. Dev.     2.293                1.508                     6.393      0.853        0.641
       Skewness           0.078               -0.063                     0.369      0.238        0.651
        Kurtosis     3.079                1.713                     5.159      2.310         3.198
     Jarque-Bera        0.097                5.291                    16.492      2.221         5.500
      Probability         0.953                0.071                     0.000      0.329         0.064
            Sum            637.854            484.109                  1276.887    404.616     305.502
     Sum Sq. Dev.   394.501            170.591                 3065.201     54.591       30.849________________________________________________________________________________
 
 So in this initial part of analysis we confirm the Easterlin Paradox (discussed in section 2 
above). Surprisingly, though statistically significant, but very small magnitude of correlation is 
observed between Social and Physical capital. The differences in the figures are obvious in panel and 
cross-sectional data. The lower values of all the correlations indicate that the time variant properties 
of data hold for panel. In cross-sectional data, the happiness growth correlation is still negative and 
but highly significant. The correlation between Social capital and growth indicates negative sign and 
shows that in large cross country data the negative correlation holds between SC and growth. By 
surprise holding time constant (over the cross-sectional data) the correlation between K and G is 
negative indicative of the heterogeneity in the cross-sectional units. TIC, SC and H are highly 
correlated. These results will be important for discussion in empirical section below.

Table 3:
Covariance Analysis: Panel Data of Asian Economies
 

 For Social capital, the direction and magnitude of the β coefficients (equation 2) are similar 
in FE and RE models. So relatively, consistency holds for social capital in both methods, but not for 
GMM. In GMM model the growth is restrictive to social capital. However, physical capital does not 
have significant impact on social capital in FE and RE models. A little evidence of efficacy of K for 
SC is observed in GMM. TIC contributes positively towards the attainment of social capital of Asian 
economies. We have found a strong evidence of social capital and happiness relationship, as we 
presumed in section 2 above in all estimates of the equation 3. Nonetheless the physical capital and 
growth both have negative and statistically less significant effect on happiness. TIC is effective in 
generalizing the happiness along with the factors of cross-section and period specific.  

Table 5:
Empirical Findings

Summary and Implications

We can summarize our results in theoretical perspective for policy implication as follows:

 i. The growth is capital oriented, whether physical or social. Thus we can answer the question  
 we pondered in section one into Yes. The social capital is like all other economic capital a  
 growth enhancing factor. 
 ii. The significant income effect out ways the little substitution effect of trade-off between  

 social and physical capital. In this case the efforts exerted for physical capital accumulation  
 reduces the attainment of social capital. 
 iii. The debate among the scholars inferred that there was a need to find “something other  
 than GDP” for the happiness, we found it a robust hypothesis and can imply that it is benefi 
 cial for the Asian economies to dedicate some policy efforts for the happiness and subjec  
 tive-wellbeing of the societies.  Some alternatives to be assumed are the role of social capital,  
 social tolerance, political freedom, religiosity and health
 iv. The results also imply that the efforts to grow reduce the happiness that is consistent with  
 the theory of real business cycle. This shows that respective loss to happiness due to growth  
 is higher than the gains.
 
 In nutshell we conclude that the Asian economies should emphasize more arguments in their 
objective function of social welfare, by limiting the role of GDP. The happiness is more than (merely) 
an income phenomenon.

Reference
 

Appendix

List of Asian Economies included in the Sample 

 Bangladesh, Bhutan, Cambodia, China, India, Indonesia. Iran, Israel, Japan, Jordon, Korea, 
Laos, Lebanon, Malaysia, Mongolia, Nepal, Oman, Pakistan, Philippines, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, 
Thailand, United Arab Emirates, Vietnam, Yemen

Empirical Analysis: Results and Discussion

 Before estimating the reduced-form model, both parametric and non-parametric panel unit 
roots tests are employed to test stationarity in the concerning variables of present study (Hafeez et al., 
2018). The results are compared in table 4. We can infer that all the series are stationary at level in 
almost all four cases except social capital. This series is non stationary in IPS test only; otherwise the 
null of unit root is rejected in rest of the three tests. So our empirical analysis based on the Fixed and 
random effects is valid for equations 1-3 in section 3 above. 

Table 4:
Panel Unit Root Tests (Comparison Table)

 We have estimated three equation of the model using three methods. The variations in the 
results make it of prime interest for sociologists and economists both. The social capital is growth 
enhancing and any increase in any of the dimension of the social capital statistically leads to growth 
more than two percent in fixed effects, about one percent over the random effect and about half 
percent when the moment conditions are applied. This deviation in the results signifies that social 
capital is more effective along the individual characteristics of the sample countries because fixed 
effects capture all the effects of geography, endowment and any other factor.
 
 So for Asian economies it is concluded that the individual specific factors of social capital 
contribute more to growth. The magnitude of physical capital coefficient is relatively consistent for 
economic growth although has lower level of confidence for fixed and random effects. TIC index does 
not have statistically significant impact on country level fixed effects but has negative and statistically 
significant impact on growth if one uses random effects model on these selected Asian economies. It 
means for the sample economies the spillover effect of talent through human capital on growth is not 
effective for individual characteristics.  However, over the periods, the effect of TIC is growth retard-
ing. The generalized methods of moment results do not differentiate from those of random effects in 
direction, but different in magnitude. J-stat shows that the restriction employed are valid.
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Introduction

 Evolution of economy is not a process of financial development isolated from society and 
not self-sustaining. Wealth creation is not a segregate, but rather depends upon pre-existing socio-cul-
tural conditions for its strength.
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A crude market structure is based and facilitating environments and is linked to agents through multi-
ple inter-connections. The expansion in wealth and markets goad to expand the capacity of the 
economic agents; which in turn benefits the society. As a result, social classes and new profession 
emerge; educational attainment and health of general public improve. The emerging communication 
between the economy and the institutional culture around it accumulates the social capital. Higher 
social capital accumulation provides higher quality of life for the individuals and their families. This 
situation also generates migration of individual from low to a higher level of social capital.

 The literature defines social capital as; “a form of extensively providing private good that is 
either open/free or greatly subsidized” (See for example Brown et al., 2006 among others). And Bour-
dieu (1983) elaborates social capital “as the resources, and services achieved by merely being element 
of a group, or extensive network by virtue of one’s network location.” This debate further measures 
the social capital through calculating individuals employed in community-based associations (such as 
religious or community citizen boards etc.) in a particular geographic vicinity. In socio-economic 
terms this kind of social capital mechanism is used for resource allocation. However, Bronisz and 
Heijman (2009) present a precise and relatively undisputed definition stating; “social capital is 
normally implicit at the same time as the property of a faction rather than the property of an individu-
al.” 

 Social capital is generally considered as the fourth form of capital, vis-à-vis physical capital, 
human capital and financial one. Coleman (1998) suggests that like all other forms, it is significant 
factor of growth: increases the possibility of productive activity. The recent debate in literature also 
indicates that the social capital and happiness circa has empirical evidence and the predictability of 
social capital for the happiness hold internationally (Stevenson & Wolfers, 2008; Sacks et al., 2010; 
Easterlin & Angelescu, 2011; Bartolini & Sarracino, 2009). Particularly, these studies examine the 
correlation among short, medium and long run time-series of social capital and the welfare. Social 
capital, unlike pure public structure, is competitively excludable, because it does not freely emit in the 
public but should be distributed via some method. The aim of this paper is to reconnoiter the relation-
ship between growth, social capital and happiness for a panel of selected Asian economies. The 
research question can be stated as; “is social capital, like all other forms of capital, an economic 
concept?”

 The rest of the paper is organized as follows; after this brief introduction, section two 
discusses the theoretical base and the relevant literature on the social capital and economy, section 
three addresses model and methodological issues; while section four presents results and discussion, 
section five concludes and proposes some implications.  

Theoretical Background and Literature Review

 Empirical studies on social capital cover a wide range of social science disciplines, charac-
terize differences in economies in their level of economic and social development to differences in the 
respective social capital stock. Empirical studies on social capital cover a wide range of social science 
disciplines, characterize disparities in economies in their stage of economic and social progress to 
disparities in the respective social capital reserve. Countries or the regions possessing relatively 
higher stocks of social capital, appear to attain elevated levels of growth, in comparison with the 
societies having low level of stock (among others, see Brown and Ashman, 1996; Krishna & Uphoff, 
1999; Ostrom, 2003; & Rose, 2000). Most of such studies agree that social capital adds to scale 
efficiency and growth by smoothing the process of association between individual interests and 
achieving the targeted level of income and its fairer distribution.
 
 Social capital also plays a central function for the prediction of international discrepancies in 
happiness (Bartolini & Sarracino, 2009). Academic literature in this regard tests about the possible 
correlation between the social capital trends and that of welfare across countries. The studies, in this 
view, have used an empirical modeling to identify correlation coefficients (see for example, Steven-
son & Wolfers, 2008; Sacks et al., 2010; Easterlin et al., 2010; Easterlin & Angelescu, 2011). Particu-
larly, these studies have evaluated the correlation among subjective well-being and social capital in 
three spans of time-series: long run, medium run and short run.
 
 This particular literature also assesses the correlation coefficient of social capital with GDP. 
The economic text on happiness has tried to unravel the contradiction by discussing that the dynamic 
goals of income targeting may counterbalance the positive consequences of rising income on happi-
ness. Such aspirations may also be influenced by the total proceeds of individual’s own relevant 
income group; for that the rituals, social values, culture and consumption patterns of the society do 
matter (Duesenberry, 1949), or by their own previous income in the course of hedonic treadmill (Fred-
erick and Loewenstein, 1999). In all cases, economic growth is inclined elevate income targets which 
put forth negative consequence on happiness4. 

 However, the usual choice-based criteria cannot elaborate this hypothesis because in prefer-
ence based system it is assumed that no matter what people choose, makes them happier (Loewen-
stein, 1994)5. Though other criteria, to base welfare on happiness rather than choices, avoid many 
such problems but have numerous intrinsic drawbacks. (Frederick & Loewenstein, 1999; Loewen-
stein & Schkade, 1999; Gilbert et al., 2002). Particularly, people often face to serious health condi-
tions but still exhibit high levels of happiness. However, they agree with others that to healthy is 
preferable. After reviewing different lines of research Loewenstein and Ubel (2008) argue that no 
straightforward criterion based on either notion can overcome these problems.
 
 Several papers particularly Helliwell and Putnam (2004) and Bruni and Stanca, (2008) have 

documented that subjective welfare/happiness has positive correlation with social capital in the 
cross-sectional data. Becchetti et al. (2008, 2009) have shown that social capital has a notable impact 
on subjective well-being in the sample of developed and developing countries. However, conversely, 
the broad progress in income levels (due to economic growth) may result in an insignificant boost in 
average happiness, since, relative loss and gain pay-off each other ( Loewenstein & Ubel, 2008).  
Generally speaking, the essential significance conveyed by happiness studies has increased numeral 
of the theorists who believe that using GDP as a factor of welfare may be a question mark.
 
 In line with Putnam (1993) community organizations are sources of common conviction and 
social ties lead to increased scale efficiency. These diverse views provoked empirical tests intended 
for a diverse influence on economic growth (Knack 1999; Glaeser et al., 2002). On the whole, Knack 
(1999) argues that even though every individual calculation of large-scale social capital undergoes a 
few deficiencies, taken together the body of literature points to a considerable and activist role of 
social capital for economic growth. And that the influence of social capital is positive: “higher stages 
of social capital are coupled with succeeding improvements.” Social capital is a contributor to growth 
by signifying the collaboration and conviction within the firm, the market and the nation.

We can summarize this discussion and frame our study as follow:

 (i) The happiness, growth and social capital nexus sometimes exists for some countries   
 over long period of time and for some it does not hold (Stevenson & Wolfers, 2008).   
 In a group of selected panel of Asian economies, this study elaborates the status of   
 relation ship between the stated variables. 
 (ii) Few studies claim that Easterlin paradox (the non-existence of correlation between level  
 of income and happiness) does not hold (for example, Sacks et al.,2010). On the other hand,  
 Easterlin and Angelescu (2011) question about the strength of these inferences stating that  
 these studies failed to differentiate long and short run. In fact, the time perspective is core of  
 the disparity amid Easterlin and others. Easterlin et al. (2010) argues that the significantly  
 positive relation estimated by critics is due to the inclusion of countries in sample with short  
 time series. GDP may matter for welfare in the short run, but such relationships vanish over  
 the long span of time. To answer the questions highlighted by this debate, this study uses a  
 medium term panel data, i.e., five years, and test the existence of horizon randomness. 
 (iii) The third critical point is raised by Clark and Georgellis (2010), emphasizing that the  
 scholars put much consideration to the relationship between income and well-being. On the  
 contrary, insufficient efforts are dedicated to investigate, whether or not the social evalua  
 tions are applicable for correlations between happiness and its determinants other than GDP.  
 

4 This hypothesis can be understood through the modern real business theory, with a leisure-labor paradox.
5 We may call it Benthamite School after the name of Jeremy Bentham.

 For said purpose this paper includes a variable consisting of a combined index of talent,   
 innovation and competitiveness to test the Clark (2008) hypothesis who explores that there  
 is (some) evidence of social relations and/or antecedent.However, we are keen to the notion  
 that whether this “something other than GDP” can do any change in the debate over the issue.  
 Deaton (2011), on the other hands, finds high correlation between happiness and stock prices  
 instead of between happiness and income.

Model and Methodology

 Based on the discussion in the previous section our reduced form model can be summarized 
in following system of equations:
 

 Where, G is growth rate of GDP per capita extracted from WDI; S is value of social capital 
index; K is physical capital that is gross fixed capital formation as percent of GDP; TIC is talent, 
innovation and competitiveness based combined index. H stands for happiness. The subscripts i and t 
denote cross-section and time period respectively. The data used for the purpose of analysis needed 
through investigation in collection and measurements. The data on talent are taken from Global 
Creativity Index of Martin prosperity Institute: talent is one of the dimensions in this index. Innova-
tion and competitiveness indices are used from Global Competitiveness Forum. These three indices 
are combined on the basis of principal component analysis.6 

 Social Capital data are generated from sustainable society index based on 21 indicators, 7 
categories and three dimensions. Based on principal component analysis the three dimensions are 
given appropriate weights to generate a comprehensive social capital index (a feature of this paper). 
H is the happiness index found in different years’ World Happiness Report (WHR). The sample years 
are 2012-2016, while number of countries included in regression analysis is 26 Asian economies. The 
selection of countries is based on different criteria; mainly the size of the economy, population and the 
availability of the data. Total observations are 130 for panel data. We also present descriptive tables of 
cross-sectional data of 136 countries of the world to compare the correlations and statistics of panel 
and cross-sectional data.

6 There are different measures of talent, social capital, human wellbeing and happiness found in various studies, [see for 
example Broniesz and Heijman 2009; Bartilini et. al 2009, Grootaert and van Bastelaer 2001, Webster 2013. 

The physical capital is included as control variable of the regression and will additionally confirm that 
whether social capital is also an economic capital. This model is estimated through three different 
methodologies; namely, Fixed Effects, Random Effects and Generalized Methods of Moments. These 
approaches are used because all three estimate the panel data under different assumption. Using three 
methodologies also confirm the robustness of coefficients and stability with regard to previous litera-
ture. For brevity and generic nature of these methods we do not discuss the details here. 

Descriptive and Empirical Analysis

Descriptive Analysis

 Table 1 and 2 below compare the basic stats of the data. Higher mean and deviation values 
of Growth, Happiness, Physical Capital and TIC indicate the differences taking place due to time. So 
we conclude that the time variant property holds for these data, because in the stats of table two the 
high scoring countries of Europe and North America are also included. The correlation between 
growth, happiness and TIC are statistically insignificant and are negative. The covariance and correla-
tion between physical capital and growth is theoretical. Happiness is significantly correlated with 
Physical capital, social capital and TIC. However, highest degree of correlation exists between happi-
ness and social capital.

Table 1:
Descriptive Statistics: Panel Data of Asian Economies
________________________________________________________________________________
     Growth            Happiness            Physical Capital            SC            TIC________________________________________________________________________________
           Mean      4.907                6.483                    26.627      5.258          4.351
         Median     5.077                6.409                    26.303      5.327          4.283
       Maximum         15.240                8.454                    67.984      6.896         5.677
       Minimum          -9.779                4.639                     1.524      3.408         2.946
        Std. Dev.    2.958                0.780                     9.254      0.686         0.646
       Skewness          -0.586                0.479                     1.025     -0.447        0.068
        Kurtosis    7.611                3.954                     6.927      3.523         2.364
     Jarque-Bera      122.594  9.900                   106.281      5.805         2.294
      Probability         0.000                0.007                     0.000      0.055         0.318
            Sum            637.854              842.845                  3461.528    683.575     565.654
     Sum Sq. Dev.  1129.033 78.384                 11047.140     60.750       53.881
    Observations      130                 130                      130                      130           130

Table 2:
Descriptive Statistics: Cross-sectional Data (136 countries included)
________________________________________________________________________________
     Growth            Happiness            Physical Capital            SC            TIC________________________________________________________________________________
           Mean      3.520                6.370                    16.801      5.324          4.020
         Median      3.606                6.370                    17.184      5.252          3.911
       Maximum          9.754                8.964                    40.530      7.222         5.528
       Minimum          -2.914                3.883                     0.000      3.519        2.888
        Std. Dev.     2.293                1.508                     6.393      0.853        0.641
       Skewness           0.078               -0.063                     0.369      0.238        0.651
        Kurtosis     3.079                1.713                     5.159      2.310         3.198
     Jarque-Bera        0.097                5.291                    16.492      2.221         5.500
      Probability         0.953                0.071                     0.000      0.329         0.064
            Sum            637.854            484.109                  1276.887    404.616     305.502
     Sum Sq. Dev.   394.501            170.591                 3065.201     54.591       30.849________________________________________________________________________________
 
 So in this initial part of analysis we confirm the Easterlin Paradox (discussed in section 2 
above). Surprisingly, though statistically significant, but very small magnitude of correlation is 
observed between Social and Physical capital. The differences in the figures are obvious in panel and 
cross-sectional data. The lower values of all the correlations indicate that the time variant properties 
of data hold for panel. In cross-sectional data, the happiness growth correlation is still negative and 
but highly significant. The correlation between Social capital and growth indicates negative sign and 
shows that in large cross country data the negative correlation holds between SC and growth. By 
surprise holding time constant (over the cross-sectional data) the correlation between K and G is 
negative indicative of the heterogeneity in the cross-sectional units. TIC, SC and H are highly 
correlated. These results will be important for discussion in empirical section below.

Table 3:
Covariance Analysis: Panel Data of Asian Economies
 

 For Social capital, the direction and magnitude of the β coefficients (equation 2) are similar 
in FE and RE models. So relatively, consistency holds for social capital in both methods, but not for 
GMM. In GMM model the growth is restrictive to social capital. However, physical capital does not 
have significant impact on social capital in FE and RE models. A little evidence of efficacy of K for 
SC is observed in GMM. TIC contributes positively towards the attainment of social capital of Asian 
economies. We have found a strong evidence of social capital and happiness relationship, as we 
presumed in section 2 above in all estimates of the equation 3. Nonetheless the physical capital and 
growth both have negative and statistically less significant effect on happiness. TIC is effective in 
generalizing the happiness along with the factors of cross-section and period specific.  

Table 5:
Empirical Findings

Summary and Implications

We can summarize our results in theoretical perspective for policy implication as follows:

 i. The growth is capital oriented, whether physical or social. Thus we can answer the question  
 we pondered in section one into Yes. The social capital is like all other economic capital a  
 growth enhancing factor. 
 ii. The significant income effect out ways the little substitution effect of trade-off between  

 social and physical capital. In this case the efforts exerted for physical capital accumulation  
 reduces the attainment of social capital. 
 iii. The debate among the scholars inferred that there was a need to find “something other  
 than GDP” for the happiness, we found it a robust hypothesis and can imply that it is benefi 
 cial for the Asian economies to dedicate some policy efforts for the happiness and subjec  
 tive-wellbeing of the societies.  Some alternatives to be assumed are the role of social capital,  
 social tolerance, political freedom, religiosity and health
 iv. The results also imply that the efforts to grow reduce the happiness that is consistent with  
 the theory of real business cycle. This shows that respective loss to happiness due to growth  
 is higher than the gains.
 
 In nutshell we conclude that the Asian economies should emphasize more arguments in their 
objective function of social welfare, by limiting the role of GDP. The happiness is more than (merely) 
an income phenomenon.
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List of Asian Economies included in the Sample 

 Bangladesh, Bhutan, Cambodia, China, India, Indonesia. Iran, Israel, Japan, Jordon, Korea, 
Laos, Lebanon, Malaysia, Mongolia, Nepal, Oman, Pakistan, Philippines, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, 
Thailand, United Arab Emirates, Vietnam, Yemen

Empirical Analysis: Results and Discussion

 Before estimating the reduced-form model, both parametric and non-parametric panel unit 
roots tests are employed to test stationarity in the concerning variables of present study (Hafeez et al., 
2018). The results are compared in table 4. We can infer that all the series are stationary at level in 
almost all four cases except social capital. This series is non stationary in IPS test only; otherwise the 
null of unit root is rejected in rest of the three tests. So our empirical analysis based on the Fixed and 
random effects is valid for equations 1-3 in section 3 above. 

Table 4:
Panel Unit Root Tests (Comparison Table)

 We have estimated three equation of the model using three methods. The variations in the 
results make it of prime interest for sociologists and economists both. The social capital is growth 
enhancing and any increase in any of the dimension of the social capital statistically leads to growth 
more than two percent in fixed effects, about one percent over the random effect and about half 
percent when the moment conditions are applied. This deviation in the results signifies that social 
capital is more effective along the individual characteristics of the sample countries because fixed 
effects capture all the effects of geography, endowment and any other factor.
 
 So for Asian economies it is concluded that the individual specific factors of social capital 
contribute more to growth. The magnitude of physical capital coefficient is relatively consistent for 
economic growth although has lower level of confidence for fixed and random effects. TIC index does 
not have statistically significant impact on country level fixed effects but has negative and statistically 
significant impact on growth if one uses random effects model on these selected Asian economies. It 
means for the sample economies the spillover effect of talent through human capital on growth is not 
effective for individual characteristics.  However, over the periods, the effect of TIC is growth retard-
ing. The generalized methods of moment results do not differentiate from those of random effects in 
direction, but different in magnitude. J-stat shows that the restriction employed are valid.
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Abstract

It is widely accepted that social capital including all of its antecedents affects the economic perfor-
mance significantly. However, the consensus over the direction of this effect is still missing element of 
academic research on the issue. This study has contrasted to conventional macroeconomic approach 
of using social capital variables in a formal growth model and done is a refined analysis to evaluate 
the impact of social and physical capitals on growth, happiness and of growth and happiness on soc-
ial capital in a panel data analysis of 36 Asian Economies. The present study is addressing the missing 
element, social capital, in panel of 36 Asian Economies. It estimates the effect of social and physical 
capital on economic growth, happiness. It also computes the impact of economic growth happiness on 
social capital. The results imply that growth is subject to both social and physical capital while social 
capital is mainly talent, innovation and competitiveness driven alongside growth. However, happiness 
requires something more than growth. The trust, harmony and other factors contribute to social 
capital and happiness. This paper has implications to future research and the prediction of the 
discipline and regular pattern of the upcoming social capital in Asian Economies.
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Introduction

 Evolution of economy is not a process of financial development isolated from society and 
not self-sustaining. Wealth creation is not a segregate, but rather depends upon pre-existing socio-cul-
tural conditions for its strength.
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A crude market structure is based and facilitating environments and is linked to agents through multi-
ple inter-connections. The expansion in wealth and markets goad to expand the capacity of the 
economic agents; which in turn benefits the society. As a result, social classes and new profession 
emerge; educational attainment and health of general public improve. The emerging communication 
between the economy and the institutional culture around it accumulates the social capital. Higher 
social capital accumulation provides higher quality of life for the individuals and their families. This 
situation also generates migration of individual from low to a higher level of social capital.

 The literature defines social capital as; “a form of extensively providing private good that is 
either open/free or greatly subsidized” (See for example Brown et al., 2006 among others). And Bour-
dieu (1983) elaborates social capital “as the resources, and services achieved by merely being element 
of a group, or extensive network by virtue of one’s network location.” This debate further measures 
the social capital through calculating individuals employed in community-based associations (such as 
religious or community citizen boards etc.) in a particular geographic vicinity. In socio-economic 
terms this kind of social capital mechanism is used for resource allocation. However, Bronisz and 
Heijman (2009) present a precise and relatively undisputed definition stating; “social capital is 
normally implicit at the same time as the property of a faction rather than the property of an individu-
al.” 

 Social capital is generally considered as the fourth form of capital, vis-à-vis physical capital, 
human capital and financial one. Coleman (1998) suggests that like all other forms, it is significant 
factor of growth: increases the possibility of productive activity. The recent debate in literature also 
indicates that the social capital and happiness circa has empirical evidence and the predictability of 
social capital for the happiness hold internationally (Stevenson & Wolfers, 2008; Sacks et al., 2010; 
Easterlin & Angelescu, 2011; Bartolini & Sarracino, 2009). Particularly, these studies examine the 
correlation among short, medium and long run time-series of social capital and the welfare. Social 
capital, unlike pure public structure, is competitively excludable, because it does not freely emit in the 
public but should be distributed via some method. The aim of this paper is to reconnoiter the relation-
ship between growth, social capital and happiness for a panel of selected Asian economies. The 
research question can be stated as; “is social capital, like all other forms of capital, an economic 
concept?”

 The rest of the paper is organized as follows; after this brief introduction, section two 
discusses the theoretical base and the relevant literature on the social capital and economy, section 
three addresses model and methodological issues; while section four presents results and discussion, 
section five concludes and proposes some implications.  

Theoretical Background and Literature Review

 Empirical studies on social capital cover a wide range of social science disciplines, charac-
terize differences in economies in their level of economic and social development to differences in the 
respective social capital stock. Empirical studies on social capital cover a wide range of social science 
disciplines, characterize disparities in economies in their stage of economic and social progress to 
disparities in the respective social capital reserve. Countries or the regions possessing relatively 
higher stocks of social capital, appear to attain elevated levels of growth, in comparison with the 
societies having low level of stock (among others, see Brown and Ashman, 1996; Krishna & Uphoff, 
1999; Ostrom, 2003; & Rose, 2000). Most of such studies agree that social capital adds to scale 
efficiency and growth by smoothing the process of association between individual interests and 
achieving the targeted level of income and its fairer distribution.
 
 Social capital also plays a central function for the prediction of international discrepancies in 
happiness (Bartolini & Sarracino, 2009). Academic literature in this regard tests about the possible 
correlation between the social capital trends and that of welfare across countries. The studies, in this 
view, have used an empirical modeling to identify correlation coefficients (see for example, Steven-
son & Wolfers, 2008; Sacks et al., 2010; Easterlin et al., 2010; Easterlin & Angelescu, 2011). Particu-
larly, these studies have evaluated the correlation among subjective well-being and social capital in 
three spans of time-series: long run, medium run and short run.
 
 This particular literature also assesses the correlation coefficient of social capital with GDP. 
The economic text on happiness has tried to unravel the contradiction by discussing that the dynamic 
goals of income targeting may counterbalance the positive consequences of rising income on happi-
ness. Such aspirations may also be influenced by the total proceeds of individual’s own relevant 
income group; for that the rituals, social values, culture and consumption patterns of the society do 
matter (Duesenberry, 1949), or by their own previous income in the course of hedonic treadmill (Fred-
erick and Loewenstein, 1999). In all cases, economic growth is inclined elevate income targets which 
put forth negative consequence on happiness4. 

 However, the usual choice-based criteria cannot elaborate this hypothesis because in prefer-
ence based system it is assumed that no matter what people choose, makes them happier (Loewen-
stein, 1994)5. Though other criteria, to base welfare on happiness rather than choices, avoid many 
such problems but have numerous intrinsic drawbacks. (Frederick & Loewenstein, 1999; Loewen-
stein & Schkade, 1999; Gilbert et al., 2002). Particularly, people often face to serious health condi-
tions but still exhibit high levels of happiness. However, they agree with others that to healthy is 
preferable. After reviewing different lines of research Loewenstein and Ubel (2008) argue that no 
straightforward criterion based on either notion can overcome these problems.
 
 Several papers particularly Helliwell and Putnam (2004) and Bruni and Stanca, (2008) have 

documented that subjective welfare/happiness has positive correlation with social capital in the 
cross-sectional data. Becchetti et al. (2008, 2009) have shown that social capital has a notable impact 
on subjective well-being in the sample of developed and developing countries. However, conversely, 
the broad progress in income levels (due to economic growth) may result in an insignificant boost in 
average happiness, since, relative loss and gain pay-off each other ( Loewenstein & Ubel, 2008).  
Generally speaking, the essential significance conveyed by happiness studies has increased numeral 
of the theorists who believe that using GDP as a factor of welfare may be a question mark.
 
 In line with Putnam (1993) community organizations are sources of common conviction and 
social ties lead to increased scale efficiency. These diverse views provoked empirical tests intended 
for a diverse influence on economic growth (Knack 1999; Glaeser et al., 2002). On the whole, Knack 
(1999) argues that even though every individual calculation of large-scale social capital undergoes a 
few deficiencies, taken together the body of literature points to a considerable and activist role of 
social capital for economic growth. And that the influence of social capital is positive: “higher stages 
of social capital are coupled with succeeding improvements.” Social capital is a contributor to growth 
by signifying the collaboration and conviction within the firm, the market and the nation.

We can summarize this discussion and frame our study as follow:

 (i) The happiness, growth and social capital nexus sometimes exists for some countries   
 over long period of time and for some it does not hold (Stevenson & Wolfers, 2008).   
 In a group of selected panel of Asian economies, this study elaborates the status of   
 relation ship between the stated variables. 
 (ii) Few studies claim that Easterlin paradox (the non-existence of correlation between level  
 of income and happiness) does not hold (for example, Sacks et al.,2010). On the other hand,  
 Easterlin and Angelescu (2011) question about the strength of these inferences stating that  
 these studies failed to differentiate long and short run. In fact, the time perspective is core of  
 the disparity amid Easterlin and others. Easterlin et al. (2010) argues that the significantly  
 positive relation estimated by critics is due to the inclusion of countries in sample with short  
 time series. GDP may matter for welfare in the short run, but such relationships vanish over  
 the long span of time. To answer the questions highlighted by this debate, this study uses a  
 medium term panel data, i.e., five years, and test the existence of horizon randomness. 
 (iii) The third critical point is raised by Clark and Georgellis (2010), emphasizing that the  
 scholars put much consideration to the relationship between income and well-being. On the  
 contrary, insufficient efforts are dedicated to investigate, whether or not the social evalua  
 tions are applicable for correlations between happiness and its determinants other than GDP.  
 

4 This hypothesis can be understood through the modern real business theory, with a leisure-labor paradox.
5 We may call it Benthamite School after the name of Jeremy Bentham.

 For said purpose this paper includes a variable consisting of a combined index of talent,   
 innovation and competitiveness to test the Clark (2008) hypothesis who explores that there  
 is (some) evidence of social relations and/or antecedent.However, we are keen to the notion  
 that whether this “something other than GDP” can do any change in the debate over the issue.  
 Deaton (2011), on the other hands, finds high correlation between happiness and stock prices  
 instead of between happiness and income.

Model and Methodology

 Based on the discussion in the previous section our reduced form model can be summarized 
in following system of equations:
 

 Where, G is growth rate of GDP per capita extracted from WDI; S is value of social capital 
index; K is physical capital that is gross fixed capital formation as percent of GDP; TIC is talent, 
innovation and competitiveness based combined index. H stands for happiness. The subscripts i and t 
denote cross-section and time period respectively. The data used for the purpose of analysis needed 
through investigation in collection and measurements. The data on talent are taken from Global 
Creativity Index of Martin prosperity Institute: talent is one of the dimensions in this index. Innova-
tion and competitiveness indices are used from Global Competitiveness Forum. These three indices 
are combined on the basis of principal component analysis.6 

 Social Capital data are generated from sustainable society index based on 21 indicators, 7 
categories and three dimensions. Based on principal component analysis the three dimensions are 
given appropriate weights to generate a comprehensive social capital index (a feature of this paper). 
H is the happiness index found in different years’ World Happiness Report (WHR). The sample years 
are 2012-2016, while number of countries included in regression analysis is 26 Asian economies. The 
selection of countries is based on different criteria; mainly the size of the economy, population and the 
availability of the data. Total observations are 130 for panel data. We also present descriptive tables of 
cross-sectional data of 136 countries of the world to compare the correlations and statistics of panel 
and cross-sectional data.

6 There are different measures of talent, social capital, human wellbeing and happiness found in various studies, [see for 
example Broniesz and Heijman 2009; Bartilini et. al 2009, Grootaert and van Bastelaer 2001, Webster 2013. 

The physical capital is included as control variable of the regression and will additionally confirm that 
whether social capital is also an economic capital. This model is estimated through three different 
methodologies; namely, Fixed Effects, Random Effects and Generalized Methods of Moments. These 
approaches are used because all three estimate the panel data under different assumption. Using three 
methodologies also confirm the robustness of coefficients and stability with regard to previous litera-
ture. For brevity and generic nature of these methods we do not discuss the details here. 

Descriptive and Empirical Analysis

Descriptive Analysis

 Table 1 and 2 below compare the basic stats of the data. Higher mean and deviation values 
of Growth, Happiness, Physical Capital and TIC indicate the differences taking place due to time. So 
we conclude that the time variant property holds for these data, because in the stats of table two the 
high scoring countries of Europe and North America are also included. The correlation between 
growth, happiness and TIC are statistically insignificant and are negative. The covariance and correla-
tion between physical capital and growth is theoretical. Happiness is significantly correlated with 
Physical capital, social capital and TIC. However, highest degree of correlation exists between happi-
ness and social capital.

Table 1:
Descriptive Statistics: Panel Data of Asian Economies
________________________________________________________________________________
     Growth            Happiness            Physical Capital            SC            TIC________________________________________________________________________________
           Mean      4.907                6.483                    26.627      5.258          4.351
         Median     5.077                6.409                    26.303      5.327          4.283
       Maximum         15.240                8.454                    67.984      6.896         5.677
       Minimum          -9.779                4.639                     1.524      3.408         2.946
        Std. Dev.    2.958                0.780                     9.254      0.686         0.646
       Skewness          -0.586                0.479                     1.025     -0.447        0.068
        Kurtosis    7.611                3.954                     6.927      3.523         2.364
     Jarque-Bera      122.594  9.900                   106.281      5.805         2.294
      Probability         0.000                0.007                     0.000      0.055         0.318
            Sum            637.854              842.845                  3461.528    683.575     565.654
     Sum Sq. Dev.  1129.033 78.384                 11047.140     60.750       53.881
    Observations      130                 130                      130                      130           130

Table 2:
Descriptive Statistics: Cross-sectional Data (136 countries included)
________________________________________________________________________________
     Growth            Happiness            Physical Capital            SC            TIC________________________________________________________________________________
           Mean      3.520                6.370                    16.801      5.324          4.020
         Median      3.606                6.370                    17.184      5.252          3.911
       Maximum          9.754                8.964                    40.530      7.222         5.528
       Minimum          -2.914                3.883                     0.000      3.519        2.888
        Std. Dev.     2.293                1.508                     6.393      0.853        0.641
       Skewness           0.078               -0.063                     0.369      0.238        0.651
        Kurtosis     3.079                1.713                     5.159      2.310         3.198
     Jarque-Bera        0.097                5.291                    16.492      2.221         5.500
      Probability         0.953                0.071                     0.000      0.329         0.064
            Sum            637.854            484.109                  1276.887    404.616     305.502
     Sum Sq. Dev.   394.501            170.591                 3065.201     54.591       30.849________________________________________________________________________________
 
 So in this initial part of analysis we confirm the Easterlin Paradox (discussed in section 2 
above). Surprisingly, though statistically significant, but very small magnitude of correlation is 
observed between Social and Physical capital. The differences in the figures are obvious in panel and 
cross-sectional data. The lower values of all the correlations indicate that the time variant properties 
of data hold for panel. In cross-sectional data, the happiness growth correlation is still negative and 
but highly significant. The correlation between Social capital and growth indicates negative sign and 
shows that in large cross country data the negative correlation holds between SC and growth. By 
surprise holding time constant (over the cross-sectional data) the correlation between K and G is 
negative indicative of the heterogeneity in the cross-sectional units. TIC, SC and H are highly 
correlated. These results will be important for discussion in empirical section below.

Table 3:
Covariance Analysis: Panel Data of Asian Economies
 

 For Social capital, the direction and magnitude of the β coefficients (equation 2) are similar 
in FE and RE models. So relatively, consistency holds for social capital in both methods, but not for 
GMM. In GMM model the growth is restrictive to social capital. However, physical capital does not 
have significant impact on social capital in FE and RE models. A little evidence of efficacy of K for 
SC is observed in GMM. TIC contributes positively towards the attainment of social capital of Asian 
economies. We have found a strong evidence of social capital and happiness relationship, as we 
presumed in section 2 above in all estimates of the equation 3. Nonetheless the physical capital and 
growth both have negative and statistically less significant effect on happiness. TIC is effective in 
generalizing the happiness along with the factors of cross-section and period specific.  

Table 5:
Empirical Findings

Summary and Implications

We can summarize our results in theoretical perspective for policy implication as follows:

 i. The growth is capital oriented, whether physical or social. Thus we can answer the question  
 we pondered in section one into Yes. The social capital is like all other economic capital a  
 growth enhancing factor. 
 ii. The significant income effect out ways the little substitution effect of trade-off between  

 social and physical capital. In this case the efforts exerted for physical capital accumulation  
 reduces the attainment of social capital. 
 iii. The debate among the scholars inferred that there was a need to find “something other  
 than GDP” for the happiness, we found it a robust hypothesis and can imply that it is benefi 
 cial for the Asian economies to dedicate some policy efforts for the happiness and subjec  
 tive-wellbeing of the societies.  Some alternatives to be assumed are the role of social capital,  
 social tolerance, political freedom, religiosity and health
 iv. The results also imply that the efforts to grow reduce the happiness that is consistent with  
 the theory of real business cycle. This shows that respective loss to happiness due to growth  
 is higher than the gains.
 
 In nutshell we conclude that the Asian economies should emphasize more arguments in their 
objective function of social welfare, by limiting the role of GDP. The happiness is more than (merely) 
an income phenomenon.
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List of Asian Economies included in the Sample 

 Bangladesh, Bhutan, Cambodia, China, India, Indonesia. Iran, Israel, Japan, Jordon, Korea, 
Laos, Lebanon, Malaysia, Mongolia, Nepal, Oman, Pakistan, Philippines, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, 
Thailand, United Arab Emirates, Vietnam, Yemen

Empirical Analysis: Results and Discussion

 Before estimating the reduced-form model, both parametric and non-parametric panel unit 
roots tests are employed to test stationarity in the concerning variables of present study (Hafeez et al., 
2018). The results are compared in table 4. We can infer that all the series are stationary at level in 
almost all four cases except social capital. This series is non stationary in IPS test only; otherwise the 
null of unit root is rejected in rest of the three tests. So our empirical analysis based on the Fixed and 
random effects is valid for equations 1-3 in section 3 above. 

Table 4:
Panel Unit Root Tests (Comparison Table)

 We have estimated three equation of the model using three methods. The variations in the 
results make it of prime interest for sociologists and economists both. The social capital is growth 
enhancing and any increase in any of the dimension of the social capital statistically leads to growth 
more than two percent in fixed effects, about one percent over the random effect and about half 
percent when the moment conditions are applied. This deviation in the results signifies that social 
capital is more effective along the individual characteristics of the sample countries because fixed 
effects capture all the effects of geography, endowment and any other factor.
 
 So for Asian economies it is concluded that the individual specific factors of social capital 
contribute more to growth. The magnitude of physical capital coefficient is relatively consistent for 
economic growth although has lower level of confidence for fixed and random effects. TIC index does 
not have statistically significant impact on country level fixed effects but has negative and statistically 
significant impact on growth if one uses random effects model on these selected Asian economies. It 
means for the sample economies the spillover effect of talent through human capital on growth is not 
effective for individual characteristics.  However, over the periods, the effect of TIC is growth retard-
ing. The generalized methods of moment results do not differentiate from those of random effects in 
direction, but different in magnitude. J-stat shows that the restriction employed are valid.
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